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ing 1986-87, Armenia in 1988, and Japan and Northern California in 1989.
(The radio signals before these quakes had very
low frequencies.)
They are known as Very Low, Extremely Low, and Ultra Low Frequency waves, or
V.L.F., E.L.F., and U.L.F. Such waves can travel
through a certain amount of solid rock, as well as
through the atmosphere. (End quoting)
In addition to the above, an Athens University
physicist observed electromagnetic signals in six out
of seven quakes in Greece over several years.
The available information
on human-induced
earthquakes is scant compared to that available on
weather modification. For one reason, it is not as easy
to look inside the Earth as it is to look into the sky.
When we see incredibly heavy rains and flooding in
one area, lasting for months, while a few hundred miles
away there are unusual drought conditions, it’s not hard
to figure out that something is not quite right. But we
cannot see inside the Earth to study how the tectonic
plates are moving. Nor are we able to see inside how
magma (molten lava) is circulating like the blood in
our own veins and arteries.
When, however, there are brilliant flashes of light,
seen for 200 miles, prior to an earthquake, or very
powerful E.L.F. waves detected just prior to an earthquake, this should be an indication that the earthquake
may well have been human-induced.
According to one highly-reputable source who must
remain nameless, both Russia and our own U.S. (Bolshevik) Government have the capability of triggering
earthquake faults and also of detonating volcanos. In
fact, in May of 1979, Mt. St. Helens was triggered to
explode, apparently by Russian Cosmospheres.
According to this unnamed source, as of 1992,
there were approximately 150 Cosmospheres stationed
high above and all along the San Andreas Fault, from
Alaska to Central America. As well, all along the New
Madrid Fault, which runs roughly along the path of
the Mississippi River, from the Great Lakes to the Gulf
of Mexico, there are over 100 Cosmospheres in highaltitude positions.
There are also squadrons of Cosmospheres stationed above every major volcanic mountain in the
Pacific Northwest of America. These include, but are
by no means limited to, Mt. St. Helens, Mount Adams,
Glacier Peak, Mt. Rainier and Mt. Shasta.
Why the big emphasis on the West Coast of
America7 Heavy damage inflicted there would cause
major chaos. Also, the banking central computer system, as of 1992, was/is located there. If this were damaged there would be chaos in the American financial
community. It doesn’t take much imagination to figure out that if the American financial community collapsed, and that included Wall Street and New York
City, it could be used as the pretext to collapse the already shaky world financial community!
Why do you think all American business has moved
to other countries? And why we had to have G.A.T.T.,
N.A.F.T.A., etc.7 The intent is to collapse America,
and We-The-People along with it. A big part of the
Elite One World Controller’s Global Plan 2000 is major depopulation of planet Earth by the year 2000, and
all of the above planning fits neatly into their dastardly
scheme. The triggering of earthquake faults, however,
is not done by Cosmospheres alone. Our own Space
Shuttles are used, among other things, for the same
purpose.
On Sunday, October 10, 1993, C.N.N.
News announced that the Space Shuttle
was
being prepared to launch on Thursday, October 14th.
On the morning of the 14th, it looked as though weather
(7) would cause a delay. Then things looked okay, but
moments before lift-off a “computer malfunction”
stopped the launch. It was announced they would try
again the following day.
On Friday, October 15th, N.A.S.A. announced they
would reschedule the launch for Monday, October 18th.
On Mondav mornine. October 18.1993.
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Chief Sitting Bull of the Sioux (Indian) Nation
was on the warpath almost continuously from 18691876, because he consistently refused to submit to
reservation life. After the battle of Little Bighorn in
1876, Sitting Bull fled across the border into Canada
where Indians were allowed to live in peace. This
practice became a constant source of embarrassment
to the American Government.
Thus, an American
commission, led by General Alfred Terry, was sent to
Canada to request Sitting Bull and his band of Sioux
to return to the United States and reservation life.
Sitting Bull responded by reviewing his tribe’s
experiences
with the “Great White Father” in
Washington, reminding the general of the innumerable
broken treaties and promises.
He then continued,
(quoting:)
For 64 years you have persecuted my people. I
ask you what we have done to cause us to depart from
our own country? I will tell you. We had no place to
go, so we took refuge here. It was on this side of the
boundary I first learned to shoot and be a man. For
that reason I have come back. I was kept ever on the
move until I was compelled to foresake my own lands
and come here. I was raised close to, and to&y shake
hands with, these people. (He strides toward Canadian Commissioner
MacLeod and Superintendent
Walsh, shakes hands with them, then turns to the
American commissioners.)
That is the way I came to know these people, and
that is the way I propose to live. We did not give you
our country; you took it from us. Look how I stand
with these people (pointing to the Canadian Northwest Mounted Police). Look at me. You think I am a
fool, but you are a greater fool than I am. This house,
the home of the English, is a medicine house (the
abode of truth) and you come here to tell us lies. We
do not want to hear them. Now I have said enough.
You can go back. Say no more. Take your lies with
you. I will stay with these people. The country we
came from belonged to us; you took it from us; we
will live here. (End quoting)
The embarrassment that was the government of

Americans. And the lies continue, for the Indian as
well as for the general masses, who are but slaves themselves to the Great White (now Bolshevik) Father. Oh,
how wonderful it would be to simply say to the Elite
go back to where you
came from and take your lies with you!” But we need
No one in power ever willingly gave up that power
to the people. We-The-People in America did fight
for, and win, that power to ourselves in 1776. But we
were lulled to sleep by the clever Elite and they’ve now
given us sports to feel our power. Most have accepted
this substitution without sensing any change.
As this author writes this page, heavy rains
(weather control?) have cancelled the first game of the
1996 World Series of baseball in New York City. The
average American, like the Roman just before the collapse of the Roman Empire, has lost sight of what his
real focus should be (the impending collapse of the
world as we know it) and is instead distracted by the
thrill of momentary illusions. Today, one might appropriately ask, “Who is the fool, and who is the greater
fool?” Let’s continue with our investigation of geophysical manipulations.
When we left off with Part XI, we had seen how
powerful electromagnetic light flashes were observed
prior to the great earthquake at Tangshan, China in
1976, and we saw how Tesla-technology was able to
create such phenomenon. We also saw that, as Dr. Peter
Beter revealed, the Russians had placed deep undersea
bombs in the Pacific Ocean to generate earthquakes.
Dr. Peter Beter has also revealed that, as of 1980,
the Russians had also planted earthquake-generating
cobalt bombs underground in the Northeastern part of
the United States. These are primarily concentrated
around New York City but extend up into New England.
On the morning of January 9, 1982, an earthquake of
magnitude 5.9 on the Richter scale was set off in Eastern Canada, near Maine. This was. reported to be the
worst earthquake in the area in 127 years. Nine days
later, on January 18, a second earthquake was set off
in New Hampshire. This was population control with
earthquakes, conducted by the Russians.
In Part XI of this series, it was stated that the January 30, 1981 edition of the
reported
an increase in significant earthquakes coincident with
an increase of E.L.F. (Extremely Low Frequency)
transmissions by both Russia and the United States.
The March 29, 1992 edition of the
reported that the incidence of E.L.F. signals associated with earthquakes are continuing, (quoting:)
Satellites and ground sensors detected mysterious
radio waves or related electrical and magnetic activity
before major earthquakes in Southern California dur-
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lifted off from Cape Canaveral, Florida, with its crew,
and 14 rats, on a 2-week mission (unnamed intelligence
sources have reported that the salamanders were involved in high-level contract negotiations and boycotted this particular flight). It was (really) announced
by C.N.N. that some of the rats would be decapitated
and dissected.
Unfortunately for us slaves, the rats
did not include Bill Clinton, George Bush, any of
Clinton’s Cabinet Members, Alan Greenspan, or Henry
Kissinger, as all of them were seen elsewhere the same
day. Would you have cried if some of them were decapitated? Apparently there are some Americans who
believe the rat stories. Amazing!
According to another highly reputable source who
must also remain nameless, this Shuttle mission (as
well as many others) was used for triggering earthquakes. Early on the morning of Sunday, October 24,
1993, at 1:55 a.m., a strong earthquake, reportedly of
“about” magnitude 6.8, shook Mexico City. During
this same two-week period of the
being in
orbit around the Earth, there were many small quakes
in Oregon, California, and Nevada. On October 19,
there was a magnitude “4.1” quake along the California-Nevada border. On October 20, the same thing.
On October 2 1, yet another magnitude “4.1” quake in
the same area (almost looks like a pattern).
As well, there were earthquakes in Japan, the Kuril
Islands, the Philippines, Solomon Islands, off the coast
of Kamchatka, off the coast of Nicaragua, the Virgin
Islands, Southern Bolivia, Fiji Islands, Guatemala,
Costa Rica and Ohio. All of these quakes had magnitudes between “4.3” and “5.8”, except Ohio, which was
“3.4”.
One might ask the question, “Are all of these earthquakes significant?” The answer, of course, is yes, because our scientists know that to keep all fault lines in
repeated and periodic motion keeps them loose enough
that when it is determined to hit them hard, they will
go without a hitch! Besides, all this shaking keeps the
masses on edge. It is actually terrorizing of the masses.
This is part of the reason we have to have terrorists. If
we did not have terrorists to keep the masses traumatized through fear (and thus in more chaos and confusion and totally controlled), they would have to be created. But we are now actually getting into what could
be termed part of behavior modification, so let’s leave
this for now.
On the morning of Monday, January 17, 1994, at
4:3 1 a.m. local time, an earthquake of magnitude “6.8”
shook the area around Northridge, California.
This
was in the area of Los Angeles, and the shaking damaged several other areas of the city, destroying buildings, freeways, water mains, powerlines, and gas lines
which ignited fires. According to scientists, this quake
occurred on a previously unknown fault which was said
to be a reverse thrust fault. There were reports that at
the very epicenter, magnitudes were more like “9.0”.
Sources have revealed that this earthquake was
human induced. One of the clues is that there was actually a sharp up-thrusting of the land. Naturally occurring earthquakes are usually characterized by mostly
lateral movement as the two sides of a fault slip along
against each other. According to sources, this quake
was caused by detonations from below, which in turn
caused the violent up-thrusting of .the land.
Even though this earthquake was man-made, it still
has many of the markings of a naturally occurring
quake. Because the Earth has been greatly disturbed,
there are aftershocks, and in L.A. there were many.
Two hours after the initial quake there was a magnitude “4.0” quake in Northern California, just north of
San Francisco. On Wednesday, January 19, there was
a magnitude “6.9” quake in Indonesia and a “4.4” in
Klamath Falls, Oregon. On January 20, there was activity in Taiwan, Peru and Northern California. And
on Friday, January 21, there were two quakes in IndoAll during this same time
nesia, a “7.3” and a “6.2”.
Los Angeles experienced over 1,500 aftershocks, many
of magnitude “5.0” to “5.5”.
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Since earthquakes occur all the time in California,
(almost) no one suspected that human beings would
create such things to destroy and control other human
beings. But they do.
By January of 1995, Japan was sitting in a very
favorable financial position as it had used its assets,
abilities and technological
ingenuity to build the
world’s most successful manufacturing empire. Those
who like to let it be known that they run the world, the
Elite One World Controllers, had been pressuring Japan to allow the International Monetary Fund (I.M.F.,
a United Nations-related institution) to have some control over Japan’s great financial empire. Japan, wanting to maintain what it felt it had rightly earned itself,
chose to retain control over its own wealth and resisted
the moves by the I.M.F. If Japan would not listen to
the words of the Controllers, then some powerful arm
twisting was in order. Japan needed to be taught a
lesson!!
Early on the morning of Tuesday, January 17,1995
(one year to the day after the Northridge, California
quake), at 4:45 a.m., a very powerful earthquake of
magnitude “7.2” struck Kobe, Japan, one of the country’s main manufacturing centers, especially of high
technology, and a major port city. The message had
been sent to Japan, loud and clear. And they got the
message. Sources said it was more like magnitude
“8.2”!
The death toll of the Kobe quake would eventually
reach 5,000, as the twin cities of Osaka and Kobe suffered incredible devastation. However, those who had
been awake and outside prior to the quake reported that
there was a tremendous lighted explosive blast prior
Some witnesses said it reto the actual earthquake.
sembled what they would describe as “the whole world
being blown up”. The Kobe quake was man-made!! As
ih the Northridge quake, there was the same incredible up-thrusting of the land with relatively very little
lateral movement.
The same day as the Kobe tarthquake, there was a
“6.0” shaker in the Fiji Islands at a depth of 600 kilometers, and another “6.0” in Alaska. The following
day there was a “5.6” quake in the Kuril Islands just
north of Japan, and the day after that, a “6.5” in Colombia, South America.
We need to understand that all is connected to all
on this tiny planet, and that any earthquake activity
around the ‘Ring of Fire’, or around the great Pacific
Tectonic Plate generally, affects earthquake activity in

other areas around that plate, oftentimes on the opposite side. The entire surface of planet Earth is nothing
but a series of interconnected crustal plates, known as
tectonic plates. These tectonic plates are always in
motion, and at this particular time of Earth changes
activity they are in an even more heightened state of
movement. Both natural and artificial earthquakes
occur today, and will occur tomorrow, because we do
not put a stop to the artificial ones. Let’s move on to
the study of behavior modification, which affects us in
more ways than we realize.
Behavior modification, in the broadest sense, includes every device, scheme, artifice or mechanism
used to control or influence human behavior, either directly, by some physical means, or through more subtle
suggestion (which is not always so subtle), to effect in
the human being a specific change in and of their performance.
The practice of behavior modification, when viewed
in this broad definition, is as old as humanity on this
planet. If we can-narrow the parameters of onr investigation of this subject to just this century, where the
major thrust for controlling the masses has really been
elevated to a rather sophisticated science, then we will
not have to consume precious time examining the barbarity of past centuries. This is by no means to say
that the use of E.L.F. waves to manipulate human behavior is anything but barbaric. It is just that we will
not discuss spears, clubs, lances or the like which no
doubt were rather effective early means of behavior
modification.
What we do know about human behavior modification is that the head is the main target for all of it.
This is simply because all of our important senses for
perceiving the world are concentrated there. Whatever we see on T.V., or on advertising billboards, or
read in books, newspapers, or magazines is seen by the
eyes. Whatever we hear, from T.V., to radios, to other
people’s opinions (most of whom have been brainwashed by the propaganda that envelopes us all)
reaches us through our ears. And the brain is the computer which must help in interpreting all of this, as
well as helping to maintain all of the general physiological functions which keep the entire body going.
As was explained in Part IX of this series, the Alpha
Waves of the human brain are in the range of 10 cycles
per second, which is also within the range of E.L.F.
waves, which are being pulsed almost continuously
for both behavior modification and for weather
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control.
The use of lies to control the people is as old as
civilization itself, but the more sophisticated means
emploved to control huge populations, and even all of
humanty, have seen the major thrust of their development in the early part of this century. It was explained
in Part V of this series that at the conclusion of World
War I, the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations was
established in England. It is the ‘Tavistock Method’
which uses repeated psychological shocks or stressful
events to absolutely control society. This is why mankind has been bombarded with one crisis after another
for at least this entire century.
The print media (newspapers, books, and magazines) has been used as a device for controlling the
masses as long as there has been the printed word.
While one might find some truth in books, in America,
newspapers were and are owned by powerful monied
interests and obviously represent those interests. Remember, the history of events and wars is written by
the winners, i.e., the international bankers and the
multinational corporations.
It was the advent of radio broadcasting which began a new form of communications. With radio, people
could be informed almost immediately about events
half-way around the world. Of course, the reporting
would have the desired spin on it for purposes of controlling or influencing the listeners to perceive the reported events in a certain way.
The first scheduled preadvertised radio program
in the United States went on the air on the evening of
Election Day, November 2, 1920, when Station KDKA,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, operated by Westinghouse
Electric, broadcast the returns of the Harding-Cox
presidential elections. From that day forward, America
and Americans would never be the same.
With this new media at their disposal, the One
World Controllers kept the major think tanks busy devising all sorts of programs to numb the masses, and
then alternately shock them repeatedly with reporting
on world events. We have already seen, from earlier
Parts of this series, how the masses were lied to time
after time about World War I, the crash of the stock
market in 1929 and the ensuing economic collapse, the
great depression, and events as they unfolded into
World War II, and on, and on.
The paramount mind-control device was being developed through the 1920s and 1930s. Silent film,
sound, movies were becoming more and more popular,
but it was television which would capture the attention of all who saw it, in a unique new way. In 1939
the National Broadcasting Company began regularly
scheduled public telecasting with an experimental station, but it would be another decade before TV really
had the bugs worked out and it caught on big. By 1948,
television was no longer a fad, it was the modern means
of communication.
Many years ago, this author heard a story (true)
which must have sent a very clear message to our Controllers about just how powerful was this new media
called television.
Some details about the exact year
and location are sketchy, but perhaps some reader
might inform us of the correct details.
It was about 1950 with the first hour-long scheduled TV program of Milton Berle, broadcast out of
Detriot, Michigan. Today, we have TV commercials
every other minute (or so it seems), but in 1950, an
hour-long program only had one break, after 30 minutes, or, right in the middle of the hour. This was sensible, as even Milton or his guests might need a momentary break. This program ran at what would later
become known as “prime time”, from 8:00 p.m. to 9:00
p.m. All was good, and everyone thoroughly enjoyed
the very popular Milton Berle.
In a related story, however, there was a big problem in Detriot that had developed, and which could
not at first be explained.
At precisely 8:30 p.m. on
certain evenings
entire city of Detroit would lose
al1 water pressure. This was puzzling until it was re-
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alized that this only happened on nights when the
was on TV So popular was Milton
that everyone was watching him, but not only that,
everyone was waiting until the break at 8:30 p.m. to
use the bathroom, and then everybody went at once.
With thousands-upon-thousands
of toilets flushing at
the same time, it was as though someone had opened
all the water outlet val,ves in the city, thereby reducing
the water pressure in the entire city to almost nothing! !
This was, no doubt, valuable news to our Elite One
World Controllers.
They now knew for certain they
had an enormously powerful tool on their hands. The
people could be trained like robots to all get up and go
to the bathroom at the same time. It would not be too
difficult then to have all the lambs line
for the
slaughter, especially if the slaughterhouse could be
made more attractive with slick
color
pictures (on the TV) and with great sound effects. Just
think of it; a mind control device to control the world,
disguised as a television set. How clever!!
What is it that makes TV so magnetic that it draws
you into its spell like some hypnotic trance? Try walking into a room where people are watching TV and see
how difficult it is not to
attention to it. Could it
be because TV is an electromagnetic device that is radiating electromagnetic signals, and sounds, out to the
viewer? Do TV programs program us??
Although there is incredible potential for television to become a very engaging tool to inform and enlighten the masses, since the efforts of our Elite Controllers have overwhelmingly been to lie to the people,
it should come as no
to learn that TV was and
is used to further the lies,
Some excerpts from
1962 Edition, Volume 26, will prove very telling about
what was projected onto the public from a publication
now obviously controlled by think tanks. It is amazing that the encyclopedia said what it did. It is doubtful you would read about this in a new encyclopedia,
(quoting:)
There are compelling reasons for the serial character of television
One is the fact that
television adapts itself to the routine of daily life so
that audiences form viewing habits and develop program loyalties. The housewife organizes her domestic
tasks around her favorite programs, the children’s
schedules are built around programs designed for them,
the family gathers for group viewing after the day’s
tasks are over...
The continuous operation of television broadcasting stations throughout the day, every day, has no parallel in other public communications media and the
consequent rapid absorption of program ideas places
considerable strain on human ingenuity and imagination. It would be literally impossible to schedule some-

thing entirely new and original in each program segment; hence the necessity of stretching each program
idea as far as possible...
Television is essentially a reporting medium, with
the unique advantage of being able to time its reports
flexibly and precisely in terms of... the needs and psychological readiness of audiences... information can be
timed to find the audience in a suitably relaxed and
receptive mood...
The speed and completeness of public acceptance
of television broadcasting have been among the most
striking of social phenomena of modern times. This is
true in every country where a television service has
been made available, but particularly true in the United
States because of its size, large number of primary stations, and the purchasing power of the general public.
Within a decade (1950-1960), over 46000,000 homes
in the United States were equipped with television. It
took radio broadcasting 25 years to accomplish the
same penetration, and the automobile half-a-century.
In that brief decade the television set advanced from a
novelty to a household necessity, ranked in importance
with the telephone, the bathtub, and the refrigerator...
Television is sometimes alleged to be responsible
for juvenile delinquency, crime waves, and other antisocial behavior; or it is proposed that television be used
to “sell” democracy...
Students of social control believe that people are
influenced most importantly by the small, primary soIt appears that
cial group to which they belong.
television’s capacity to influence behavior depends
heavily upon certain prior circumstances, such as an
individual’s existing disposition toward the behavior
suggested by television and the existence of a social
mechanism to facilitate achievement of the suggested
.
Though television is not all-powerful as a social
influence, it nevertheless has a profound advantage
over all other media of communication in its capacity
to enlarge the individual’s horizon of experience vicariously. (End quoting)
Today, it is not difficult to see how true is the above
information from 1962. “Television’s capacity to influence behavior depends heavily upon certain prior
circumstances”, and if those circumstances are guns,
drugs and violence in the environment of young people,
and they see plenty of guns, drugs and violence on television, then those same young people are predisposed
to turn around and go shoot someone for drugs. The
“social mechanism to facilitate achievement of the suggested goal” is, or can be, the gun, and it is used as the
convenient means of solving social problems on an increasingly frequent basis. And those who do not see
how all of this has worked together to destroy youth,
the family, and society, are blind! I !
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full-blown disease only after the first cycling comes
and goes and you think you have bested the organisms
sickening you. No, these are genetically altered microJournal
organisms which mutate to each new host.
new Journal
A LOT of lies are being foisted off on you, however.
Beware of major hype articles which will simply push
you off into rash and unlawful behavior and get great
of CONTACT
Journal
numbers incarcerated and/or killed. There are a lot of
correct presentations but among the REAL come the
foolish lies as well. Use your minds, sort carefully, and
be prepared as much as you can. YOU ARE ALREADY
EXPERIENCING BOUTS OF PUBLIC-ACQUIRED
ORGANISMS AS EVEN RESTAURANTS ARE BEFOREWORD
ING TEMPORARILY CLOSED BECAUSE OF OUTWe will call this a “Foreword” simply because it is BREAKS IN FOOD OR THROUGH FOOD HANthe next writing. I have been focused this week on DLERS.
distant situations which have needed my full attention
What are the expected diseases, for starters?
so the recent writings have had to be private and
1. PLAGUE-Yersinia
Pestis.
regarding, mostly, urgently needed considerations.
2. ANTHRAX-Bacillus
Anthracis.
3. CHOLERA-Vibrio
Cholera.
CANADIAN
DEBT
4. TYPHOID FEVER-Salmonella
Typhi.
These are all “recognized” diseases and all are
CALL
ON U.S.
known to be deadly in Pandemic ability to spread
We have to take note of the heating up of conflict
through insects, food and watef supplies.
between the United States and just about everybody
NOW THEY ARE CROSSED WITH VIRUSES
else. The Canadian Border problems are about the WHICH MUTATE AND ARE THEREFORE “MISSED”
most intense issue today. I consider it a very good IN DIAGNOSIS MOST OF THE TIME.
thing for you-the-people
and I hope you will not
It is not unusual to pick up a variation of say,
simply let the opportunity of bearing sweet fruit die on Salmonella, (food poisoning) and most of the time the
the vine. There are trillions of citizen dollars tied up diagnosis is simple food poisoning when actually there
in the “call” on the U.S. to pay the Canadians for is present Botulism-so
PAY ATTENTION to your
property seized, but agreed to be paid fairly for, at the own sniffles. Certainly, do not panic and go off the
end of the Revolutionary War for Independence. The deep end with antibiotics for a case of “cold” lest you
ONLY way the nation is going to be able to honor such build up resistance. H%wever, I suggest that if you can
agreements, now with billions of dollars in interest
do so, have some antibiotics on hand. The best way to
added, is to honor THAT GOLD CERTIFICATE ES- store such is through colloidalized solutions such as
TABLISHED IN
BY THE GOOD OL’ BOYS’ Titanium, Copper, Silver and Gold. These are totally
BUSH CLUB. It alone can pay off ALL the debt of the harmless to the overall body cells but destructive to the
United States owed on such treaties and agreements.
invaders. Only the OxySol and Silver, however, act as
But will the Privately owned and European-operated
an immediate antiseptic. Almost any recognized “anFederal Reserve Banking network also WIN? NO. tiseptic” agent, however, will kill the surface organJust remember, readers, ALL of your income taxes go isms.
There will come a time when ONLY the
to servicing that DEBT to THOSE banks-not
to colloidalized items, mentioned here, will work at all
running your government or for your own services.
for internal infection.
I ask that you be especially aware of PNEUMONIC
DISEASES
PLAGUE. This occurs when cells of Y. pestis are either
inhaled directly or reach the lungs during bubonic
I need to remind you AGAIN of things taking plague bouts. Symptoms are usually absent until the
place today in the world of micro-organisms
as a last day or two of the disease when large amounts of
weapon of choice being used against you-the-people.
bloody sputum are emitted. Untreated cases rarely
During this very current period of time there was survive more than two days. Pneumonic plague, as one
a full blown political plan of the Shadow Government
might expect, is a highly contagious disease, and can
orchestrated through the corrupt portion of the CIA spread rapidly via the respiratory route if infected
and the Elite, yea Banksters-to
release millions of individuals are not immediately quarantined. This, of
infected fleas as well as introduce spores and organ- course, IS the carrier organism for that old “new”
isms through aerosol carriers, into the population at “mystery virus” which kills in a matter of hours. THERE
major airports, train and bus terminals and into the IS NO MYSTERY about it except what is intended for
shopping malls-right
through Christmas.
your consumption and a full expectation that the disThe diseases are now running rampant through
ease itself will be “treated” in such a way as to enhance
populations of different nations as the Olympics par- the introduced virus reproduction even if the carrier
ticipants have carried the original infections back organism is killed. So, we can simply refer to this
home to share and tell. The initial symptoms are first advanced type of plague as Septicemic Plague.
recognized as colds and flu. The bouts worsen into
Billions of those Septicemic Plague organisms are
a good 9
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being released in flea hosts. The fleas remain dormant
in cold temperatures, so this time of the year, along
with Spring, are the ideal dispersion times. The fleas
can be chilled, put into “thermos” bottles or containers,
and dumped at sites where, when warmed a bit, the flea
becomes animated-AND
HUNGRY. There are several different insects used as carriers, but for Plagues
the ideal carrier is the flea.
And how can you tell if your fleas are non-dormant? Well, perhaps you can’t because they can endure
intense heat and intense cold without damage. You
CAN, however, accurately measure temperatures by
several of the other insects and realize that the flea is
among the same grouping. You can “hear” the temperature changes if you
to LISTEN. Obviously,
since the grasshopper is a herbivore and only eats
plants, it won’t work for a human host because you have
to have a BLOOD-SUCKER.
The grasshopper, as a for instance, is loudest at 95”
F and is
to chirp when the temperature falls
below 62°F. This is why the winter nights on a farm are
so silent.
All the insects who sing and chirp are
sleeping. A grasshopper which can fly very well in the
summer, cannot fly at all at a temperature below 45” F,
and at 36” or 37” F is unable to jump. Therefore,
whenever you hear a grasshopper, you know the temperature is at least 62” F.
At 40” F ALL insects are silent, and at 33” or 34’F
the insect thermometer ceases to register because all
the insects are helpless. Ah, but like the hungry bear in
the Spring-those
insects awaken with voracious appetites.
I would also note that fleas especially tend to clump
on hosts when the temperatures reach above 105” F.
This is for the “cooling” needs as much as for food
suPPlY.
HALLOWEEN

TREATS

One “community” plan of the Adversary this and
subsequent years is to mist the areas where children in
highly populated areas will be Trick- or-Treating on
Halloween. It is easy to do this and nobody will be
recognized as everyone will be dressed up to hide
identities. VERY, VERY DANGEROUS, THIS TRICKOR-TREATING!
This is not called All Saints Day
where we come from-it is ALL SATAN’S DAY!
Just remember something very, very important: the
disease you see is no longer the “disease you have”.
GERM

WARFARE

It is touted around that “germ” warfare will come
from a foreign source, such as Clinton’s spewing that
somehow Iraq is capable of utilizing this mode of war.
Well, that may well be so-but they got the damned
microbes FROM THE UNITED STATES-and
therefore, Clinton won’t go to Iraq to use them ON YOU.
And YOU, brethren, are TOTALLY UNPREPARED
FOR THIS TYPE OF WARFARE.
I do suggest, however, that you seriously consider
GETTING THE HELL OUT OF THE MIDDLE EAST,
U.S., BECAUSE WHAT IS ABOUT TO ERUPT IS
GOINGTOBE SIMILARTO WHATEVERYOU CONSIDER .TO BE, HELL.
The U.S. rend ally Israel are now accepted everywher6 on the globe as “the naked aggressors”.
You
have turned millions of friends into enemies and your
days are numbered for you stand at the brink of total
disaster.
I have to remind you now of something else we
wrote about many times but it NOW TAKES ON OMINOUS MEANING.
TECHNOLOGY
Do you remember when we told you about lasers
that melt eyeballs? Do yoy.also remember that we told
you about the U.S. supplying Israel with such technol-
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ogy? No? Well
is, better stated than did we for
we did not focus much on the whos and hows-but be
ready, readers, Iraq not only has Germ Warfare capabilities but also has this Laser technology and is just
waiting for you to suck Her in-again!
To make the
point of this deadly weapon I related it to the Photon
Belt passage wherein there would PROBABLY be an
igniting of the Radiation Belt around your planet. This
would produce such intense light radiation as to accomplish blindness in most of the population.
We have been laughed at and ridiculed by the best
“patriots” you can offer, i.e., Monarch Herr Col. James
“Bo” Gritz, et al., for our suggestion to have instantly
available some extremely dark glasses and preferably
some of the darkest welder’s goggles available. We
were accused of: possibly owning stock in the goggle
factory. I wish we did!
[QUOTING, as an example as to how accepted this
is, now, let us just reprint here a copy of a special
request for massive distribution of an article in
Oct. 28, 1996 entitled:]

:.

5, 1996

limits” to direct attack. I can’t give you those coordinates but I
do some in-depth
and
back issue of
reading.
a
Whether or not you actually
n an Armageddon-you shall certainly have an Apocalypse, for there
eventually comes a time when these rampant threats
against the population take their devastating toll. We
are now speaking of deadly assaults which do not take
Kennedy further reports that “The laser is effective into consideration specific and focused groups such as
against targets up to 12 miles away,” and quotes an eye the
community for starters. Just as with
specialist at Walter Reed Army Hospital in Washington AIDS, the microbes make no distinction as to sexual
And, oh
should
that: “Simply preference, sexuality, OR SEX-period.
put: total, permanent blindness,” will be the result of
any
the use of the weapon. The laser light literally “melts
above characterizations.
the eyeball”, this specialist, who served as a medical
consultant for several anti-personnel laser testing proBANKS
AND
BANKING
grams, told the magazine writer.
ELITE;
The
identified TRW, a major defensetechnology conglomerate, as the company where reWhile we write of things of war we may as well go
search on anti-personnel laser weapons has been going on and update on happenings within the Corporate
on for 17 years. Code-named MIAAD-182 (Mid-range Banking Community. I did not say “corporations”-1
Infra-red Advanced Antipersonnel Disabling system), said “Corporate.”
DEATH
RAY GIVEAWAY
it has been renamed “Nautilus”.
Read it againYour non-heard-of Green Party candidate, Ralph
it is NOW called
Nader, commented on banks and money. He said: “Bill
“Israel Acquiring Banned American Laser That
The
Hough quoted one expert: “War Clinton reappointed the Republican chairman of the
‘Melts Eyeballs’ of Enemies” is the headline of a planners foresaw a time when the mere terror of a Federal Reserve, which is part of the permanent gov“Special Report” in the July issue of
swiftly, silently gliding ray that ‘melts’-literally
in- ernment in Washington that makes the economy safe
The author of the story, cinerates-the
human eye would panic hostile troops for the financial industry’s profits-no
matter what its
Tim Kennedy, describes a weapon so horrible that it is and rout them without firing a shot.”
mischief and speculation. The federal banking agenforbidden to American troops-but
is being given to
An expert on laser technology and weaponry told cies serve the banks under Clinton as they did under
Israel.
the
that “The Nautilus represents the ulti- Republican presidents, using massive bailouts of crooks
Here is what Kennedy had to say, in part, in the mate combat technology. Properly engineered, it will and swindlers. Taxpayers will pay half-a-trillion doldestroy anything in its path.”
lars between 1990 and 2020 in principal and interest
And there is one more point of interest: As with for the savings-and-loan scandal alone.” Better listen
many
exclusives, readers sent the reports to up, readers, because you are literally into a race for your
their representatives
and senators in Congress and money-as
Along the lines of this topic, writer James L. Green
were informed by these worthies that the
had
many times has done another superb job of presenting some interno idea what it was talking about.
These
esting information.
told that the Defense Department had assured Congress
[QUOTING,
Oct. 28,1996:]
that no such weapon existed and we certainly hadn’t
given away any such things.
,Perhaps readers can now ask their representatives
FED. GOVERNMENT DEPRESS ECONOMY
and senators if
DROPS
is also lying-along
with the people quoted. Or
usually
is it the government?
Back in May, Warren Hough, exclusively informed
and
REASONreaders of the
[END OF QUOTING1
ABLE sense. That is because you are talking about
a FEW
”
This is a time of serious threat specifically to any “averages” and NOT
actual
is
troops in the Middle East but the germ warfare is going
MANIPULATION
to take place AT HOME, wherever you call home. That
I usually think of crossties as wooden beams that
same laser, by the way, is intense enough to ignite that
Radiation Belt of which we have just spoken. You are support railroad tracks. In a broader context, crossties
safe NOWHERE. However, there will be a full intent of are any interdependent
supports or connections.
protection for God’s true people. It simply IS and there Crossties should be clearly definable, but even the most
is no need for arguments. There will also be places “off obvious are sometimes too subtle to grasp.
Today’s corporate entrepreneurism is the hallmark
of business. Corporations from the Fortune 500 to
thousands of smaller businesses are legal entities with
stated rights, privileges and liabilities distinct from
those of their shareowners.
Significantly, corporate
crossties connect the massive economic resources demanded by ever-changing technology and markets with
a growing concentration of capital flows and financing.
Corporations create jobs, they create wealth and
distribute income which provides the mass markets
they service with a continuous flow of goods and services. The credo: Service customers with quality goods
The cost for printing the PHOENIX JOURNALS in sufficient quantities to offer at competitive prices.
Now, let’s check the crossties. Since private corpothem at rock bottom prices is always a serious challenge to our financial resources. At rations
evolved with the American Industrial Revoluthis time we need financial assistance to help cover the printing costs of the JOUR- tion at the turn of this century, their role as powerful
cogs in the machinery of the economy has been suspect
NALS. If you are in a position to assist, please call PHOENIX SOURCE DISTRIBU- by
those holding political power.
TORS, INC. at (SOO)SOO-5565
and ask for Brent.
In recent decades, this rivalry has quickened. Both
governments
and corporations seek to develop nations
We would like to extend our thanks once again to those of you who have helped us
and markets culturally and commercially. The resilso greatly in the past. Without your assistance we would not have come this far.
iency of market successes contrasts with the failure of
”

PLEASECONSIDER SPONSORING
A
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government-planned
economies.
Political interventionism in the United States, however, has seemingly abandoned the goal of equality of
opportunity and heralded equality for all, regardless of
qualification, training or suitability.
Through “cornmand and control” mandates, government has long
endeavored to turn the very considerable corporate
economic/social contributions into the public benevolence of a “caring government”. A prime tool used by
government in this endeavor is its monopoly control
over our debt-based money system.
The money power is a means to direct economic
performance, to redistribute income, and to control and
manipulate economic activities to gain political ends.
At every turn in the economic environment, government grapples for the control of wealth and the exercise
of economic power.
Given this continuing rivalry and interference, it is
no surprise that economic growth, investment, productivity gains, real wages and economic stability have
been winding down since then-President Richard Nixon
cut all ties to sound money in 197 1.
We can be assured that in the coming deep economic contraction, the raucous demands to “share the
wealth” and redistribute income will bounce off every
political sounding board.
The crossties are weakening. As the pace of change
quickens, both social and technological revolutions are
underway.
More and more entrepreneurial
corporations are tethered to the money power to garner financial access to massive capital requirements, to the
expertise corporations need to survive and to fastchanging technology.

same old tales.’ The world economy is near collapse for
the citizens.
This is only ONE OF THE SIGNS of
approaching devastation of society as you have come to
realize it. We refer to it as the Sodomizing and
Gommorahizing of the globe. When such massive evil
erupts and so totally corrupts all facets of societal
structure and behavior, the inevitable and unavoidable
consequences of that deviation and deterioration of
moral and physical standards accomplishes total Evil
in consequences.
OF
.?

ROMAN

decision in
[END OF QUOTING]
I would like to end this writing with an observation
of these politicians who get up and expound that somehow you “are at peace” as a nation. NO you ARE NOT
for
And
readers, THAT fact was recognized by Cicero many,
many generations past and he never even made it to

You have NO PEACE for there is NO TRANQUILITY-ANYWHERE.
Even Ted Turner has been sacrificed. He, at the
Even in your imaginings would anyone come up least, occasionally let some worthy news slip through.
with this new information regarding Russia and only Now he is married to a Jewess who manipulated his way
from the joint actions of Catholic-Israeli (Judeo-Chrisright into the trap of
ENTERPRISES,
tian) attitudes and misadventures comes this new turn INC. And he already bites the bullet and then the dust.
or events and declarations. Some “Saints” have been
hundreds of years in the making and yet comes along,
WHO’S
SORRY
NOW?
now, one of the biggest LIES ever told to find its
conclusion in misrepresentation in the very places of
Ted Turner has apologized to the Anti-Defamation
Czarism.
But, citizens of the world-THIS
TELLS League
MORE ABOUT TRUTH AND FACT THAN ANY PREof B’nai B’rith for comparing fellow media
SENTATION YOU CAN FIND.
mogul Rupert Murdoch to Adolf Hitler. But Turner
didn’t apologize to Murdoch. “Murdoch is like the late
[QUOTING, from
Fuhrer,” Turner was quoted in remarks comparing
Oct. 28, 1996:]
freedom of reporting between media outlets owned by
him and those owned by Murdoch. Abraham Foxman of
LAST
the ADL called for “an explanation” and Turner immediately came through with an apology for “an unfortuAlmost 80 years have passed since Bolshevik assas- nate choice of words”.
sins killed Czar Nicholas
his wife, Alexandria, and
Fine, he ALSO LOST CONTROL OF HIS OWN
their five children.
NETWORK!
CENTRAL
In the above statement attributed to Turner, it reads
“Fuhrer”. That could mean any head of state in Germany. Do you see how insidious and insipid is the focus
Corporations operate in markets where they alloBut now Russia’s last royal on Anti-Semitic (which the Jews are not. Semitic)
cate resources, build technology into productive capacanything and such as this kind of trashing? But, in
ity, hire labor services, finance, produce and sell their family is about to get its
goods and services. All markets are subject to ups and
addition, just watch how quickly come the Elite apolodowns triggered by the depreciating dollar and its loss
gies.
of value as the money power rises.
Since
Ah, friends, it is time to take note of the ManifestCentral banks control transaction-money availabil1981
ing Realities.
ity and short-term interest rates. With a pen, central
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
bankers can bankrupt a nation and bring its economy to
October 29, 1996
a standstill. Central banks have crossties to regional
***********
spheres that transcend nation-states.
Monetary crossties of central bankers determine
gets the money,
keeps the money,
spends
Identify this journal:
the money and, importantly,
drives the economy
and in what direction. However, crossties of the monetary power causing the long-term devaluation of the
dollar remain uncorrected and irreversible.
19171
point, the money power crossties crumble.
been
considered a saint by the church’s American branchwhich was unconstrained by the hidebound atheism of @station of
[END OF QUOTING]
the Soviet regime. Even in the newly open Russia, the
and
decision is controversial: Communists have long reThis writer did not present some important addi- garded Nicholas as a bloody oppressor whose excesses hand and
tional facts but we weary of repeating and repeating the led to the even bloodier Russian Revolution.
church officials hailed the czar as a symbol of purity
and,
murdered as a representative of Russiaq Christianity.
The church’s Congregational Synod will render a final
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Natural celestial bodies do not decelerate of their own
accord. It is my belief that 8-13A is neither an asteroid nor a comet, but an intelligently guided vehicle
from beyond the solar system.”
MORE

Calvin Burgin, 404 Gate Tree Lane, Austin, TX 78745
CALVIN BURGIN
Dear Friends,
Here’s more news the networks don’t tell you:

[did

‘GODS
ARE
BACK
thev ever leave?>

When people hear information about what is in
orbit around Earth, what is on the Moon or Mars, or
such, they always ask (or at least think), “If that’s true,
why doesn’t somebody see something, how come it’s
not front page headlines,” and such. The answers are,
astronomers and others do see things, things are reported, but there are conspiracies to keep the truth away
from the mass of the public. You can find information
if you look, but you
“do
” Example, on a recent Art Bell radio show, Art read a FAX
he had received from an astronomer who was currently
tracking a giant object (craft) of some sort flying around
moon. An older example, on a 19 July, 1991 radio
broadcast of
the question was what
ever happened to S-13A? The host read the following
from a 6 Ott ‘77 article from the NY
(quoting):
Government scientists call newly discovered heavenly object a stray asteroid. Astronomers worldwide
in disagreement with official explanation call the phenomena an intelligently guided object.
Washington, Ott 6. United States Government astronomers at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory have identified an uncataloged object near Jupiter
as an asteroid from outside the solar system. Their
conclusions have been contested by leading astronomers across the world who believe the object is not a
natural phenomena. The object, designated 8-13A, was
discovered on Monday by Dr. Leo Moffet at the Green
Bank Radio Astronomy center in West Virginia. Dr.
Moffet made the discovery while searching for evidence
of an atmosphere on IO, a moon of Jupiter.

Oct. 30, 1996

His instruments detected a small object not previously recorded just outside IO’S orbital path. The existence of the object has been verified by scientists
worldwide. Dr. Moffet initially believed that the object was a tiny moon of Jupiter, but its course and velocity persuaded him otherwise. He then assumed it
was an errant asteroid on an extremely elongated, elliptical orbit around the Sun. He named it asteroid 813A in accordance with the observatory’s classification system.
When the discovery was announced to the scientific community on Tuesday, astronomers throughout
world focused their attention on 8-13A. Its size
was approximated to be 7 kilometers, about 4 miles, in
diameter. Scientists had expressed surprise that the
object had hitherto escaped detection and focused their
attention on plotting its course. No trace of an orbital
curve could be found. The object is apparently on a
straight trajectory that will take it very close to Earth.
According to calculations, there is no danger of collision. But if 8-13A’s rate of deceleration remains constant, it should take up orbit around Earth just inside
that of the moon on or about Ott 25. In light of the
discoveries concerning 8-13 A’s trajectory, Dr. Moffet
modified his original statement and described the object as a cometary body from interstellar space which
was making its first and only visit to this solar system.
Not all scientists agree with this explanation, however.
Dr. Lawrence Rude of the British Interplanetary Society stated “the facts surrounding 8-13 A effectually discount the possibility of a natural origin for the object.
First, the object is on a perfectly straight path toward
Earth. Second, it is traveling at just the right speed to
enable it to enter into a stable orbit around Earth. If it
were traveling any slower it would on pulled into Earth
by gravity with catastrophic results. If it were any
faster, it would pass by our planet and move on out of
the solar system. Finally, the fact is that 8-13A is
DECELERATING as it approaches implies guidance.

RECENT

VISITORS

Here is another recent example. NASA scientist
Dr. Norman Bergrun says in his new book
that a NASA
probe took pictures of intelligently controlled craft in orbit around
Saturn. He said that portholes could be seen on the
craft. There were two craft, elliptical, and
Bergrun talked of them on the
in Charlotte, North Carolina, on January 30,
1996, WRFX-FM.
News, August 5, 1995, in the article titled
“Saturn ring toss: Hubble finds more moons”, p. 87,
announced discovery of “ . . .two previously unknown
moons orbiting the planet”, dubbed S3 and 54. The
article says Amanda Bosh of Lowell Observatory in
Flagstaff, Ariz., and Andrew Rivkin of University of
Arizona reported the findings in a July 26 report.
“These bodies lie outside Saturn’s narrow, outer F ring,
with S3 adjacent to the ring and S4 about 6,000 km
farther out.” The article then reveals that the orbits
were projected using =... a set of quick observations
taken in 1980 and 1981, when the two
spacecraft flew past Saturn.” Then
News, February
3, 1996, page 71, in the article “New Saturn moons or
only transient debris?” reported on these “new moons”
but said they may be only clouds of “ice and dust”.
“But after analyzing the data further, Bosh has now
determined that only one of
bodies is a new moon.
The other, dubbed S3, has an orbit so similar to one of
Saturn’s outer rings, the F ring, that it in fact represents a small clump of material from the ring.
“From Hubble images taken during the August 10
crossing, Phillip D. Nicholson of Cornell University
and his colleagues detected two never-before-seen bodies as well as S3. The team has concluded that none is
a moon. Nicholson says the objects must have been
created during the last 14 years, because they are too
big and too bright for the
craft to have overlooked them during Saturn fly-bys in the early 1980s.
In addition, the brightest of the three bodies is elongated, unlike a satellite. All three objects seem to have
disappeared by Nov. 2 1, when Hubble again viewed
Saturn, Nicholson notes.”
Big. Bright. Two unknowns, then three, then they
decide one “may represent remnants of tiny, shattered
moonsn . But they say that “none is a moon”. There
have been many reports of sightings of HUGE craft near
the Moon, etc., reports of unknown “comets/asteroids”
coming in toward Earth then they are never mentioned
again, etc. Why does the government hide this information?
When asked this question, Dr. Bergrun said: “The
1958 Space Act states that the public should only be
informed of space data and photographs if it is determined ‘non-hostile’.”
He said a craft this size would
be considered “hostile” and would be kept secret from
the public. “It would have far too great a military significance,” he said.
DON’T

MISS

YOUR

TRAIN

Nikolos Soren, a private investigator in Los Angeles, called a news conference on March 26, 1996, and
said that while he was on a stakeout west of the Montgomery Freeway, he aimed his “bionic ear” microphone
across the bay at the Coronado Naval Amphibious Base
on Silver Strand Blvd. He heard an officer say, “Oh,
shit1 Look at the time. We’d better get back in. The
tube train leaves in fifteen minutes for Groom Lake!”
Groom Lake, Nevada, is a long way from Los Angeles. Soren later said he had received threatening
phone calls telling him to “shut up about the train”.
7.
:‘.
.
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British crop circle researcher Colin Andrews says
that the crop circle researcher community has been
nearly taken over by intelligence operatives. Intelligence agents threatened him. He said, “They wanted
me to state publicly that the crop circle phenomenon
was a hoax. When we got back to my home he said
that he would show me
to say it and what to say.
In return for this I was offered a bank account in Switzerland in which would be enough money that I would
never need to even think about money ever again.”
Andrews has moved to the United States.

magazine for
Sep. 30, p. 23, article says: “CONFUSED COMMANIY-Cruise
missile raids against Iraq have shown
some command and control problems within Central
Command, Pentagon officials say. Conventional airlaunched cruise missiles were fired against the wrong
types of targets because of last-minute target changes
made by Central Command officials who didn’t know
the capabilities of the B-52-launched weapons. The
Boeing-made missiles carry one-ton warheads that dispense a spray of metal balls designed to destroy air
defense missiles, radars and control vans out in the
open-not
blast hardened facilities or underground
bunkers....Not surprisingly, damage was inconsequential...”
The Sep. 9 issue had an article (p. 35) called “No
Clear Winners Emerge From U.S.-Iraq Clash” which
said there were 4 target sites with 15 targets, 44 cruise
missiles were fired but many missed. “That means at
least half the missiles hit within 30-45 ft. of their targets. What is not clear is the total damage inflicted by
those missiles that were not direct hits. One senior
Pentagon official classified the first strike as ‘about
what the planners expected,’ but the re-strike ‘wasn’t
worth a damn’.”
If the first strike did what they
planned, then why did they need a restrike? They said
that clouds prevented them from knowing for sure if
the targets were hit. Fact is, cruise missiles are programmed for stationary targets, and are not appropriate for mobile targets such as SA-6 and SA-8 sites.
Remember the news telling us that Iraq fired a missile
at a U.S. plane and we fired back and “took it out”?
said the Iraqi SA-8 missile radar site fired and
then was turned off “but it is not known if the SA-8
was hit.” uNo clear winners?” It looks to me like they
both won, it’s almost as if Clinton and Hussein were
working together for mutual political benefit.
Page 36
an article about conventional airlaunched cruise missiles being used to carry electromagnetic pulse generator warheads, and says that these
same CALCM’s are sometimes used to throw out “a
spray of metal balls”.

Oct. 7, 1996: “NASA Begins Shuttle
Handover”, p. 72. Article says that 85O%of shuttle
operations are being placed under United Space Alliance, a joint venture of Lockheed Martin and Rockwell
International (William Perry and Norm Augustine and
boys). CEO of United Space Alliance is Kent Black. I
“United Space Alliance”.

Georgia Tech is currently talking to three companies about mass producing bio-sensors to detect such
bio-hazards as food poisoning.
“The nation’s military chiefs have endorsed a plan
to vaccinate all U.S. forces against anthrax in what
would be the Pentagons first regular inoculation program against a germ warfare agent, Defense Department officials said”. (Oct. 2.)
Short wave radio talk shows have told of agents
equipped with anthrax warfare kits who have (already)
been infiltrated into this country and are ready to go
on command. They plan to kill hundreds-of-thousands.
Don’t run out and “get your shots”, though, the shots
are often more deadly than the disease. Health and
disease are some of the DEADLIEST hoax subjects
being used to kill and control people and amass fortunes. A small “for example-: George Bush was part
owner of a Houston company that sold biological warfare agents to Iraq which were used against American
troops. Bush was head of one of the world’s largest
illegal drug operations when he was head of the CIA,
then he was made a director of Eli Lilly drug company
by Dan Quayle’s father (now you know why Quayle was
later chosen as Bush’s vice president).
He illegally
lobbied for drug companies and is still in the drug business, both legal and illegal (drugs are drugs, whether
legal or not). Alan Abelson in Barron’s said “Neither
Mr. Dole nor Mr. Clinton has made an issue of the startling disclosure that the CIA was hawking crack in L.A.
during the ‘Eighties’.”
What goes around comes
around. Former senior White House FBI agent Dennis
Sculimbrene says some top Clinton Administration officials had recent histories of extensive drug use. What
he did not say, but others do, is that (the real) Clinton
inhales about 5 lines of cocaine per day.

Rumors on the Internet were that several people
had been arrested about October 24 or 25 at Houston
Airport for carrying thermos jugs full of (anthrax) fleas.
Dulles Airport was shut down for four hours at approximately the same time, officials were observed spray
ing perfume in the air conditioning vents at O’Hare
Airport, etc. It appears that Clinton bombed Hussein
(actually, Clinton did not know about it until after it
happened), and Hussein told the U.S. that he would
retaliate with biological attacks on the U.S. There is
more going on but it is not safe to know too much about
it. The following was posted on the Internet by Brian
Redman:
IRAQI WOMEN BRING ANTHRAX AMPULES
INTO THE US (HIDDEN IN THEIR PRIVATE
PARTS)-Biological
Pearl Harbor Feared by Pentagon.
Former CIA microbiologist Larry Harris was on Steve
Quayle’s shortwave radio program
Sur9.400 Mhz, 5 pm CST yesterday, warning of a
biological “Pearl Harbor”.
Harris said he did an interview for CNN that hasn’t
aired yet about Iraqi agents bringing anthrax and
plague into the country to unleash on American cities.
My feeling is that CNN will never air it. He said the
government is taking the threat seriously and that is
why they want to vaccinate ALL American G.1.s.
Quayle started his program saying a lot of people from
the Defense Department were listening to this program
Tuesday to hear Harris. Harris is an ex-CIA microbiologist who had some inside information given to him
by an Iraqi microbiologist he met at a university he
was attending. The woman is a daughter of a former
high-level Iraqi official. She told Harris 100 Iraqi cell
groups were in place in 1993. Harris said he is now
under CIA protection, and that most of his story has
been confirmed by the government and they believe the
attack is imminent. Harris expects the attack in July
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International, a group whose members watch the heavens for signs of extraterrestrial existence, put a report
on the Internet on August 26 (and reported in
of Medford, OR, Sep. 9) that at precisely 3:45
p.m. on August 10, witnesses saw three oblong sky
ships, each about 120 feet long, over the same area
where the outage was reported to have started. The
telephones went out at the same time, and a woman
said her daughter “went to her husband’s place of work
A LITTLE
GREEN
MAN
[a gas station] and was told that a man had come into
CALLED
GORBACHEV
the gas station saying that all the cars on Interstate 5
had stalled when the power went out.” Another woman
Mikhail Gorbachev spoke at Butler University in came into the station and said that her car had mysteIndianapolis, Indiana, on Oct. 8, 1996. He praised his riously stalled and she wanted the station to check it
good buddies Maurice Strong, former Senator John out. They found nothing wrong.
Birds. That’s all it was. I’ve heard of power outMitchell, and Vice President Al Gore, and promoted
his organization
called Green Cross International.
ages caused by birds. Sure enough. Birds. BIG birds.
Gorbachev, President of Green Cross International, met 120 feet long.
with the Chairman of the Earth Council, Maurice
BIG BIRDS
IN ISRAEL
Strong, in The Hague in April 1994 and agreed to start
The Earth Charter initiative.
Think about Gorbachev,
who covered up the
The
on
Chernobyl nuclear disaster, as head of an environmenthe ongoing wave of UFO sightings in Israel, and listed
tal movement? It makes about as much sense as Bush 16 reported sightings in the past 3 months. A 62-yearand Clinton being promoters of the anti-drug war.
old Israeli was interviewed on television about his story
An Earth Charter workshop was held in May 1995, that he was abducted by aliens on the way to the post
and a branch called Global Green USA was started and office. He made front page headlines, and a strange
is supported by such as Indiana Governor Evan Bayh, dust on his clothing was analyzed and determined to
Yoko Ono, Robert Redford, Carl Sagan, and Ted Turner. be 55 percent aluminum and not from around there.
An Earth Charter draft is scheduled to be ratified in Samples were sent to NASA for further study.
time for its proclamation ou January 1, 2000.
WHERE
WHO
TURNED
OUT

of 1997, to coincide with some Islamic holy day.” (End
quoting)
I have the broadcast on tape, but there was a lot of
static. He gave very detailed information of exactly
how the material was transported, stored, how to be
activated, and how it would be distributed, how many
hundreds-of-thousands
would die under various situations, etc.

children
in five months have been blamed on
werewolves, but authorities say it was from wolf packs.
wolves.
“It came across the grass on all four paws, like
this,” said Sita &vi, the lo-year-old sister of the boy
killed by a wolf Aug.16 in Banbirpur. She moved
forward in a crouch from a cluster of villagers gathered by a well. She told her story with tears in her
eyes, to anxious murmurs from the crowd.
“As it grabbed Anand, it rose onto two legs until it
was tall as a man,” she said. “Then it threw him over
its shoulder. It was Waring a black coat and a helmet
and goggles.”

BITES

THE

DUST

On June 4 this year, the flagship launch of the European Space Agency, carrying four Cluster magnetospheric research satellites which were to study the Sun’s
affect on the Earth’s atmosphere, veered off course just
40 seconds after launch and was blown up, flaming to
the ground near the launch facility in French Guiana,
South America. The cause of this giant $8 billion
fireworks
computer glitch.
Staff and guests were evacuated from three miles
around the area, wearing gas masks.
This launch was to be a major bid for future
launches to compete with the American Space Shuttle
for the world’s satellite launch business. The failure

a

all but doomed by the Ariane 5 failure because the sat1,
ellites were not insured” (AW&sT, 6/lO/96,
22). The
Banbirpur, India, is having “the worst wolf menace space craft were to “obtain a three-dimensional
picWe wrote previously about the “Blackout” on Au- anywhere in the world in at least 100 years,”
ture of the various plasma field boundaries in the
gust 10, 1996, that hit over 6 Western states. Skywatch an Indian animal conservationist.
33 Barth’s magnetosphere.” They were to orbit Barth in
tetrahedral formation (attention Mr. Hoagland).
Ariane 4 also exploded in mid-flight in 1994. A
similar scientific satellite was the Spartan-Halley
spacecraft lost
STS-5 1L

a
1

A
it again.
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DR. AL OVERHOLT

SURRENDERS
THE
SOVIETS!

TO
!!

Excerpted from a FLYER by Bob Johnson, Queen
Creek, AZ, [quoting:]
a
a
Some nine years ago we broke the news in
that President Reagan had been forced to surrender to
the Soviet Union. Most people did not believe us.
The surrender terms stated that Reagan had five
years to dismantle the military forces of the United
States and submit to the Soviet Union or face total
destruction.
At the time the Soviets had developed a
laser defense which was able to knock out 95% of all
U.S. missiles and bombers if we had tried to attack
them. At this same time the U.S. had worked on a
similar program called “Star Wars”, but it was not yet
in operation. The Soviets demonstrated their ability by
shooting down the U.S. Space Shuttle with a laser, and
also shooting down several US. rockets carrying military satellites.
It is important for you to understand that the Soviet
Union has been governed, since the Communist takeover, by the World Government and used as a “dummy
front” to force the rest of the world into submission to
a coming world dictator. The World Government then
used a new technique when the five years were up. The
Soviet Union collapsed and the American taxpayers
were forced to pick up the tab and care for not only the
Soviets, but for all the collapsing Communist satellite
nations. Then the American people were told the Cold
War was over and the West had won. But here are the
facts: Our money was and is being sent to the former
Soviet Union, including all our technology. The Soviet
Union is now being rebuilt by the West. We are
rebuilding their entire industrial base, their mines, oil
fields, refineries, electric grid, nuclear reactors, and
they are becoming joint partners with NASA.
They never had to fire one shot, never had to send
a soldier to attack us, because we are policing ourselves, paying tribute to them and stripping our land of
all our assets. THE
PEOPLE
BEEN
INTO THE SMARTEST TRAP EVER
BUT BELIEVE THAT
MIKHAIL GORBACHEV IS RULING
THE OLD
FRANCISCO. CA. IS IT A COINCIDENCE

PROM
SAN

OUR
IS TOO
P.0.z
41001, Sacramento, CA 9S841], [End quoting]
has published this fact previously but it

.+:L.:; bees for pollination could mean world famine,” Noel
.‘.,:,:warned. To be truly successful he feels it is more
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,. ; :,., important to get the word out to beekeepers than to cash
.,.
in on his solution.
is time to be reminded again of our desparate circum“To that end, Noel, a high school computer teacher
stances so that we can WAKE UP and regain our by day, has over 200 beekeepers listed on his data base.
Hatonn has reminded us there is still He offers suggestions tailored to each individual
hope for us to turn this situation around and become a beekeeper’s needs and keeps records on their applicashinine beacon of Lieht to the remainder of this tions. Noel’s research and formulas are posted on the
world. PLEASE, PLEASE, DO YOUR PART!!
Internet
at
<http://www.wvu.edu/
-agexten.varroa.htm>.
An article outlining Amrine
MINT
SAVES
BEES
and Noel’s research and formulas appeared in the Sept.
issue of
Information on his
Excerpted from
remedies and results can also be obtained by contacting
tober 1996, articles by Cynthia Keyes, Matrix Institute, Noel at 108 Blackiston Ave., Cumberland, Maryland
Inc., P.O. Box 336, Chesterfield, NH 03443-0336, 21502.
phone 800-628-7493, [quoting:]
While scientists continue working on the developBeekeeper Robert Noel of Cumberland, Maryland ment of mite-resistant bees, they admit that the oils,
couldn’t bear to just stand by as witness to the demise which seem preferable and more effective than the
of his 46 bee colonies, so last year he started experi- traditional chemical pesticides, are a very plausible
menting with remedies to eradicate the culprit mites. solution.
“I just wanted to try something,” he told
“I think there is hope,” Noel reflected, “the key is
Rapid spread over the last few years of two types of to get the word out to beekeepers because we need to
parasitic mites coupled with the recent harsh winter save our bees and the Earth.” Acknowledging that he
Noel
have crippled the bee population, threatening crops, could gain to profit from his experimentation,
especially in the North and Northeast, and caused excuses that angle, stating that the problems with our
farmers to pay dearly to rent hives for pollinating. (See Earth have come about because of people going after
News story,
the “almighty dollar”. He prefers to try and “help my
Thinking about some of the natural ingredients fellow man and help out our Earth. We need to work on
that bees encounter in nectar and what might be that,”
finished, “there’s nothing more important
acceptable to a bee but distasteful to a blood-sucking
than our environment.”
[End quoting]
mite, Noel was inspired to try applying cinnamon in
What a blessed man God has sent to help us in our
one of his hives. He was elated to find that it succeeded time of need. In this day and age, can you believe a man
in knocking the mites off his bees, but dismayed several turns down (probably) millions of dollars to make it
days later to discover that, “they jumped right back on”. easier, and possible, for man to save himself and his
Noel consulted his sister, a nursing school college fellow man from famine and to help save planet Earth
professor, who opened her kitchencupboard andgrabbed from further destruction.
THANK YOU, GOD!l! I
a bottle of wintergreen oil. She recalled one of her venture to say that some of Satan’s boys planter1 ihese
college professors who had extolled the powers of mites as part of their plan to remove
of the
wintergreen. Since his bees were dying anyway, Noel Earth’s population BY THE YEAR 2000 (‘the Elite
went home to concoct a mixture of the wintergreen oil PLAN 2000”). Don’t forget
2000. I’ll give you one guess who wins.
into a solid patty of shortening and sugar.
Much to his amazement, when he checked the
WHERE
THE
tested hive several days later not only were the mites off
STRIDES
OF MEDICAL
SCIENCE”
his bees, but they were dead, by the hundreds, on the
TAKEN
US?
bottom of the hive. Thrilled with his discovery, Noel
contacted the U.S. Government and at least 15 UniverExcerpted from
by
sities about his natural remedy. The only respondent
was West Virginia University entomologist James Eleanor McBean, [quoting:]
After a glance at the medical records covering the
Amrine who was, indeed, skeptical at first but could not
argue with Noel’s resulting healthy, honey-producing
past 70 years of what is boastfully called “our great
we can hardly help wonbee colonies.
Since then, Noel and Amrine have worked together dering if those seven league strides haven’t been in
testing other effective oils such as tea tree, pennyroyal,
reverse, because there has been a marked decline in our
spearmint, peppermint and patchouly and devising the nation’s health and a shocking increase in the serious
best delivery system for the remedy. It appears that
during
years. The acute
most mint oils will work.
diseases that were supposed to have been conquered by
Successful methods of delivering the remedies so vaccination have only been masked
to
far have included mixing the mint oils in a patty placed “save face” or suppressed until the retained poison
inthe hive, on a sticky tracking strip that the bees come corroded the internal organs and developed into danin contact with or in a sugar water mix that the bees gerous chronic diseases.
The following table gives us an idea of what our
drink when flowers are not making nectar. The oil
eradicates varroa mites, the most deadly, by weakening- present faulty methods are doing to our race:
them and leaving them unable to reproduce. The pesky
tracheal mite gets stuck in the oil and dies because it is
THE
70
unable to migrate to the bee’s breathing tubes.
Noel’s most recent
Insanity
400%
experiment is aimed at
Cancer
308%
treating the top of the hive
300%
as effectively as the botAnemia
Epilepsy
397%
tom which has the drink
Bright’s Disease
65%
dispensers
and sticky
Heart Disease
179%
strips. “A friend of mine
Diabetes
1800% (In spite of or
calls me the mad scientist,” he said, “because because of insulin.)
Polio
680%
I’m always trying new
I
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Never in the history of this country have.preventable diseases flourished with such wild abandon, continuously being fed by the very drugs and commercialized irritants that set them into operation in the first
place. [End quoting]
She’s right on target, but
readers are
only being
of what the medical “profession???“,
is
doing to us.
FROM
COMES

OBSCURE
GENIUS
A TINY
PUMP
FOR
COMPUTER
AGE

Excerpted

and in the early part of this century predicted future
technologies that sound like cellular phones and the
Internet.
A basic unit of electromagnetic power is
named for him. And that’s just the beginning. Tesla’s
name is on more than 700 U.S. patents.
Yet many of his ideas, some half-completed and
some half-baked, languish from the same lack of recognition [You
Elite
that today accompanies his name. One
such idea was a pump design known-or in most cases
not known-as
the Tesla valve.
“I was surprised at how little application this (pump
design) has had,” said Fred Forster, a UW professor of
mechanical engineering.

from
10/16/96, [quoting:]
Forster, Afromowitz and their students had been
This tiny pump-the
size and composition of a
computer chip-has
no moving parts. It was built by struggling to build a tiny pump for use in medicine,

But the UW engineers, with graduate students Nigef
Sharma and Ron Bardell, pursued the idea and found
Tesla’s 1920 patent. Then they created a variety of tiny
Tesla-style pumps by etching silicon wafers in the same
way computer chips are created.
The intake and outlet valves, each a series of
pretzel-like loops on each side of the pump chamber,
are about the width of a human hair. The central pump
chamber, also silicon, is maybe a quarter inch in diameter and one-tenth of a millimeter thick.
A small electric charge applied hundreds of times
per second to the pump chamber makes it flex, forcing
the fluid to move. Because of the design of the valves,
the fluid tends to move in one direction.
“It looks kind of bizarre,” said Afromowitz. “We
had no idea if this would work.”
It did, but only after the UW team made changes to
adapt Tesla’s design to fluid behavior at the micro
level. Some $200,000 in private and public funding was made available to the UW
engineering team now working to perfect
this micropump.
“We expect miniaturized fluid systems
to be a major breakthrough in new technologies,” Forster said.
If so, it’s another breakthrough credited to a man once called “the greatest
inventor the world has ever known”.
There are a lot of theories, and conspiracy theories, that attempt to explain
Tesla’s lack of recognition despite his immense accomplishments.
His contemporaries often regarded Tesla’s ideas, inventions and behavior as bizarre
odd,

University of Washington engineers using a design
patented 75 years ago by the eccentric Serbian American inventor Nikola Tesla.
Engineers at the university of Washington have
created a microchip-sized pump with no moving parts,
exploiting a 75-year-old patent held by an eccentric
Serbian American inventor whose celebrity status was
once the equal of Thomas Edison and Albert Einstein.
His name is Nikola Tesla.
Many people today, scientists and engineers ineluded, have never heard of Tesla. Yet those who do
his work contend he may have had a more profound effect on the modern world than Edison, if not
Einstein
of

“His impact on the 20th century was phenomenal,”

a

electronics and any situation in which very small
amounts of fluid must be pumped without the poorer
reliability and damaging interference of moving parts.
Nothing they came up with
worked until one night when
Forster remembered a college
course he took some
years
ago. His professor had shown
the class a Tesla pump.
Tesla, Forster said, had built
a gasengine pumpwithout moving parts. The pump featured
two complicated series of loops
for the intake and outlet valves
designed to favor flow in one
direction over the other.
w
This “leakyvalve” approach
to pumping is not very efficient
in terms of overall flow rate, Forster said, but it has the

A Serb born in Croatia
in 1856, he came to America in 1884 to
pursue his interest in electrical engineering by first working in Edison’s lab.
TesIa and Edison soon had a major
falling out based on Tesla’s advocacy of
alternating current. Edison had invested
his efforts-and
a lot of money-in direct
current electricity and ridiculed Tesla’s
competing theories.
Tesla left Edison’s
lab and sought other financial support for
his research.
“But Edison was high on the pecking
order with the industrial giants of the
day,” said Nicholas Kosanovich, executive secretary of the Tesla Memorial Society Inc. based in Lackawanna, N.Y.
With Edison campaigning
him,
Tesla had trouble getting funded. Eventually, he succeeded in convincing George Westinghouse to support
him. Making a long and convoluted story short, Tesla
created the AC induction motor that now represents
about 80 percent of all electrical power in use today.
In doing so, he made Westinghouse an industrial
giant.
“Still, Tesla remains obscure,” said Afromowitz,
noting the inventor didn’t profit much from his inventions because he usually had to sell the rights for
the amount he needed to pay for his next project. “He
wasn’t much of a businessman, that’s for sure [Teslu

1.”
As far as some of the scientific community
concerned, Tesla wasn’t a regular scientist either.
He tended to
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1.
He dismissed as wrong Einstein’s theory of general
relativity [Holonn has verified
the
wrong.] and once claimed to have received communication from extraterrestrials
Bible
He
had all sorts of strange phobias and compulsions and,
as far as anyone knows, never had a romantic life [Most

You will notice that people who say we must prepare American children to compete in the global
economy never get around to saying just how they
propose to do that. How do you prepare a carpenter,
plumber, bricklayer, machinist, librarian or truckdriver
to compete in the global economy 7
Suppose you are a machinist who works for Boeing,
which competes in a global economy. It makes no
difference. The machinist’s skills are the same whether
the plane he’s working on is going to be sold domestically or overseas.
Actually, all the globaloney is just propaganda to
mask some bad trade policies and some unconscionable
Tesla died in 1943 a semirecluse, in debt and practices of American corporations that prefer cheap
perhaps even more on the fringes of the scientific
foreign labor to American workers.
establishment than when he began his fight with Edison.
The more important point is that the people laborBecause he seldom kept notes on his experiments, much ing in schools to convert little savages into competent
of his work remains a mystery.
human beings have enough problems without being
But as Forster and colleagues showed, it pays to showered by political and journalistic fertilizer.
remember Tesla.
American children need to learn today what they
“It’s easy for an engineering or science student to have always needed to know: how to read, write and
think that the last 10 years are all that matters,” Forster speak their own language; how to use math; the history
said. [End quoting]
and philosophy of their own country and its instituTesla was a genius beyond the point of which most tions; geography; something about basic sciences; lithighly trained scientists of today can begin to under- erature; art; music; and a skill that will be marketable
stand. He was truly a man ahead of his time-trying
to in the great American domestic economy.
AWAKEN mankind before it was too late. Man will
If we fund the schools, reduce class sizes, cut the
pay the penalty because of failure to recognize God’s crap out of the curricula added by politicians and
gifts to help him on this journey to knowledge and bureaucrats and enforce iron discipline, our educawisdom. TESLA MADE A BOLD EFFORT.
tional system’s problems will vanish.
Let us prepare American children to be strong
DON’T
PREPARE
FOR GLOBAL
Americans, and they will handle any competition that
ANYTHING
comes along.
Toss the globaloney into the trash where it belongs.
Excerpted from the Internet, [quoting:]
Gives one pause for thought, doesn’t it?-Susan
If you are a social naturalist you might be interested
Holladay, Citizens United for Education, [End quotin a peculiar quirk that infects those of us who labor in iwl
the journalism trade.
We have a habit of picking up a sentence or a
U.N.
CONCENTRATION
CAMPS
phrase, usually originated by some political or corpoIN U.S.
rate flack, repeating it until it becomes a cliche and
then elevating it to the status of a mantra with the
Excerpted from a FLYER, by Bob Johnson, Queen
power to paralyze a journalist’s brain.
Creek, AZ, [quoting:]
Here’s an example: “We must prepare our children
A total of ten concentration camps were activated
to compete in the global economy.”
under Reagan’s “Rex 84” program. The additional six
One, it implies that the global
economy is something new that Americans have never had to cope with. That’s
just ignorance. Americans have been
participating in a global economy since
the days they called themselves loyal
subjects of his majesty, King George.
Two, so far as their work is concerned, the overwhelming majority of
Americans will not compete in the global economy. The bulk of the American
economy is domestic.
Three, individuals rarely compete
in the global economy. Offhand, the
only people I can think of would be
entertainers, lawyers and mercenaries.
Mostly, it’s a few American corporations that compete in foreign markets,
and many of them compete by building
plants overseas staffed by nationals of
the country where the plant is located.
In 1991, U.S. direct investment abroad
was about $450 billion.
In 1994, American exports accounted for $513 billion. That year,
like most years, we imported more than
we exported, so the net effect of foreign
trade was a minus $151 billion.
Thus, unless your child plans to
operate in the overseas sales and marketing division of a large corporation,
the global economy, as far as his education is concerned, is just another example of globaloney.
‘_

\
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“emergency custodial facilities”, as they were conveniently called, were quietly set up on existing U.S.
military bases: Ft. Benning, GA; Oakdale, CA; Ft.
Huachuca, AZ; Ft. McCoy, WI; Eglin Air Force Base,
FL; and Vandenburg Air Force Base, CA.
One massive detention camp is in the wilds of
Alaska. This monstrosity is designed to handle more
than 500, 000 prisoners. An 80-acre civilian internment camp has been built near Topeka, Knasas. The
map below shows concentration camps and locations.
[End quoting]
has published information on camps
before, but it needs to be refreshed in your minds
because TIME IS RUNNING OUT!!
USELESS

EATERS.
SEX
AND LABORERS

SLAVES

Excerpted from a FLYER, by Bob Johnson, Queen
Creek, AZ, [quoting:]
“Useless Eaters” are the segment of population
considered disposable by the New World Order. These
people include: the elderly, sick or disabled will be
disposed of. Any person who will not conform to their
global policies, such as Christians, Patriots, constitutionalists, the militias, gun-owners, food “hoarders”
(those who garden and put food by), etc. will be used as
“sex slaves” for the Elite, or “slave laborers”. However, if they don’t conform, they will also become
disposable. [End quoting]
THIS IS ALREADY IN OPERATION AND IS
PLANNED TO ESCALATE, IN A MAJOR WAY,
SHORTLY AFTER NEXT WEEK’S ELECTION!!
RUSSIA’S
CONCERNING

PROPHECIES
THE U.S.A.

Excerpted from a FLYER, by Bob Johnson, Queen
Creek, AZ, [quoting:]
The attack on the
and
continues to gather dangerous momenturl. To
those who would doubt there is such a plan, read
Khrushchev’s prophecy:
“I can prophesy that your grandchildren in America
will live under Socialism. And please don’t be afraid.
Your grandchildren will not understand how their grandparents did not
understand the progressive nature of a
socialist society.” Nikita Khrushchev,
head of the Soviet Communist Party
and President of the USSR, speaking
on an American nationwide television
program, June 1957.
When he was preparing to leave
the U.S., Krushchev made the following statement:
“We cannot expect Americans to
jump from Capitalism to Communism,
but we can assist their elected leaders
in giving Americans small doses of
Socialism until they suddenly awake
to find they have Communism.“June 1996 [End
quoting]
Direct from the horse’s mouth!!
What more do we need? If we can’t
believe it we are certainly doomed to
experience it big time.

Opinions
of the CONTACT
contributors
are their own and
do not necessarily reflect those
of the
staff or management.
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IT AND
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[QUOTING,
GROWING
POPULATION
DEBATE
ON FOOD
WASHINGTON,
It’s shaping
century:

LEADS
SUPPLY

TO

OCT. 28, 1996:

into the great debate for the 21st

Agronomists and other scientists say yes, and they
w.ant more money to research everything from milk
cows that also pull a plow to hybrid potatoes.

and
Both sides in the debate agree that the Earth’s land
and waters give up about as muchhuman nourishment
as they can with current technology.
The bottom line: Without big scientific advances,
sharp reductions in population growth or both, millions more people could starve in the early 2000s.
The main disagreement is over how much food the
planet can yield.
The environmental
research group Worldwatch
said in a pessimistic report last month that “food
scarcity is emerging as the defining issue of a new era”
where future supplies will depend more on family
planners than fishermen and farmers.
But that’s not the way the world’s agriculture and
fishery industries or international agriculture researchers see it.
“It’s totally untrue that we have reached the limit,”
said Ismael Serageldin, World Bank vice president and
chairman of the world’s largest international research
consortium, known as CGIAR.
The Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research, with research labs around the world,
issued its own optimistic report on the future of world
food production Sunday.
“Despite some gloom and doom predictions, the
world has the resources needed to feed the 8 billionplus people who will be on Earth in 2025,” the report
says. But it adds that this will require strong support
for agricultural research.
The report says CGIAR scientists in Africa, Latin
America, Asia and elsewhere are developing “super
rice”, wheat and cassava strains that can “break through
the yield ceiling” and new fish varieties that can
double the returns of small aquaculture farmers.
CGIAR scientists are meeting this week in Washington with farmers,
private business
leaders,
nongovernment
organizations,
government officials
and multinational organizations to map out a strategy
for feeding the world into the next century.
[END OF QUOTING]

If there is this possibility RIGHT NOW, why are
you not using it? What happens from here to the turn
of the century? Since when has a committee of basically
non-farmers ever come up with anything concerning
agriculture worthy of note? Also, how long since the
did any publication in accuracy? Oh
yes indeed, they ran a whole series of publications
globally on “us” and the Ekkers about the Phoenix
Institute, offered by George Abbott, AND THERE WAS
NOT ONE SINGLE WORD OF TRUTH IN IT SAVE
THE NAMES (which in itself is not usually correct).
The road to famine is already built and you are on
the journey. The foods produced are, in addition, so
filled with pesticides and antibiotics along with additives as to be generally worthless in value. A full
tummy only feels better momentarily-death
comes any- I
way-from malnutrition if values are missing.
We really MUST GET
on our reclamation
and survival foodstuffs. This
can no longer be a waiting and/ I
or “comm&e” matter. However, as you consider growing
these products as we discuss
them-consider
carefully your
locations for a lot of land mass will be GONE or
BURIED. Check, as a good general rule of thumb,
Scallion’s map of changes. And Sharon, even if your
part of the world is still going to be there, there simply
is not funding here at this location at present to even
consider reclaiming land and old irrigation systems
and fighting with the government over land use. I
cannot scatter focus enough to attend your needs while
I am working on the larger picture. You all have to each
check out your TRUE DESIRE for projects, etc., because too many want to begin, get weary, impatient,
and all sorts of other excuses to FAIL and never finish.
You have to consider whatever YOU begin as necessary
for YOU to fund and finish and it usually is poor in
rewards of any kind save frustration and disappointment. It is not always that it can’t work, it is usually that it
doesn’t work if it requires more than SELF to attend the
projectinpoir&whatevermightbethatproject.
We are finding it a fact, RIGHT HERE under our
noses, that if we need something-we
DO IT OURSELVES. Example7 Charles arranges and helps EVERYONE and their relatives to MOVE from, or to,
anywhere. Not only is he asked to help-he is asked,
literally, to arrange moving equipment and plan the
moving. However, he just experienced, with Ekkers,
the fact that only one or two so much as offered to lift
a finger or provide a pot for our now arrived Professional Farm Consultant who had to leave Canada
WITH NOTHING SO AS TO BE ABLE TO LEGALLY
CROSS THE BORDER INTO THE U.S.
I asked that, through this time of necessity for us to
be otherwise occupied, that there be NO VACATIONS
as to paper and other production-but
alas, there was a
much LAID BACK crew during Dharma’s inability to
write on topical matters and having to focus on intense

funding and housing matters. Dharma is also having to
put together a full spectrum colloidal injection system
for feeding the crops and the lands into the hundreds of
gallons of solution bearing EVERYTHING necessary
to upgrade growth potential. Again, we are having to
do this on a shoestring because we can’t carry any more
financial load here and continue the legal hassles on a
daily basis of meet and confer. Patience for responses
to your petitions; personal matters simply have to be
put aside.
If someone will make a list of inquiries, I will
attempt to answer a few questions on Saturday. We will
be gathering a few friends because Mark and Cathy will
be here for a day or so. And, readers, in total opposition
to George Green’s and Ence’s publications that we HID
(or hide) from them
“. . .because Mark
will see through
Doris”, we shall be
daring enough to
allow for that wondrous possibility.
If he sees what 1
“through
see,
Doris”, we shall
accomplish the rest
of our mission!
What a boring life these people must live, just tagging
along, trailing us about, vandalizing, making childish
phone calls, 911 UNLAWFUL calls, etc. I wonder why
people don’t just GET LIFE. They don’t like us, what
we do, or anything other than a resource to steal fromand yet, they won’t go away. We haven’t taken anything from anyone; WChave helped others all along the
way and facilitated them even having a “living”, and
we are pounded and pounded while the guilty shams are
protected as if they are gods of some kind. What is this?
Turn to the misfits and thieves, liars and cheats that
you have joined in order to do what? Do you really
think YOUR ATTORNEYS AT CRIME are going to get
you ANYTHING? It appears from here as a bunch of
jackals having a feeding frenzy around your unfortunate
carcasses as the last drop of blood is sucked from you
under the guise of “getting your ‘investment”‘. There
are NO INVESTORS OR INVESTMENTS HERE nor
were there EVER such. There are lenders with honorable notes and there are participants in the InstituteNOTHING MORE. If George Green EVER TOLD
YOU OTHERWISE, you were a fool to listen and he
was a thief and liar to say otherwise.
By the way, readers, NOT ONE CENT of “lenders”’
to fight any suit involving only Ekkers!
NOT ONE CENT. The facts are that, in actuality,
Ekkers also borrowed enough funds to continue the
struggle for the Institute
in protection
of the
Corporation’s standing. So be it.
SHEPHERDS
Along the lines of “self-proclaimed” innocents and
liars, cheats and thieves, comes a poem or ode to
Mandela, from South Africa. It applies to any politi-

cian treasonist of the same ilk so put in whichever name
you choose from any nation you choose and by all
means put in the NAME OF GEORGE BUSH:
MANDELA

IS

MY

SHEPHERD

Mandela is my shepherd
I shall not work
He maketh me to lie down on park
benches
He leadeth me besides the still factories
He restoreth my faith in the Conservative Party
He guideth me in the path of unemployment
Yea though I walk through the valley of the
soup kitchen
I shall still be hungry
For I feel they are against me
They have anointed my income with
tax
expenses runneth over my salary
Surely poverty and hard living shall
follow me
All the days of the Labour administration

answer to a couple of questions: One: the symbol of
Aton or God
the Ancient langua@f
Sun! Ancient
language meaning of HESA? Hellenic Express South
Africa. I am not into languages or symbology.
However, just to keep the records somewhat straight,
HESA can be pronounced as IISA which means Christ
as in Iisa, Esu, etc. Never mind the logo(s) or the
label-just
KISS, will do nicely. The more clean and
professional a heading will always hold you in great
esteem. Explicitness is the KEY to communication.
Implicitness is the evidentiary road to confusion. And
ALWAYS REMEMBER: Impatience
is the visible
recognition of lack of faith IN GOD.
For our South African friends I would like to
dedicate this next portion on the dastardly deeds of one
George Bush for this will be one crime committed too
many to allow the bushwhacker to keep pulling off
international intrigue for his, and his cronies’, selfgains-much
longer.
I would hope that we can get to the full story as is
ongoing in Special Reports by
on the topic of Bush
and the indictments, but we shall see. I do want to cover
a bit on the murder of Swedish Prime Minister Olof
Palme, the South African connections, and miscellaneous other topics and inclusions. This one act by that
brigade may well prove, in the ending, to be THE END.
Bear with us while we hop, skip and jump around
with excerpts.

5000 years ago Moses said
“Pick up your shovels, mount your camels and
I’11 take you to the promised land.”
5000 years later F W said
“Lay down your shovels, sit on your arse and
light up a camel, for this is the promised land.”
Now watch out, or Mandela will take away your
shovel, sell your camel, kick your arse, and
take away the promised land.

SWEDISH

QLOF
PALME,
PRIME
MINISTER

[QUOTING, the following will all be from the
Special Report:]
[H: I shall
put this
any
the
as outlayed. You will get the
Q
N
MURDER

I’m glad that I’m a South African
So glad that I amfree
But wish I was a doggie
And Mandela was a tree!

TO

BUSH,

On Feb. 28, 1986, Sweden’s Prime Minister Olof
Palme was assassinated on the streets of Stockholm, as
he and his wife were walking home from a movie.
Thank you, Carol, and please realize that there has Palme’s wife was also shot in the attack, but survived.
finally been reached an equality of Black, White, any The assassin, or assassins, escaped, despite the fact
race anywhere and an equality of nations-all
ready to that the prime minister’s security detail was in the area
when the attack took place.
go down the drainpipe.
More than ten years have passed since the Palme
By the way, beautiful ones in South Africa, the

1

(1

murder and, up until September 1996, Swedish authorities had failed to catch the assassins, or even name
From the very outset, an
the responsible agencies.
ambitious international disinformation campaign was
carried out, involving such “strange bedfellows” as the
Soviet KGB, the East German State Security Service
(“Stasi”), the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
(ADL), and NBC-TV, to deter honest Swedish investigators from pursuing promising trails of evidence.
Instead, the ADL, the Stasi, et al., colluded to fabricate
“proof” that the assassin was associated with Swedish
colleagues of American political economist, three-time
Democratic Party prepresidential
candidate, and
Founding Editor Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. By the time
the bogus “LaRouche killed Palme” tale was discredited, the trail of the real assassins had turned colder
than a Swedish winter.
The Palme assassination was not an isolated incident. As you will learn below, since 1984, a large
number of public figures, including French general
Rend Augran, German state governor Uwe Barschel,
Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, Israeli intelligence agent Amiram Nir, Canadian weapons manufacturer Gerald Bull, and Belgian government minister
And& Cools, all died sudden and violent deaths.
At the time of their death, each of these men was in
possession of sensitive information about the activities
of an international weapons and munitions cartel, operating on both sides of the East-West Cold War divide.
During the 198Os, this cartel was engaged in an arms
business involving many hundreds of billions of dollars
a year, fueled by the Iran-Iraq War (1980-88), the
Afghanistan War (1979-89), and the East-West surrogate wars in Angola, Namibia, Mozambique, El Salvador, and Nicaragua. In many instances, the clandestinr:
shipments of weapons were linked to other undtrground commodities, especially illegal drugs. In &he
cases of the Nicaraguan Contras and the Afghanis
mujahideen, it has been widely documented that illegal
sales of cocaine and heroin, by the U.S. and British
government-backed “freedom fighters”, generate 1much
of the money used to purchase weapons and other
materiel. In Africa, a lucrative trade in black market
ivory, diamonds, and rhinoceros tusks served the same
functicn as the illegal drug trade in Central America
and Afghanistan.
It generated millions of dollars in
illegal funds to finance the purchase of weapons-to
the regional conflicts going.
THE
“ASTEROIDS”
To protect the interests, and carry out the clandestine activities of this transnational apparatus, a global
network of hired killers and soldiers of fortune was
assembled, under a variety of private, commercial covers. This latter-day “Murder, Inc.” represented both a
continuity from, and an expansion of, the 1960s
and 1970s British intelligence front-company Permindex, that was implicated in the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy, in the murder of Italian oil
industry figure Enrico Mattei, and that tried, unsuccessfully, to assassinate French President Charles de
Gaulle. That 196Os-era worldwide “Murder, Inc.” was
based, at various points, in Montreal, Rome, and
Johannesburg.
The vast 1980s “private enterprise”,
like its
Permindex antecedent, was sponsored, protected, and
deployed by elements of the U.S., British, and French
governments, among others. U.S. Vice President George
Bush, the director of all Reagan Administration “spea pivotal
cial situation” -i.e., covert operations-was
figure in all of these 1980s activities. However, the
British, especially during the years when Margaret
Thatcher was prime minister (1970-1990), played a far
dominant, albeit low-key role, in many of these
dirty operations-particular
in Africa and Central Asia,
where Great Britain has a long history of colonial rule,
and maintains vast networks of intelligence assets,
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often headed by “retired” British Special Air Services
(SAS) offices.

ment”.
The Palme case offers a critical window into this
global asteroid phenomenon, and underscores the role
of the Thatcher and Bush circles in creating the policy
framework for the proliferation of these modern-day
pirates and dragoons.
NEW
PALME
MURDER
REVELATIONS

a
just take-out

a few more players

an

a

The legacy of these 1980s activities today is an
even bigger worldwide network of mercenaries, illegal
arms dealers, drug traffickers, money launderers, terrorists, and private spies. Collectively, they are referred to among intelligence specialists today as “the
asteroids”. They operate increasingly outside the purview of governments, and are involved in smuggling,
terrorism, and political destabilizations worl<‘*vide.

a
teroids”
Further, since the end of the Cold War and the
collapse of the Soviet Union, a large, and growing
number, of former Soviet intelligence operators have
been integrated into this asteroid apparatus.
It is
impossible to understand the apparent “overnight”
emergence of a powerful, worldwide “Russian Mafia”,
over the past five years, without factoring in the role of
former KGB and GRU (Soviet Military Intelligence)
personnel within the asteroids, and without recognizing
the antecedents of the new East-West criminal “partnership” in the Cold War era arms- and drug-trafficking collusion between the intelligence services of the
two rival power blocs. This Cold War arrangement,
among corrupted intelligence assets, East and West,
might be termed the policy of “destructive engage-

SIBLING REVELRY

Dramatic new evidence about who killedolof Palme,
and why, has surfaced since late September 1996. It
began in a South African courtroom, where a former
South African security officer was on trial for a series
of apartheid-era assassinations. Col. Eugene de Kock,
who headed a covert “death squad” unit of the South
African paramilitary police, called C-10, had already
been convicted, following a 19-month trial, of the
murders of four anti-apartheid activists. He was originally indicted on 89 counts of murder, conspiracy, and
fraud. During his sentencing hearing, on Sept. 26,
1996, de Kock calmly revealed to the court that a wellknown South African spy-turned-National Party politician, Craig Williamson, had been responsible for the
assassination of Olof Palme.
Several days later, another former head of the same
C-10 unit, Brig. John “Dirk” Coutzee, who had been
Williamson’s boss inside the South African paramilitary police for years, issued a public statement, corroborating de Kock’s charges against Williamson. In
addition, he named another former South African intelligence operator, James Anthony “Ant” White, a former
Rhodesian Selous Scout, as the actual killer of Palme.
Next, a third associate of Coutzee and Williamson,
Peter Casselton, came forward with additional details
about the Palme hit. He identified “one individual
living in Turkey” as another important player in the
murder. The man was soon identified as Bertil Wedin,
a Swedish national and one-time United Nations soldier, widely known in extreme right-wing circles in
Scandinavia. Wedin is living in the Turkish sector of
Cyp~s.
He had lived for several years in London,
where he was on the payroll of South African intelligence. Wedin had also functioned as an informant for
SAPO, the Swedish national police agency, which was
in charge of the Palme assassination probe.
In recent years, Wedin has been associated with a
Swedish magazine, Contra, which has been a channel
of contact among “asteroid” networks in North America
and Europe. Contra, for example, has featured writings of Dr. Jack Wheeler, a leading player in the 1980s
“Reagan Doctrine” of surrogate warfare throughout the
Third World. Wheeler today is
part of a London-based and British Intelligence-linked
outfit,
that has
been involved in the British propaganda campaign against the
U.S. Presidency, ever since Bill
Clinton replaced George Bush in
the White House in January 1993.
MOUNTING
EVIDENCE
Despite
the fact
that
Williamson, White, and Wedin
have all publicly denied that they
were involved in the Palme murder, in the weeks since the initial
de Kock courtroom revelations,
a great deal of evidence implicating the three men in the crime
has come to light. Williamson
has been arrested by Angolan
authorities, and remains behind
bars, as ofthis writing; and Swedish prosecutors have been dispatched to Johannesburg, South

Africa, to pursue all of the leads that have bubbled to
the surface since Sept. 26, 1996.
Within days of the de Kock statements and the
other new revelations, stories began to appear in the
Swedish press that, while giving credence to the “South
African connection” to the murder of Palme, sought to
explain the involvement of Williamson, White, et al.,
strictly from the standpoint of Palme’s well-known role
in
Scant attention was
focused on the broader issue of the global arms and
explosives cartel, which, during the 198Os, ran from
Europe, through South Africa, into both Iran and Iraq,
flooding the Persian Gulf with the armaments that kept
the Iran-Iraq War going for the better part of a decade.
Swedish companies, such as Bofors and Nobel, were at
the center of that arms/munitions flow, at the same time
as Prime Minister Palme was in charge of a United
Nations commission (the “Palme Commission”) specifically mandated to enforce the arms embargo against
the two Persian Gulf combatants.
Palme was well
aware of the role of the big Swedish munitions firms, in
breaking the very Persian Gulf arms embargo that he
was charged with enforcing, and, at times, he personally facilitated those violations. But this knowledge
also placed Palme in the precarious position of “knowing enough to be dangerous”. [END OF QUOTING]
I may have to offer more “parts” to this ongoing tale
unfolding here. I would hope that you who can afford
to do so-GET THIS SPECIAL REPORT!
All of you who can’t seem to make the global
connections and can’t bring yourselves to believe it can
be like this-go back and read the prior 186 JOURNALS we have offered since Fall of 1989. Twinkle
Fingers, here, has been busy as a tapping bee for all
these months to MAKE SURE YOU HAVE AVAILABLE THE INFORMATION YOU NEED FOR CONCLUSIONS OF PROPER PERSPECTIVE. And to you
ones who are so kind as to honor her birthday today,
Thank You, but no, she can’t have the day off from the
keyboard. She is just happy to have made it to Medicare
so “she thinks” she can afford to get sick now and have
a rest vacation. That is not likely either.
And to all of you: a birthday is misnamed-for
it is
only a celebration toward dying and counting the days
passing toward that transition. Remembering is always
nice, however, so I convey her appreciation and simply
tell you that she is “getting old and tired”. No, she is
neither! And, neither is she a Halloween follow-on, for
I like to remind her that BEFORE EVIL THERE WAS
GOD! And so too shall there again be TRUTH (dharma)
and GOD. There is no evil in this place and in this
mission there are no slackards.
Salu and have a good day-WHILST
YE CAN.
GEORGE BUSH AND THE
12333 SERIAL MURDER RING, October 1996.
NEWS SERVICE, P.O. Box 17390, Washington D.C. 20041-0390. $100.
Question: Would a President Bob Dole prosecute
NO! Dole is one of the Kingpins! Check it out
carefully and you will find that “be damned if you do
and be damnedif you don’t.” You should have KNOWN
as much when BUSH backed Dole and gave HIM HIS
INSTRUCTIONS. Check out the connections of Dole,
for instance, with Archer, Daniels, Midland grain cartel CORPORATION who has paid Dole off into the
millions of SSS, not to even mention the other purchasers.
Then, is Clinton better? Perish the thought! In
political nightmare circles it is all but impossible to
find “better” or “worse” and when you vote for the
“lesser evil” you still have EVIL. Think about it.
11/l/96 #I
My attention to the Palme murder and the connec-
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tions to Africa brought wondrous response immediately from our African friends and colleagues. They
know all about this and ask that I continue to further
offer more. Well, I will only offer what hasbeen offered
elsewhere because I like my people nice and secure as
well as the next commander. However, what you need
to realize is that the nasty operations of the few really
nasty networks are global-not
locked into Watts in
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. Moreover, it is CURRENTLY IN OPERATION AND FIGHTING FOR
TAKEOVER OF THE GLOBE!
You need a bit more background before I can
launch off into a reasonable dissertation of these CONNECTIONS, so giving full credit to
12333
October 1996:
[QUOTING, we continue on page 3:]
A GLOBAL

APPARATUS

Williamson and White were not merely hit-men for
the apartheid regime in South Africa. By the mid198Os, when the Palme assassination plot unfolded,
both men were in the middle of a largely Britishsponsored smuggling and mercenary apparatus, running up into the highest echelons of what is known as
theClub of the Isles, the European financier oligarchy
that controls much of the world supply of strategic raw
materials, petroleum, arms, explosives, and black market commodities such as narcotics. At this time, this
apparatus was enjoying the total backing ofthe Thatcher
government
in Britain,
and the Reagan-Bush
administration’s
“secret parallel government” structure, headed, out of the White House, by Vice President
George Bush. Both Thatcher and Bush were assets of
various factions of the Club of the Isles, and remain so
today.
Not only was this Club of the Isles-run apparatus
flooding the Persian Gulf with weapons. Similar flows
of arms were stoking conflicts all across southern
Africa (Angola, Mozambique, Namibia), in Southeast
Asia (Cambodia), Central Asia (Afghanistan),
and
Central America (Nicaragua, El Salvador)-all
at an
enormous profit to the Club of the Isles.
CRAIG

WILLIAMSON

According to published accounts, including an interview with Williamson in the April 19, 1995 London
Observer, Craig Williamson was recruited in the late
197Os, while a university student, as a spy for the South
African security police, and was assigned to infiltrate
radical student organizations, especially groups involved in the anti-apartheid
struggle.
By the late
197Os, Williamson had maneuvered himself into a
leadership position in the International University
Exchange Fund headquartered in Geneva, a group that
specialized in conduiting money to the African National Congress (ANC). Among the other directors of
the IUEF, while Williamson was infiltrating the fund,
were Swedes Bernt Carlsson and Gunnar Eriksson,
both close collaborators of Swedish Social Democratic
Party leader, and frequent prime minister, Olof Palme.
In January 1980, Williamson returned to South
Africa, along with his security branch boss, Brig. Johan
Coutzee. Coutzeewould eventually become the national police chief of South Africa. In 1989,
fected to the ANC, and began to spill the beans on some
of themost egregious apartheid-era crimes of the National Party.
Because of his early break with the
National Party, Coutzee is considered to be a very
credible source of eyewitness information about the
dirty war in southern Africa.
Williamson remained in the security branch
officer until 1985, when
major. He immediately joined
South African military intelligence service, and was promoted
colonel.

While he was still with the security branch,
Williamson, by his own admission, participated in a
series of terrorist attacks and assassinations, targeted
against leading figures in the ANC. Among the crimes
to which Williamson confessed were the 1982 assassination of anti-apartheid activist Ruth First, in Maputo,
Mozambique; the bombing of the London headquarters
of the ANC the same year; and the Lubango, Angola
mail-bomb killings of Jeanette Schoon and her sixyear-old daughter, Katryn, in 1984. The actual target
of the 1984 mail-bomb attack was Marius Schoon,
another prominent anti-apartheid activist.
When Williamson switched over to South African
military intelligence in 1985, he operated under the
cover of several “private” companies, including GMR,
an international trading company, founded by Giovanni
Mario Ricci (a shadowy figure with whom we will deal
later) and an outfit called Longreach.
According to
South African government sources, Longreach shared
offices in Johannesburg with GMR, but also maintained offices in the Isle of Wight, off the coast of
England.

so on.] These sources report that the British
government reached a
with Longreach,
which was known to be a front for South African
intelligence. It was all right for Longreach operatives
to stalk ANC leaders inside Britain-as
they did for
years; but it was not acceptable for Longreach to officially operate “on shore”, with an office in London. As
we shall see, Williamson’s ties to British Intelligence,
and to senior figures in the City of London financial
oligarchy, deepened over time.
During 1985-87, according to De Wet Potgieter,
the Pretoria bureau chief for the South African
has written a book cataloguing the South
African underworld, Longreach employed Anthony
a
Official statements by GMR claim
that the firm’s South African branch was not formally
started until sometime in 1986, but other published
accounts, backed by sources in South Africa, place the
and the point at which Williamson,
White, and Ricci were in collusion, at some time during
1985, at the latest. So, according to these sources,
during the 24-month period preceding and following
the Palme assassination, White, Williamson, and Ricci
were all involved, together, in Longreach.
Longreach’s executive director at this time was
Michael Irwin, a “former” high-ranking officer in the
British Royal
According to the Swedish daily
Irwin functioned as a liaison between
British and South African intelligence, via Longreach,
as the surveillance of antiapartheid activists, and the breaking of the United
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Nations embargo- against South Africa, through
elaborate smuggling apparatus. The
information is consistent with a report from a South
African government official, that Longreach was simultaneously operating out of the
It is here that the role of Giovanni Mario Ricci
takes on special significance, and reveals links among
Williamson, White, and a European-based criminal
infrastructure that figured prominently in some of the
most notorious of the
activities of the 1980s.
Ricci, an Italian national, with close ties to the
Propaganda Two (P-2) Italian freemasonic lodge, set
up shop on the Seychelles Islands during the mid1970s. When the islands were taken over by a “Marxist” regime, under President-for-life Albert Rene, Ricci
became the power behind the throne, and rapidly helped
transform the Seychelles into a world-class off-shore
money-laundering center and tax haven. Ricci’s own
Seychelles International Bank became the islands’ de
facto central bank; Ricci, in 1983, arranged for a
branch of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI) to be opened on Mahe Island; Ricci was
made the unofficial chief of the islands’ foreign intelligence service; and Ricci’s hotel became a safehouseof-preference for some of Europe’s leading financial
swindlers and renegade arms merchants,

a
a
300.
MARIO
RICCI.
KNIGHTS

P-2. AND
OF MALTA

THE

a
newsletter often
described as being closely affiliated with Britain’s MI5, published a story on the Ricci-Williamson alliance
in its April 15, 1987 issue, entitled “South Africa: The
network of a Master Spy”.
editor
Stephen Ellis reported that the Ricci-Williamson collaboration was principally aimed at breaking the South
Africa embargo, especially the petroleum embargo.
“Oil exports to South Africa are outlawed by the
United Nations,” Ellis note& “although South Africa
has previously experienced little difficulty in circumventing this legislation, largely through independent
commodity dealers such as Marc Rich. Rich in fact
visited the Seychelles in 1984 for talks with local
officials and others to discuss a scheme to establish the
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islands as an oil-dealing entreport, buying cheap from
Mexico and re-selling the oil for a profit. Rich is not
known to have participated in this plan subsequently.
This scheme was the brainchild of Francesco Pazienza,
a former employee of the Italian military intelligence
service SISMI, and a former consultant to the notorious
Banco Ambrosiano. Pazienza, an extraordinary political fixer, is currently on trial in Italy for offences
connected with the 1982 collapse ofBanco Ambrosiano.
Pazienza stayed at Ricci’s hotel in the Seychelles when
he was on the run from the Italian police in 1984. It was
then that he raised the oil scheme which
with other interested parties, including Rent, Ricci,
Rich, and Robert Armao, former aide to the Rockefeller
family, spokesman for the late Shah Mohammed Reza
Pahlevi of Iran, and friend of Central Intelligence
It appears that
Agency Director William Casey.
Pazienza’s 1984 scheme is only now coming to fruition,
although not quite as he had planned since Pazienza is
in jail and the idea is in the process of being co-opted
by Williamson.”
brought up another-dimension
of the Ricci and Pazienza profiles, one that has signiflcant implications for the sanctions-evading operations,
and the under-ground international arms trade. “Among
the many achievements in Pazienza’s bizarre career
was the establishment in New York of a company called
the Sovereign Order of St. John, Knights of Malta, Inc.
Ricci is officially accredited to the Seychelles as the
representative of a phony Christian order of chivalry
which he calls by various names at different times,
mostly versions of the name Sovereign Order of St.
John, Knights of Malta, and it appears that he was
originally recognized as the ambassador of Pazienza’s
outfit. Ricci’s spurious diplomatic status gives him
access to a diplomatic bag. Williamson has also joined
Ricci’E Order of St. John . . ..The Seychelles is the only
country in the world which has given diplomatic recognition to Ricci’s order. He has
numerous
services to the Sevchellois government over a period of
years, including supervision of external security and
donations to the ruling party. And it was Ricci who,
according to President Rent, masterminded the establishment of the Seychelles as a
a strange
development in a Marxist state.
“Williamson’s directorship of GMR (South Africa)
gives him an association with a remarkable international network in Europe, the Indian Ocean, Somalia
and Kenya, where GMR is said to have interests in
casinos. An impressive array.”
Impressive indeed. The Knights of Malta, both the
official Vatican-recognized
order, and the many splinter orders, have been long identified as pivotal to the
global arms trade. Sam Cummings, the Americanborn, London-based armaments dealer who founded
Interarms, the world’s largest “private sector” supplier
of weapons, is a longtime member of the Knights of
Malta, as was the late CIA director Casey, and American shipping magnate J. Peter Grace. Cummings and Grace
were instrumental in the “public diplomacy” efforts, on behalf
of the Bush-North secret wars of the 1980s
But, Ricci’s connections to the even more shadowy
P-2 Lodge are of equal significance to the reinvigorated
Palme probe, with its focus upon the “South Africa
connection”, Williamson, White, et al.
[END OF QUOTING]
If this seems hard for some of you to follow-stick
with us. You will find I don’t utilize all of the material
because you need to get your own copy of this report.
You are going to find that you can’t OVERLOOK
some references and we will cover them a bit later, but
one you have to attend is the “Train” connection. Also
we will cover Mr. Goldsmith’s infectious integration
with the Plan.
One of the Trains, you will recall, was a constant
companion to JACQUELINE KENNEDY ONASSIS
right up until her sudden and rapidly growing CAN-
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CER which took her life! Of course it didn’t, but they
couldn’t easily just “suicide” a former Mrs. Kennedy as
they did John-Boy.
John Train, investment banker, writer, Anglophile,
spook, is a sort of “red dye”, a marker for secret
government operations
From Sweden to
the
WALL STREET’S
MAN IN
Still feel safex
your little election-year whirl of propaganda and who
might be running what?
People, you have allowed a nasty little world of evil
conspirators to take over. IT IS YOUR CHOICE! And,
NO THANK YOU, I have no interest in CLEANING
anything “up”. You do what you will-l simply want to
get God’s people through in some semblance of physical and SPIRITUAL wholeness. We need to do some
modicum of realistic building and growing and that
won’t inconvenience the “big boys” a whit-in fact, it
will make them look good a little longer- in your
blinded eyes.
And what of those triangular “ships” flying low
and indescribably over your heads hither and yon.
Indeed, what about them? Well, they DO NOT house
“little grey aliens”!
And to you readers of long-standing: YES, we have
written all of this PRIOR TO NOW-but many, many
readers were not yet aboard and do not realize the tight
connections of the players in the Plan-any plan. This
is only ONE connection network which is focused so
greatly out of and into and through South Africa as to
catch the eye of those friends almost as far down-under
as is Australia-where
the same players lurk in the
Bushes.
I CAN WORK WITH MY ENEMY-I
DO NOT
MY ENEMY1 Try it for self, but perhaps you
had best MAKE SURE where your foundation is built
and on what footing you take your stand. MINE IS
WITH, ON, THROUGH, FOR, AND ALWAYS, ATOP
GOD’S OWN TRUTH, LAW, AND REFLECTION.
Indeed I can work with anyone for in not becoming
“that one” I have no need to break laws, lie, cheat, steal
or upset anyone.
Some very, very important breaking information

has just come past my request-for-attention-screen.
I
ask that it be put onto the hot-line POST HASTE.
Dharma simply cannot physically cover it all and, in
addition, it is too late for next Tuesday’s paper as next
Tuesday IS the election.
People, it simply doesn’t matter what happens on
Tuesday- it is FIXED and PLANNED and IS DASTARDLY in concept and conclusion. You have been
expecting it so why act shocked and, now that it is too
late to change it, you are overwhelmed. NOTHING IS
DIFFERENT! GETINFORMED. LEARNTHEPLAYERS.
AND YOU MAY HAVE A CHANCE OF
BYSTEPPING THE SCALLYWAGS IF NOTHING
ELSE. KEEP THE LAWS FOR YOU CANNOT WIN
ANYTHING SAVE INCARCERATION OR FIRING
SQUAD BY BREAKING THEM AT THIS JUNCTURE
IN THE GAME. THE MILITARY BASES, EVERYWHERE, ARE BEING RENOVATED FOR HOUSING
ALL YOU DISSIDENTS. CHECK IT OUT-RIGHT
OVER, EVEN, IN BARSTOW, CALIFORNIA. Check
it out with building contractors in the area who are
being hired to do the job. No, they don’t know whythey are told it is to update housing, etc. It doesn’t even
occur to them to ask and most don’t even know which
bases are actually “closed” for ANY reasons. You are
dealing with a BLIND population of people.
“Fighting” a thing is the last way to accomplish
anything. By the very term it indicates there has to be
a power stronger than the other and GOD does not play
in your SILLY GAMES OF GLADIATOR SPORTS.
GOD WINS THE GAME, AND CARES LITTLE
ABOUT THE SKIRMISHES. WARS DO NOT TAKE
OUT THE GRANDE PLAYERS-ONLY THE LITTLE
GUN FODDER VICTIMS. IN YOUR MILITIA-TYPE
ESCAPADES YOU ONLY MANAGE TO TAKE-OUT
THE LEADERS OF PATRIOT VALUE.
AND YOU WHO STILL WONDER ABOUT CGL.
“BO” GRIT& IT IS
GOOD SAFE PLACE FOR BO
RIGHT NOW WHERE HE CAN’T BE ACCUSED OF
ANYTHING LIKE PATRIOTISM.
THE BIG BOYS
NEED HIM IN A SECURE PLACE AS REWARD FOR
SERVICES RENDERED. SATAN ALWAYS HAS A
WAY TO SURPRISE EVERYONE AND YOU ALWAYS FALL FOR THE TRICKS, AND SO WHAT
ELSE IS NEW?
Thank you for seeing to the hot-line items because
we can’t keep up from this desk. Salu.
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POWER PLAYS GOING ON WITH, ONCE AGAIN,
INNOCENT PARTIES GETTING DESTROYED IN
THE CROSSFIRE? DO YOU ALSO STILL THINK
THAT GOLD CERTIFICATE BONUS CONTRACT IS
A FIGMENT OF INSANE IMAGININGS?

SomeObservations
On
AllSatan’s
.Dav

ILLINOIS

J

SATAN’S

DAY

were raised as long as five years ago.
“Merrill Lynch had no knowledge of any forgery.
We conducted all our business with Sumitomo in good
faith and an entirely proper manner,” said James
Wiggins, a spokesman for Merrill Lynch.
Sumitomo is believed to control up to half the
world’s copper production. The company was founded
in the 17th century by Masatomo Sumitomo, a former
monk who wrote about business

Today is All Satan’s Day-do you know where your
children are? Finally it has happened-the
two greatest holidays within your calendars are Satan’s daysHalloween and Xmas. These are days of taking, tricking, treating, and generally spent in chaos. Remember:
is
[END OF QUOTING]
So be it for you ARE what you BECOME! Satan
never has to change his plan or his approach for the old
This would seem to be, off hand, a straightforward
tricks never fail him. A bit of candy, peppermint or
bit of information, wouldn’t it? No, it is NOT.
chocolate, always does the trick.
For several months Sumitomo BANK has been
working against closure because of a $2.6 BILLION
BANK
IN TROTJBLE
loss. The exact amount, give or take a billion SS, is
This next may well need some explanation but about what the Bush Brigade used on falsification of a
please see if you can find any clues which associate it certain GOLD CERTIFICATE CONTRACT.
Next look at the increases in “copper losses”: 44
with other things we have poured onto your heads.
This is the exact amount of increasing
interest owing on the Certificate-compounded!
[QUOTING, from the
October
Next, you will find that just about every Bush
29, 1996:]
transaction of the “color of treason” Brigade will have
FIRED
COPPER
TRADER
ARRESTED
Merrill Lynch k Co. SOMEWHERE IN THE DEALINGS.
IN FORGERY
Is this some dreamed-up insight by a certain Commander? No, I, months ago, asked E.J. to follow up on
by Mari Yamaguchi
hidden Sumitomo activities and offer the President of
TOKYO-A
former
star copper
trader
at the Sumitomo Bank an opportunity to bail out that
accused
organization.
Oopsf The gentleman was pleasant and
10 years of unauthorized deals, was arrested Tuesday finally said he couldn’t do anything and then abruptly
on forgery charges, and authorities searched his home. hung up the phone. Still think there aren’t any BIG
The scandal added to questions about Japanese
management and regulatory oversight of financial markets, and led to a 10 percent drop in world copper
prices. That decline widened
from tire
by 46% from its original estimate of
S 1.8 billion.
Yasuo Hamanaka, 48, was arrested on suspicion of
forging documents involving metal trading with the
Sumitomo managing director Naoki Kuroda denied
that anyone else in the company knew about the unauthorized deals, saying, “Basically he did it
on
own. We’d like to get to the truth of what he did.” (H:
SURE THEY WOULD!]
Hamanaka, who was fired after two decades as a
Sumitomo trader, will be sued for aggravated breach of
trust, the company said.
Prosecutors did not say where Hamanaka was arrested, or what they confiscated from his home outside
Tokyo.
Sumitomo’s Kuroda suggested that Hamanaka was
able to carry out his trades because he used forged
signatures rather than carved seals, the customary means
of signing documents in Japan.
However, fraud experts and investigators doubt
that Hamanaka could have chalked up losses of such
magnitude without others knowing. Allegations that
the scandal’s central figure tried to fake trading records

10/30/96

POWER

COMPANY

“When it rains, it pours,” is the old saying and
perhaps it might be so, in fact.
V.K. Durham, sole owner of the “Contract” above,
now lawfully owns the Illinois Power Utility--or at the
least, $3 BILLION of it. The courts didn’t bother to
even respond to her petitions and tinally default, a
deposit acceptance against, the default ruling-and
she
is in the Utility business.
The bankers, the politicians and now, the Court
involved are just laughing and stonewalling! This also
all goes back to silver certificates.
In digging out information it now comes to light
that this particular UTILITY UNLAWFULLY is owned
by Foreign Corporations.
Moreover, it has spun off
MANY other companies-also
FOREIGN and based in
mostly the Cayman Islands and Delaware. These would
be something like “Illlnova “. It would seem there is no
end to their intrigue in the circles of the Elite. Ah
indeed, the liens are quite well done and totally LEGAL
LAWFUL and that part of the program is not even
in question. The point, however, is that there is an
unwritten law on your judicial system books which, as
stated by Gerry Spence is: “This axiom, like all great
axioms, is simply stated:
”
THE

SILKWOOD

Gerry was referring to the Silkwood case of infamy.
However, it should be noted that Gerry
the case
but, so far, no uwinningsn have been garnered by the
ones who WON.
Ah, but the courts never MENTION that lit lc rule
of “inserted” law: Little People are Entitled to Little
Justice. YOUR rightfully owned government with all
its systems-BELONGS
TO YOU-THE-PEOPLE! How
is it that you just laugh at the political antics, shake
your heads and turn away to your fate in the crockpot?
It is said that this most important presidential
election of all elections, next Tuesday, is expected to
draw the smallest crowd of voters IN ALL HISTORY.
No, I certainly do NOT blame you for not voting for it
is true that any of the canddates who run in the .TWO

HAY BILGER

Dear Readers: In the April 9, 1996 issue of
there appeared a Front Page article by this
reporter, entitled”Lega1 Gangsters-Judicial
Corruption Takes An Enterprising Turn Thru J.A.M.S.” The
article was about J.A.M.S. (Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services) and a very brave woman named
Rose Colombo who suffered, and continues to suffer, at the hands of the allegedly corrupt judicial system
in Orange County and the J.A.M.S. operations there.
This reporter would be somewhat remiss if he did not acknowledge the significant contribution of Rose
Colombo in making the article and two subsequent articles possible.
But Rose is not the only person to suffer at the hands of J.A.M.S.; thousands of other persons statewide
expected justice at J.A.M.S. but found, instead, a judicial process allegedly corrupted by money, greed and
power. The responses received from readers made it clear they wanted to see the J.A.M.S. situation fully
investigated and exposed.
For further information regarding Rose Colombo and her brave and continuing efforts to expose the
allegedly corrupt judicial system in Orange County and beyond, please write to Rose Colombo at 16027
Brookhurst St. #G279, Fountain Valley, California 92708. Good Luck, Rose.
.
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PARTY SYSTEM of merged ONE-NESS, are totally
Now, with these things, as above, in mind I would
corrupt and evil and, therefore, whoever wins is the like to share a writing from Mistress Ann Beam asDANGEROUS EVIL ONE because it would appear he sisted by Sandy Ence and Tammy Alley which came a
few months ago and bashed me and Doris in insult after
somehow has achieved total POWER. But has he?
he is simply the more OBVIOUS puppet. THE FU- insult as if truth is somehow made different by ridicule
TURE IS UP TO YOU!
and/or lies. I want to share it for I want MY SCRIBE
Now, to respond to another constantly asked ques- to get the picture here and realize that I have never
tion: “What is happening with arrested ‘Bo’ Gritz?”
misled her nor, intentionally, anyone who reads this
paper. The information of just who all participated in
[QUOTING,
lo-30-96:]
this cute dissertation may well be in question but I
assure Sandy and Tammy that they were given full
SURVIVALIST
BO GRIT2
DENIES
credit for input. How do we KNOW it was a FAX from
ROLE
IN
Ann? Because it came directly FROM Leon Fort’s fax
KIDNAPPING
PLOT
machine which was checked on INSTANTLY AFTER
RECEIVING THE DOCUMENT ON THE
ENFIELD, Corm.-Right-wing
survivalist James MACHINE.
-Bon Gritz pleaded not guilty Tuesday to attempted
kidnapping charges stemming from his efforts to help
[QUOTING:]
a woman involved in a child custody battle. Gritz and
his son, James R. Gritz, who also pleaded not guilty,
MY FINAL
DAYS
were arrested Sept. 30 outside a school attended by one
AS A GRUB
of Linda Wiegand’s children. Her husband has custody
of their two children.
were spent in Sola, Uam, on the 3rd planet from the 7th
from Alcyone if you count the other six as orbiting
[END OF QUOTING]
around it.
They don’t, of course, but one of the locals on
So, what makes this anything but an open and shut Planet Three decided to drum up a batcha new believers
case? Because it is also reported that Gritz “just to milk lotsa belief-juice from. So she pretended she
happened” to be at the very place indicated with pic- was a no-show spacelord named Hatonn. Hatonn in
tures of the children IN HIS PERSONAL POCKET. It Ubangi means here-to-save-you.
In English it means
is also interesting that the men were in Connecticut
the opposite of Hats Off, but she wanted a wider audience.
whilst Bo lives in Sandy Valley, NEVADA. He said he
Actually she wasn’t a no-show spacelord named
was looking at a “car” which was for sale on the street. Hatonn.
She was a plagiarist embezzler named in
There are a lot of coincidences, I assume, but this one several lawsuits later on. Her worst crime, however,
does stretch it a bit. Why would he be looking for a sale was a mishmash of illiterate ravings purporting to warn
car in Connecticut on the same street as would be the reader what’s
about to happen on Planet
children whose pictures are in his pocket-half
a na- Three. “Hatonn” then proceeds to quote from more
tion distant from where he lives?
industrious people’s homework azzo it were his own,
Will Gerry Spence represent Bo? Who knows? You while knocking all other sources including the one he’s
asked what is going on and this is what is going on. I quoting from as errant, misleading, inaccurate, and
da not longer “know” Mr. Gritz so have no interest in spiritually inferior. This always leads to Hatonn painting himself as the only true harbinger of good, and the
his ongoing escapades.
reader as damned. Each item and issue of mishmash
Let us look at another HIDDEN message:
therefore starts out as the model of paternal omniscience, and
ends up cursing the very ones it sets out to save.
[QUOTING,
Press, lo-30-96:]
“Ye hath strayed!” it raves illiterately, in pseudo
biblical Ubangi. (Which interestingly reads like brainDEMOCRAT
LINKED
TO
damaged English.)
Maybe that was ok, since most
FOREIGN
MONEY
Planet Three believers were raving illiterates anyway.
GIVES
TESTIMONY
-SOMEONE
bought the papers.
This
WASHINGTON-Democratic
Party fund-raiser
John HUANG
criticized by Republicans for soliciting
tions, was questioned in a closed session
a
[Information at bottom of document:]
Ann Beam, President
I
Infinite Balance, Inc.
Leon Fort, Owner
also
Research Assistant to and Agent
U.S. District Judge Royce Lamberth said a videotape of
the testimony c&ld be shown publicly,. Huang-was for:
America West Publishers, George
giving a deposition in a suit against the Commerce
Department by Judicial Watch, a conservative activist Greed, President
and
group. Larry Klayman, a lawyer for Judicial Watch,
America
West Distributors,
said Huang was being evasive, but Assistant U.S. Attorney Bruce Hegyi, representing the Commerce De- Disire Stevens Green, President
Reporter for: Earth Research
partment, said Huang was responding
all the
1996
questions.
[END OF QUOTING]

a

[END OF QUOTING]

I’m quite sure that there was a
LOT of laughter and thigh slapping
going on as this was orchestratedBUT HE WHO LAUGHS FIRST
DOES NOT USUALLY LAUGH
Today, I suppose, is Ann Beam
Day for it is Halloween and it is said

by people who KNOW (from Tucson, AZ.) that Annie
is/was a member of a Witch’s Coven there. She now
fairs, including lawyers for Green (you know, “agent
of’). Leon fell for the sucker-deal and ever since life is
just not too happy. In the end the TRUTH will OUT and
the LIGHT WILL SHINE ON THE GUILTY.
By the way, readers, when I present something to
you AS TOLD TO ME BY SOMEONE ELSE-I CAN
ONLY QUALIFY IT AS “SOMEONE TOLD ME” OR
“WE RECEIVED...“, ETC. That in itself does not
mean that I offer it as TRUTH but only as that which we
received. I JUDGE NOT for the cycle of return will
return to the sender in type of that which was sent
forth-I do NOT need to judge. People judge for selves
and usually follow-through with proof of their frailties.
Perhaps we shall take up the letter Ann Beam SENT TO
GERRY SPENCE about the Ekkers and his consideration for taking the singular California property casehaving NOTHING remotely to do with one Ann Beambut NOW PROVING A MAJOR CONSPIRACY ARRANGEMENT AMONG LAWYERS AND, YES, EVEN
A JUDGE! Now Annie has generously given of her
talents in affidavits which finish the PROOF. THANK
YOU, ANNIE.
Now as one last reminder to Dharma, and you
readers, as to how vicious can be the enemies of truth
who take, and bash, and lie about you and TRUTH:
This comes from Robert E. Rhoads, father of Tammy
Alley and Sandy Ence/Enz.
[QUOTING:]
Sept. 28, 1995
To Whom It May Concern;
Due to the vicious lies, manipulation and transgressions by Doris and E.J. Ekker, also spy Charles
Neil, to have the Rod Ence family evicted from the
ranch, please remove my name from your
list. Also include the tape list, journals and Gaia
products, as I can no longer support an operation under
such evil leadership as Doris and E.J. Ekker.
Thank you,
Robert E. Rhoads
P.O. Box 60
Victor, MT. 59875
[END OF QUOTING]
Support7 With this kind of “support” who needs it?
The fact that Rod Ence/Enz works directly for and with
George Green and himself took over S23,500 FROM
THE INSTITUTE WHILE
WAS
of
same, smacks of collusion and CONSPIRACY-in
my
humble opinion and observation.
Salu and have a nice Satan’s Day for THOSE DAYS
ARE NUMBERED!
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has become the Judeo-Christian heritage. B.S. There
IS NO “Judeo-Christian” HERITAGE.
The two are
So, about Chrrstmas grft gtvrng?

Gtvrng 1s mce

AND SHARING. Christmas is a nice time for focusing
on the GOOD in life experience-but
I wonder how
many of you truly find Good, Life, and Joy ANY time?
It is NOT in the giving or the celebration-IT
IS THE
LIE ABOUT THE DATE AND WHAT IT MEANS
THAT IS CONFUSING. AND THE PRINCE/KING OF
CONFUSION? SATAN!
I asked Dharma to count the number of cards
advertised in a catalog of Christmas Cards to see how
many were related to the Spiritual or Religious aspect
of the Holiday.
Four. Four out of well into the
Hundreds. There were more, by far, odes to the Jewish
Holiday-but
of course, the catalog was an advertisement for a Jewish commercial business.
No, I am NOT knocking anything-I just am called
to answer inquiries and this is one of them. You will do
whatever you will do, with or without my input. I
actually enjoy your warmth and celebrations of family
and goodness any time I can find it, anywhere. X-mas
is no exception.
And yes indeed, “X-mas” is the
OFFICIAL abbreviation of Christmas.
This is not the first time there is trauma to the
trivial in the minds of mankind. So, if you check it out,
you may be off even more than centuries or thousandsyou may well be off by zillions! There was such a stink
at the end of the 1800s that it became THE big issue of
the day, never mind that the Bolsheviks were planning
a takeover of the world and swinging into Bankster Big
Deal Protocols to see to its fruition in year 2000 when
NO ONE WOULD BE ABLE TO READ A CALENDAR
ACCURATELY. You would have KNOWN more about
it, however, in 1899 than today.
So, what might I have as a comment on this “great”

AboutHolidays
11/l/96
CHECK

OUT

YOUR
AGAIN

NUMBERS-

A new month comes and simply compounds the
prior errors in calendar counting, and so what else is
new on Planet EarthShan?
If something annoys youround off to the nearest whole number.
In New York one year there was a major legislation
pending to round off the numerical value of “pi” [the
ofa circle]
because “the fractions were annoying”.
Well, readers, the entire calendar counting system
is off by thousands of years for all sorts of reasons of
which not the least is your counting SYSTEM.
What is all the hoopla about your computers NOW?
You don’t have any valid way of representing year
2000. So, what will you do-repeat
19 again?
serious happenedin
the “B.C./
A.D.” debacle now called the “Common Era” as there
was no Roman Numeral available to represent the “0”
(zero) (SUPPOSEDLY Christ’s Birth) and therefore

the anniversary of that date will have to be celebrated
in year 2001. Christ is a “state of being” so at any rate
the date would be incorrect just because the CONCEPT
is incorrect.
And worse, Esu I-E-Jmannuel (the one
later called “Jesus”) was born in August and not in
December.
So what is the hoopla about7 Well, there was
already a 25th celebration for “Satan” toward the moon
ending in or around the 25th December-in
whatever
year it was ultimately decided for celebration. Oh, it
was later called to represent “Saint” something or other
but note the letter in your English alphabet: s-a-i-n-t
(Satin-as
spelled in many countries). This came to be
foisted off onto Santa (s-a-n-t-a, Satan as spelled in the
U.S.). And worse, “Nick” is a dubbed name for Satan
as in (Satin Nick-olas). So, just what do you celebrate
at “Christmas”? Mostly all the trappings and traditions
of a Satanic holiday complete with commercial Zionistic selling and profit-taking from you-the-people. You
are not even allowed to longer celebrate, LEGALLY,
the Religious or Spiritual aspects through VISUAL
settings-in
most public places. The candle holder of
the Jewish tradition is the accepted replacement which

computerdilemma?

supposedly legal government documents like the bank

RepublicOf Texasnotices:
FoundIn Contempt
[Quoting, from The Victor!.a
10/29/96:]
AUSTIN (AP)-A
state drstrict judge found the
Republic of Texas group and its top leaders in contempt
of court Monday for trying to take over state bank
accounts.
Judge Joseph Hart ordered the group to rescind
letters mailed to about 176 banks directing them to
transfer all accounts held by the state, its agencies and
political subdivisions to the organization.
Hart gave the group one week to comply with the
order before facing $lO,OOO-a-day fines that will double
each day until the letters are rescinded.
Hart told officials from Attorney General Dan
Morales’ office they could seek higher penalties or
arrest of group leaders if they do not comply with his
order.
Richard McLaren, ambassador of the so-called Republic, said Hart has no authority to order the group to
do anything. He contends that the people of Texas will

take action if the state tries to enforce the fines.
“If they start taking assets, you won’t believe what
will happen. If they start it, they won’t be able to turn
it off.” McLaren said.
“People are upset. If you start going around stealing assets, people are going to react. . ..If he really pulls
it off, God help him.”
The Republic group, which would not reveal its
membership, claims the annexation of Texas in 1845
was illegal. It has’set up various institutions, including
its own courts and treasury.
Peter Haskal, as assistant attorney general, said he
was unaware of any bank turning over accounts to the
group. But he said the letters have
some confusion and have wasted
Hart earlier this year approved a temporary injunction against the group, ordering it to stop filing items
against
vate people. He also ordered the group to stop filing

Haskel said the group also has notified other businesses in Texas that the state no longer exists. He said
the notices direct any business wanting to work in
Texas to deal with the organization.
He added that Attorney General Dan Morales hopes
to avoid any violence and would rather see so-called
Republic obey the law. But Haskel said the legal
governments in Texas can’t be held hostage.
“State and local government must be allowed to
function, to do their jobs, to perform their duties and
not have to answer to a nongovernmental, small selfappointed group of extremists to do that,” he said.
Haskel also said the state’s civil lawsuit against the
group could be expanded soon. He declined to elaborate, but said Morales is working closely with other law
enforcement officials.
Attorney General
Dan Morales
Tel: 512-463-2110
Fax: 512-463-2063
Assistant Attorney General
Peter Haskel
Tel: 512-463-2615
Fax: 5 12-477-2348
Judge
Joseph Hart
Tel: 512-473-9313
Fax: 5 12-473-9332
Republic of Texas Internet: texas.by.net
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hton: Recognizing
The Power
OfYourDivineBirth-right
Greeting, littleone. It is I, Aton, the OneLight,
come to briefly commune with you this day.
This is a time for growth. You are being
tested as are all who wish to participate. This
is a time for sorting, and ones are going to have
to face their fears. You shall overcome or you
shall have to stand down. You have your
challenges, as do all of Ground Crew at this
time.
Ones may wonder why I, Aton, do not write
more often. It is most difftcult for ones down
there to confront the fact that God would talk
directly to them. Yet it is as natural as the
thoughts you think every second of every day.
Also, ones have their own perceptions of
who I am and how I communicate. I do NOT
need anyone’s permission to speak, write, or
even paint a masterpiece on a sheet of canvas.
I do, however, choose to allow my messengers to bring forth my messages of Lighted
Truth because these ones (these Angelic messengers) need their lessons, as do you. How
else do you think these ones earn their
positions of responsibility as a Co-Creator?
All is for a reason. I have chosen the title of
Aton at this time so as not to be confused with
the many religions running around down there,
claiming to be of God. Aton simply means
“The One Light”. This title was used in ancient
Egypt and has been nearly removed from the
awareness of man during the later centuries.
The label is simply for identification purposes
at this time. If you cannot come to grips with
the fact that I, Creator God, can choose any
label that I may desire, then I must ask: Who are YOU
to place limits on the One who created you?!
My scribe wonders why the explanation of
my label. There are newly awakening readers
who need the information. These ones will do
well just to keep up with the new writings
coming out- let alone go back and read the
thousands of writings penned prior.
Ones will have to go within and find the
Truth that they need. The writings are made
available to any who choose to partake of the
gifts offered.
Many hear Louis Farrakhan use this label,

Aton, and are confused, for it does not appear
in your
There are many spiritual Truths
that do not appear in any of the many versions
of your
At this present time of greatly accelerated
experiencing, ones are waking up to the fact
that there is something to My Reality. This is to
say that ones are becoming more aware of the
true spiritual nature of their existence. Ones
out there, such as Mr. Farrakhan, need to
know who is who. Furthermore, they, too,
need their confirmations that they are indeed
on the correct path.
There are My Host sent in every form
can conceive of at this time. Some are incarnate
in the physical, and are thus born into the
planet’s birthright: Others may be in the physical and yet they were not born into the planet’s
birthright. And still others have come in the
etheric state (the fourth-dimensional state).
There are many other presentations that
exist, yet there is no allowance for their descriptions in the current language. These ones
exist in higher-dimensional realities and exist
mostly as thought projections, both within and
without the known universe ofyour perception.
You ones may be asking: “What is this
‘birthright’ of the planet?” When ones choose
to enter into the planet’s karmic condition
through the route of being born into the world
as a child, they, in effect, can do more without
bumping into the restrictions otherwise imposed by the Non-Interference Rules. Ones
who come to a planet, yet are not born into the
world, are restricted as to what they can and
cannot do in terms of bringing about change.
Ones who choose to be born into the planet
must go through all the distractions of the
physical and are subject to getting lost in the
confusion of the planet’s high density,
frequency condition. Yet, ones who wakeup to
their reality of mission, and make connection,
have the ability to more directly impact the evolutionary process of the planet’s civilization.
Take my son Esu “Jesus” Jmmanuel as an
example. He would not have been allowed to
impact the spiritual awareness of your planet
if he did not first agree to go down and be born
into the planet. By being born, he earned the

right to influence the course of humanity on
that planet. [See box

a

Ones need to realize that their “holy” books
are limited and have been distorted through
time. There is, however, much truth left in
them. But I tell you now: discern always the
information! Take all information and think
it through for yourself.
Even these writings that are coming forth
each day must be read with discernment, for
you are always being tested as to where you
are in your current level of perception and
awareness. There are no absolutes down there
in the physical experiences. Use your mind and
be responsible for your choices.
No man has any corner on Truth. You each
have to find your own way through the challenges of the physical compression of that
third-dimensional reality.

I
LEAVE YOU NOW WITH MY
BLESSINGS. TO YOU WHO EFFORT TO
FIND TRUTH AND SEEK TO FULFILL
YOUR PART IN THIS MISSION:
I AM
THE ONE LIGHT. I AM ATON. I AM.
ADONAI.
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The story of the life of the one known r
Jesus of Nazareth (Immanuel) is told by Jest
and his disciple and scribe, Judas Iscariotl
Judas’ name is cleared and the actual one wl
betrayed Immanuel is revealed. Clarification
given concerning Immanuel’s life and teaching
such as: The Purpose Of His Life-His
40 Da!
With Cosmic Beings-His
Crucifixion,
Resu
rection And His Journey After ResurrectionClarification
Regarding God, The Creation, Tl
Laws And Commandments.

Esu SanandaOn
Overcoming
Fear
us
a

Some of the topics discussed are:
*THE
GENEALOGICAL
TREE
Cl
IMMANUEL (JESUS)
*Gabriel And The Pregnancy Of Mary
*The Birth Of Immanuel
*The Three Wisemen
*Baptism Of Immanuel
*Celestial Sons To Reveal Themselves
*Marriage And Cohabitation

ers “.
CONTACT,

we

a

*Why He Used Parables
*The Suicide Of Juda Iharioth
*Doubting Thomas
*Mohammad’s
Coming Prophecied
*Saul And Immanuel

BY
ISCARIOTH
RECORDEDBY
“dharma"
A PHOENlX
JOURNAL

Peace, Thomas, Esu present in Radiance.
Fear hangs like a shroud above your planet,
strangling out freedom of thought, crippling
many into non-action.
It is that “negative”
force which keeps man down, that keeps man as
part of the herd mentality, that keeps the eyes
locked in place, the heart racing, and always the
doubts run though the mind-will “they” come
for me at the front door; will “they” stop me on
the street; will I be gunned down; will I be
arrested; the list is endless. Will I die alone, is
a big one.
Always, in a state of fear, God is locked out,
barredfiomentrybytheclosedmindthat hasnofaith.
Am I saying that those who fear have no
faith in God? Well, essentially, yes. For once
you truly become one with God, in your faith in
God’s Creation, there is no thing in this world
t,~ fear. Certainly there needn’t be fear of even

death for, in truth, with God’s people there is
only eternal life-each
played out on a new
stage of Creation.
Man locks out all possibilitv with fear, he
becomes immobilized, stagnant, and worst of
all, in a true state of fear, he does, by design,
become very alone. God never leaves his people,
but God’s people continually lock God out, the
doors closed and barred and God is left, waiting
for man to awaken to the true state of things,
the true awareness within the Creation that
t& there is nothing to fear but fear itself!
Fear prevents movement; it prevents change;
Fear is an evil thing
it prevents possibility.
because it draws the Lighted being away from
God, not toward God.
Fear is a tool of the adversary in action. Be
ever watchful of these adversarial devices, i.e.,
divide and conquer, and fear! Fear represents
lack of faith. Shore up your faith! Ask for help
and it shall be given unto you. Ask not and it
shall not be given-it is the law!
It is worthy to think on these things, for if
man does not overcome these things, he is ill
equipped to shoulder the responsibilities of
leadership in God’s kingdom.
The next time you find yourselves in fear,
beloved of mine, ask God to enter and clear the
area. Ask for help and it shall be given. Ask for
courage and it shall be given. Ask for Light and
it shall be given. All things will be opened unto
thee in proper sequence if you but ask.
You of God’s people are loved beyond measure. Do not shut God out of your personal
equationlest selfwill be found wanting. Rather,
invite in God’s protection which is ever freely
offered unto you, and you shall know m f&.
So be it and Selah.
I am Esu Sananda to clear.
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business form no. 74)

Voice oftheOld Guard

land”; a culmination of mother and father now endangers the child-Liberty.
For, due to the
If all of you remember, several months ago, Mr.
treaty agreements were cut and
Clinton “had it in the wringer” for cutting deals and Mr. Gorbachev has been given direct control over our
selling arms to Iran. The news media gave several “Pride of the U.S. Marines”, the Presidio, directing
blurbs on the deal cutting and selling of arms, but other treaties, while Germany occupies Holloman Air Force
Congress and the Senate, as usual, sat there like bumps Base (NM), complete with armed military personnel.
on a log, with their thumbs up their fannies and their
collective brains in neutral. Ignoring unconstitutional
THINK
ABOUT
IT!
misconstruction
and abuse of presidential powers.
Why? Well, it would or could be explained better if
Now, think about this. You hire someone to conmembers of the U.S. Houses of Representatives, mem- duct your business affairs, and to keep you apprised of
bers of the Executive Branch, and members of the any pending areas which may or may not cause you
Judiciary’s net worth were audited (before and after harm. There are profits generated from this business,
taking office of public trust), and the source of the and the hired personnel must run your business from
collective wealth explained to the people.
the funds generated. You both agree, and enter into a
contract. Things go along fine; you enjoy prosperity,
_ THINK
ABOUT
IT!
your hired personnel enjoy prosperity-and
suddenly
the hired help, your employees, decide that the busiEngland (the nation on which the Sun never set ness is so profitable, they are going to take this busion her imperial empire) executed the very same tac- ness away from you. They, then, strike out on their
tics, to control the world. (She went broke because own. They tell you nothing about the profits genershe had too many mouths to feed, too much military ated, they present no books of accounting records. They
to support, and she spread herself too thin.) England persist in telling you, the employer, the business is no
could not pay her debts (not even the Alabama claims longer profitable, and you must keep pumping money
of the Civil War, which was $17 million in gold to the into the business to keep the business going.
United States). England and Germany, including RusWhat you have not been told is your employees set
sia (all cousins), actually, deliberately started WWII, up a side corporation/business
and have gone into
WWI, WWII were nothing more than for generation
competition with you. They are forcing you out of business!
of new industry, because they had spread themselves
In corporate lingo it’s called a hostile takeover!
too thin. Moving of mass populations who moved for
The Federal Government (your employees under
jobs in order to feed their families. Seizing the mood contract) has taken over our business (the
of the people and the moment of history, in marched
Breaching the contract of
Adolph Hitler, with promises of 1000 years of peace union of the united States Republics.
(everlasting peace). Hitler went to nation after nation, all across Europe, “to preserve peace we must
10/30/96
disarm the people!” Nation after nation disarmed.
(Check out England’s current Parliamentary proceedOur President of the United States has taken money
ings planning to disarm the English people in total.) from individuals from nations other than the United
Hitler, in the meantime, had Krupp manufacturing the States. This is so very sad. It jeopardizes our system
war machines. Once the nations were disarmed to his of .government, and the economic security of this nasatisfaction, Hitler rolled across Europe like hot puckey tion. In the ’50s and ’60s we called it “payola”. Tothrough a hot tin horn. Until Stalingrad.
day it’s called political correctness, and election money.
Our past presidents of the United States, like Hitler I still prefer calling it payola. If it waddles like a duck,
with his obsession with Stalingrad, have been so ob- has feathers, webbed feet, and quacks a lot, you call it
sessed with overthrowing our constitutional United what it is. Therefore, payola is payola; payment for
States, for preservation of everlasting peace. They favors in the future, to those who make the payments.
have, as did Hitler, al&rated their people and the nation with
Let’s take a stroll back through history to 1887,
obsessive, blind will to overcome the will of the people.
and look at the Oath of Offrce-appointive
or elective.
Mr. Clinton, in his zeal and obsession to over- It reads as follows:
whelm this nation by lack of industry, lack of jobs,
“I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will suplack of manufacturing, lack of...has, by and through port the
and of the
the usage of the
State of
and that I will faithfully perform
grossly misconstrued and abused his powers of Office the duties of of&&f
, according to the best
of Public Trust. And when challenged, he hides un- of my ability.”
der section 6 of the
Act,
Elected officers take the above, and add the following:
declaring National Security!
“And I do further solemnly swear (or affirm) that I
have not directly or indirectly paid, offered, or promised to pay, contributed, or offered, or promised to contribute
a
Hitler and others
a
without exception, met their Waterloo.
Germany

is the “Fatherland”,

THINK

ABOUT

IT!

In March of 1933, Roosevelt warned that unless
Congress acted in the economic emergency, “I shall ask
the Congress for the one remaining instrument to meet
the crisis-broad
Executive power to wage a war
against the emergency, as great as the power that would
be given to me if we were in fact invaded by a foreign
foe.” No president could ask for less than this in a
future crises; he probably would ask for more. And no
modern congress could resist him, for part of the
nation’s consensus over freedom and equality is a commitment to federal action against depression and poverty. And because that commitment first and foremost
binds the president and will do so indefinitely, it is
part of the edifice of presidential government.
THINK

ABOUT

IT!

This is formally called the Enabling Act or Emergency War Powers Act (originated by A. Lincoln). The
Supreme Court had previously held such powers were
unconstitutional.
Each successive president of the
Untied States, has employed the unconstitutional Executive Ordered emergency acts.
Adding insult to unconstitutional injury, the Executive Powers granted by Congress to Franklin D.
Roosevelt, in March 1933, specifically to meet the crisis of (1) the failed economy, and (2) a severe depression; whereupon and whereas, once the nation recovered and was once again enjoying jobs, industry, manufacturing-and
the homelessness and joblessness which
plagued the nation was met with satisfaction and moderate means of self-sustaining
of the individuals
(American citizens), Mr. Roosevelt’s “indefinite” time
was concluded.
Then, after the nation prospered so greatly, another
president, Richard M. Nixon, “needed” other additional
powers. He sought the
from the U.S. Congress in 1972, and it was granted.
Mr. Nixon, in his exuberance, immediately ordered
“palace guard” uniforms for the U.S. Secret Service,
complete with clarion trumpets. He thought this
granted him a kingship.
He began tinkering around with Social Security Trust
Funds. He cut a side deal with the Teamsters Union.
Social Security Trust Money was then put into the Railroad Retirement Fund. Recently it was exposed that
“ten or more years of Social Security records were lost”
(1972-1983).

5
ITI
Since the
our
presidents have colluded, conspired, operated successfully drug operations and arms sales, started wars without Congress, cut business deals though the Commerce
Department, allowed treaties to infringe onto the rights
of the American people, and brought this nation to
such depths of degradation and despair, sinking to
depths only a conquering force could do to a nation
while occupying the fallen nation.
The
must be repealed. The Executive privilege of Executive Orders
of the Emergency War Powers Act must also be repealed. For these two acts of Congress alone, have
destroyed this nation. Also, Congress must go back
and take a good hard, long look at the Federal Reserve
Banking System Act in its original form, and its limited original intent, for misconstruction and abuse of
these three acts have occurred, the original agreement/

Mr. Clinton is

Russia, the “Mother-

giving or withholding
(This

any such vote.”

wrongsasanumittalunderthescoongnooioaalncts.

1887, tillletheygotofftheifdead~lulddiduleirjobsl

It’s
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“And 20% for this, and 20% for that...” To make this
contract work in the averages of the mandatory 20%,
the attorney sat on his dead end, did no filing in Mr.
Jones behalf-thusly
the insurance companies refused
to pay, Workman’s Comp refused to pay, plus, adding
insult to injury, losing two (2) fingers on the job in
less than two years, an additional trauma of emotional
stress and duress (post trauma stress) is evidenced.
Jones’ doctor fears for his safety and the safety of others around him under stressful working conditions such
as existed at the time of the accidents, and has put Mr.

A

this and other similar situations, it can be safely said
that Mr. Jones is destitute. He cannot afford to keep
his doctor’s appointments (no money to make the trip).
He has become homeless like millions of other Americans. because no one has an uarea of jurisdiction” over
criminal activities.
10/29/96
Time after time, millions upon millions of Americans have been told one of the above, after having fallen
victim to Criminal Acts and/or Criminal Practiceswhich either caused great bodily harm, loss of home,
loss of money, loss of business and loss after loss across
this land of ours, when the victimized has petitioned
district attorneys, state’s attorneys, attorneys, secretaries of state, governors, state senators, and other representatives, U.S. representatives, including the President of the United States. All of whom, when petitioned, put the old spin on: “Go hire an attorney, this
is not an area of our jurisdiction; we have no authority
over these matters.” While our laws keep crumbling
down, our nation keeps crumbling down, and the mob
rule of the lawless keeps oppressing the people.
IT

JUST
KEEPS
KEEPIN’
ON-

ON,

Back in 199 l-93, we realized something was wrong
with our Nevada corporation and that someone was
using idem sonans (a sound-alike name) impersonating our Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing Ltd. We
noticed the secretary of state, the corporations commissioner of the state of Nevada-no
response. Then,
we Noticed the State of Nevada of our intentions of
temporarily putting CSEML on “vacation until we
could find out what was going on.” Again, no response.
Wasn’t too long until we received a large, very expensive book on COSMOS Travel, etc. This is a global fun in the sun, travel guide, travel accommodation,
even with AAA (automobile club). The book was sent
to us with no return address. It was as though we were
being told, “We stole your corporation, did all of this
with it; now what are you going to do about it?“!
Back in 1988-90, seven different home loans with
First Union
of Raleigh, N.C., were discovered alleging to be in my name. Also, these seven alleged loans were on a nonexistent property at a nonexistence address in Hemet, California. No one had an
area of jurisdiction over this fraud upon my person, or
my property, for seven alleged loans, in seven distinct
amounts, with seven different loan numbers, under
seven different sound-alike names.
My homestead property is in San Jacinto, California; the forgeries, and the idem sonans are in Hemet,
California.
I did not abandon my homestead, I was
forced at the point of a gun from my homestead, as the
California Highway Patrol and Riverside County Sheriff personnel sat in their cruisers, watched and laughed
at these mob rule tactics.
I wrote to Bill Sessions (DOJ); I wrote to Bill
Clinton; I wrote to the United States Secret Service. I

went to congressman after congressman, senator after
senator, attorney general after attorney general, only
to get the same old canned response, “This is not an
area of my/our jurisdiction, go hire an attorney.”
The Bar Association attorneys refuse to assist or
properly represent anyone in same or similar circumstances. The good old boys have locked us out of the
courts, and our duly constituted rights have been denied to the victims while the mob rule criminals enjoy
the privilege of being above the law, in all instances.
All rights belong to the crooks and criminals-and
though inherently, inviolably, perpetually belonging to
the people, are denied to the people in favor of the mob
rule. Something is very wrong here.

As all of you know, an old contract, being a simple
sum certain contract, exists upon which a UCC-1 Lien,
and UCC-9-503 Default was taken on Illinois Power
Company. Subsequently, I filed a case, no. 96-739
WLB, in the U.S. District Court, Article III (constitutional) jurisdiction, for the Southern District of Illinois. The case in its entirety is based on res judicata
in commerce, prevailing upon already decided by the
IN COURT AFTER COURT
U.S. Supreme Court in regards to contracts, which have
ACROSS
THIS LAND. THE VICTIMS/
never been overturned. This case (keep in mind the
PEOPLE
ARE TOLD:
Default is of recorded record, and seasoned) also preYOU HAVE NO RIGHTS
vailed upon Article 1, Clause 10 of the Constirution 01
IN MY COURT!
prohibiting impeding of contracts
and contract rights. Per: Rule of Decision.
THINK ABOUT IT!
The presiding judge and magistrates failed to properly monitor the case, allowed liberties to be taken by
WE PAY OUR TAXES FOR
the defendants who were in default after default, inREPRESENTATION,
cluding acts of bad faith, acts of threats and coercion
DO WE NOT?
(as stated in writing) to remove from the secretary of
state, state of Illinois records-public
records, as reTHINK ABOUT
THIS!
garding the UCC-1 Lien and UCC-9-503 Default, constituting acts of cirminalities by destruction of DUbliC
Last July, a person known to all of us as John (Jack) records.
P. Jones, while working at Midstate Tank Company here
The U.S. District Court, failing to recognize Arin Illinois, suffered loss of a thumb (end of his thumb) ticle III jurisdiction, res judicata, Article I, Clause 10
due to company negligence. This is the second digit Jurisdiction of Contract Rights, caused a Writ of Manlost by Mr. Jones in less than two years because of com- damus to be tiled in the United States Court of Appany negligence. One would think Workman’s Comp peals on October 16, 1996--“to order an officer of the
Insurance would take care of these problems. More- United States Court to perform his sworn duties to exover, one would think when company negligence (cited by OSHA)
occurred, the company’s insurance would pay for the sustained
injuries also. Nope, not so. Mr.
Jones was advised to go hire an
attorney, which he did. He entered into a contract with the attorney. The attorney asked him
to sign it while some “blanks” existed on the face of the page.
Trusting the attorney, Mr. Jones
signed the contract. Later he discovered the mandatory 20% fee
for the attorney was increased to
approximately 60% of any moneys he would have received, because that little three letter word
kept popping up. It kept saying:

. . . . . . . _.
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ecute Summary Judgment on six Defaults of the defendants, Illinois Power Company pursuant to the Federal
Civil Procedures and Rules, Rule 56 (a).”
October 28, 1996, the Writ of Mandamus was denied by the United State Court of Appeals. Eight words
only: “It is ordered that the motion is denied.”
No explanation for the conduct of the court begin
investigated-nothing.
Just a denial of Mandamus, and
to Hell with improprieties conducted by the defendants,
and allowances by the court.
WHAT WAS MY POINT IN FILING FOR A
SUMMARY
JUDGEMENT
ON A UCC-9-503,
COLLATERAL
TITLE TAKEN WITHOUT
JUDICIAL
PROCESS’I
My point, quite frankly (and believe it or not), was:
(1) No court will allow fair play on the UCC-1 Liens
now that the people have discovered them, and have
possibly found remedy to this corruption in the commercial industry, which has cost millions of homes,
farms and other equity rights to belong not to the
people, but exclusive rights belonging only to the large
corporations or “Old Boys’ Club members”, and (2)
our constitutional
rights are being, and have been,
thrown out of the courts, which are sworn under Article VI, Clause 2, to protect us and the laws of the
What makes this so sad, to me, and to other American citizens who know what our constitutional laws
and constitutional rights are, our courts and our inherent, inviolable, perpetual duly constituted rights are,
and seeing courts flagrantly charge through the proverbial “mine field”, knowing these cases are being
exposed, charging onwards into areas where angels
would fear to tippy-toe.
Does the court’s refusal to execute Summary Judgment cause harm to the UCC-1 Lien? No1 It does not.
Does the court’s refusal to execute the Summary Judgment affect UCC-9-503 “taking possession of collateral without judicial process”? No! It does not.
Let’s take a look at the probability in the refusal of
the court to execute Summary Judgment. Why would
such a position be taken on a lawful default, recorded
of record? (1) Summary Judgment would bring about
a federal audit of all accounts, businesses and other
relevants as associated with this syndicated conglomerate alleging to be a public utility, which would disclose to the public the misuse of public funds. (2) Summary Judgment would disclose breach after breach of
Illinois grandfathered laws, governing public utility
companies. (3) Also current breaches of encumbering
equipment, lines, and other properties governed by Illinois Title Codes under current public utility laws. (4)
Summary Judgment would disclose monopolies and
current violations of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, including the Hobbs Act, the Banking Act, and last but
not least, the Clayton Act, section (ss) 8:
Clayton Act. A federal law enacted in 1914 as an
amendment to the Sherman Anti-Trust Act dealing with
antitrust regulations and unfair trade practices.
15
U.S.C.A. ~~12-27. The act prohibits price discrimination, tying and exclusive dealing contracts, mergers,
and interlocking directorates, “where the effect may
be substantially to lessen competition or tend to create
a monopoly in any line of commerce”.
THINK

ABOUT
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However, when our courts uphold such flagrant violations, we, as the public utility owners who pay our
taxes for these public utility bonds, must most assuredly question where our tax dollars have gone. And
do we have a vested interest in a11 these foreign-heid
corporations owned by the public companies, which
were purchased with our tax dollars-and
where in the
Hell are our dividends?! Our rates increase, instead of
decrease7 It’s time to start asking questions!
V.K. Durham, holder in good faith.

.
Pursu

United States Court of Appeals
Article III Jurisdiction
For the Seventh Circuit
Chicago, Illinois 60604
Certified
P-470-469-590
The Honorable Circuit Judges:
Joel M. Flaun
Daniel A. Manion
Terence T. Evans
REF: (1) Denial of Writ of Mandamus (Nos. 96 C 739)
(96-739WLB), V.K. Durham, secured party, plaintiff
in pro se, holder in good faith, vs. Illinois Power Company, defaulting defendants.
REF: United States District Court for the Southern
District of Illinois, case no. Mist-E-93-116-WDS, November 8, 1993, COSMOS Seafood Energy Marketing,
Ltd., vs. Boatmens National Band and Trust.
REF: Murder and concealments

of a homicide.

Honorable Judges, Flaun, Manion and Evans,
It is realized by me, this is an unprecedented attempt by me, V.K. Durham, to correspond directly with
Judges on these issues, however, conditions as presenting unprecedented prevailing issues, warrants this correspondence.
Your Appellate Article 111 Jurisdiction was petitioned for a Writ of Mandamus to order a U.S. District
Court Judge to perform his sworn duties, whereas said
petition was denied.
This same Judge, William D. Stiehl (you may check
the phone records), did call (618) 243-5615 after the

filing of Mist-E-93-116-WDS,
where upon he did
state: “I know absolutely nothing about the UCC
laws, therefore I must recuse myself from this case.”
The case was never reassigned. I was the petitioner as the CEO of COSMOS Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd. The co-CEO, Russell E. HerrmannHerrman-Herman
subsequently
was murdered.
(Prima facia evidence of photos affixed.)
Gentlemen, the two (2) cases, duly filed into the
U.S. District Court for the South District of Illinois,
whereas U.S. District Judge William D. StiehI’s frank
admitting of lack of knowledge of Uniform Commercial Codes leaves much to be desired when Article
III Jurisdiction, the
Article I, Clause 10, Rule of Decision, Choice of Constitutional Common Law of Contracts in Res Judicata,
by U.S. Supreme Court grandfathered cases were petitioned. Whereas, in one particular instance, Judge
Stiehl admitted knowing absolutely nothing about the
Uniform Commercial Codes (witnessed).
Knowing this prevailing problem of not knowing the “Wniform Commercial Codes”, as previously
stated (witnessed) by Judge Stiehl, when the UCC-9503 Default and Taking Title/Possession of Collateral Without Judicial Process, as provided by said
UCC-g-503, UCC-I-105 was chosen as the Choice of
Law.
Choice of Law Rule of Decision, the Constitutional Common Law of Contracts in Res Judicata.
prevailing upon Article I, Clause 10, prohibiting
impeding of contracts, pursuant to Article Ill Jurisdiction.
From appearances (a) either the laws are not
known or understood, or (b) no laws are to made
available to me. It’s one of the two.
In the MISC-E-93-116-WDS
case, the second
CEO was murdered on or about August 29, 1994
(prima faeia evidence photos afl’lxed), before that case
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could or would be reassigned and/or adjudicated.
On January 13, 1994, I did petition the Illinois
State’s Attorney in Nashville, IL for (a) investigation
into the murder of the second CEO, and (b) prosecution of said murder. Only to be informed, “I have no
area of jurisdiction”, by the Illinois State’s Attorney
(7). I also petitioned the Illinois Attorney Generalsame response.
Gentlemen, something is very wrong here. (I)
Clear-cut cases are presented, (2) [a] either the judge
is unfamiliar with the laws, [b] recuses and fails to
reassign, [c] fails his oath to the
[d] breaches Article VI, Clause 2, and
fails to acknowledge Res Judicata pursuant to Consti-

tutional Law on A Breach of Contract, In Default.
Now, therefore, gentlemen, three prime, clear-cut
cases, one of which was clearly evidenced as a murder,
have presented themselves for Resolution at Law, and
By Lawful Means. All three cases bore my name, V.K.
Durham. Each case involved duly constituted rights.
All three were denied.
Gentlemen, would. you care to reconsider the denial for Writ of Mandamus, or fully explain your reasons for denial of a breach of Rule of Decision, and
Res Judicata.

understands the order denying, but fails to understand the reasoning or logic used by this Appellate Court in doing so, which fails to conform with the Administrative Procedures Act
ss23.09, Mandatory Relief in General, and
~~23.10, Jurisdiction to Grant Mandatory Relief, and ~~23.04, Injunction and Declaratory
Judgment as sought in the original case 96-739WLB. Now, therefore, failing to fully underV.K. Durham, attorney in fact, in pro se, secured stand said order denying Writ of Mandamus,
said plaintiff/defendant/appellant
Durham is
party, holder in good faith.
praying for a more definite statement of this
reasoning, given such a decision, when said
Cause involves a simple sum certain contract
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
in Default six times, as clear cut, in Res
ARTICLE III JURISDICTION
Judicata, evidenced by said secured party, plaintiff/defendant/appellant
Durham has brought
7th Circuit
forth.
219 S. Dearhom Street
Further, said plaintiff/defendant/appellant
Durham had brought up the issue of investiChicago, Illinois 60604
gating the district court pursuant to 28
U.S.C.A., Title V, Article III Jurisdiction in
original petition for Writ of Mandamus to the
U.S. Appeals Court. This Court failed to disAPPEALNO. 96-3565
V.K. Durham, in pro se,
cuss or dispose of this or these sets of issues
brought forward in said Appeals Case no. 96holder in good faith,
PETITIONFORRECONSIDERAI’ION 3565, duly filed in said case as originally duly
perfected collateral,
filed into the Court Record, failing to gain full
PETITION FOR 28 U.S.C.A. ss 1316 determination of said Appeals Court. This parsecured party,
tial decision by said Appeals Court, by orderMANDAMUS

Attorney in fact,
plaintiff,
vs.

Illinois Power Company
default debtor
defendants

ing

PETITION FOR 28 U.S.C.A. 372 (c) (1).
FactscontainedonletterheadletterdatedoO
tober 31,1996 to Judges, Joel M. Flaun,
DanielA.Manion,TerenceTEvans(affixed
hereto)two(2)pages,includingprimaf$cia
photos. Certifkl p-470-469-590.

to

deny

plaintiff/defendant/appellant

Durham’s petition for Writ of Mandamus in no
way alleviates this Appellate Court’s responsibility and sworn duty to address all issues
brought forth by said plaintiff/defendant/appellant Durham. A partial judgment constitutes
justice half served, or in other words, lack of
justice;

justice

denied.

Now, therefore, if, in the event this Appeals
Court chooses to deny said plaintiff/defendant/
appellant Durham’s petition in full, then said
ER Civil procedure Rule 12 (e).
plaintiff/defendant/appellant
Durham hereby
and herein requests a more definite statement
MORE DEFINITE STmMFNT
as to the reasons for said denial, For, as a pro
se litigant, the U.S. Appeals Court, Article III
Jurisdiction,
for the Seventh Circuit, Chicago,
DECLARATION
Now comes the appellant/declarant
V.K. Durham, in pro se, holder in good faith, perfected Illinois, has as its sworn duty to the
an obligation to help
collateral, secured party, attorney in fact, hereinafter called Durham, requesting (a) reconsidDurham beteration for petition of Mandamus pursuant to the facts as presented in good faith, (b) Choice said plaintiff/defendant/appellant
of Law, the
Article I, Clause 10, in Res Judicata, upheld by ter understand the law and workings thereof
U.S. Supreme Court grandfathered cases as cited and contained in case 96739-WLB, Article (Haines vs. Kerner) whereupon and whereas
III Jurisdiction,
U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Illinois, whereupon
and whereas
said plaintiff/defendant/appellant
Durham reF.R. Civil Procedure Rule 56 (a). Summary Judgment was petitioned pursuant to the afore quires by law these more definite statements in
stated Res Judicatas persistently denied to said plaintiff/declarant/appellant
Durham by failure order to better understand why her complaint
is not being pursued nor justice being attained
of the court to uphold prevailing Laws and Rules of Court.
in something as simple as a Contract in Default
and Default Taken in Conformance with Law
DECLARATION
Now comes the plaintiff/defendant/appellant
Durham, pursuant to F.R. Civil Procedure per Rule of Decision, in Res Judicata.
Rule 12 (e) requesting this Honorable Court to issue to the plaintiff/declarant/appellant Durham
Date: October 3 1, 1996
a more definite statement as to why this court chooses not to grant said plaintiff/defendant/
Signed: V.K. Durham, plaintiff/defendant/
appellant Durham’s petition for a Writ of Mandamus as petitioned pursuant to 28 U.S.C.A.,
Said plaintiff/defendant/appellant
Durham appellant, in pro se.
Title V Jurisdiction and Article III Jurisdiction.
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There it has been rumored, the Canadians want
reparation for lands they allege were lost during the
American Revolution, and they are desirous of payment for those allegedly lost lands. Nope! Ain’t going to happen. Not from this source-not
unless Hell
freezes over!
In the event Canadians are hoping to cash in on
the old Contract/Certificate
for remuneration of sorts
for allegedly lost lands, they had best go to their treaty
at that time executed by the Crown of England. The
treaty allowed all who were desirous of remaining in
this country were by treaty law allowed to remain unmolested, allowed to retain all property rights, and
were given the choice of remaining loyal to the Crown
as Canadians and subjects of the Crown, or they had
choice of becoming American citizens. They were
not deprived of any rights, or properties. The right of
choice was clearly theirs. This old bull-larkey of wanting remuneration for something they gave up willingly
will not fly with me, nor will I allow one American
penny to be paid to them from the old Contract/
Certificate’s accrued interest. As I stated: take it up
with the “Q” (Queen).
No one has ever bothered to take a good, long, hard
look at my name. It is the name I was born with. Canadians would be knowledgeable of the name Durham.
The “Q” (dear old cuz) is well aware of that name.
The English Parliament is well aware of that name.
That name, throughout historic past, has caused many
a crowned head a lot of problems, even to the loss of
heads.
When one of my great grandfathers left the English Parliament, it was said that “Parliament will
never be the same.” The same holds true in reference
to the wanting remuneration for so,mething which they
freely gave up. For, the’accrued interest on that old
Contract/Certificate
will never be allowed subject to
the same old games played by my cousins throughout
generations, causing harm to countless numbers of
people, through countless generations, in countless
countries since time began. It will not be allowed to
happen again.
My name is far older than the Queen’s, for while
the “Q’s” family were still sitting in front of warm
fireplaces in their German castles, my progenitor William the Bastard, from Normandy, had already conquered England, and our families sat in original form
as the heads of England, whereupon the unity of
Tripartate of
civilized European Nations, sanctioned by the Church!
Our blood has not become bastardized!
In the event the “Q” woke up,
would know I
still have the double eagles. They are my birth right.
Also,
“Q” is aware, I also have
lions and
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the chevron.
Although she has an impressive crest,
hers pales next to those belonging to me as my inherent, perpetual birth right. Now, therefore, taking into
consideration, the “Q” and myself favor in looks or
appearance to one another, any similarity ends rights
there.
Unlike the “Q”, I have no illusions of grandeur, I
can only live in one house at a time, and my life is a
simple life, only desirous of that which has been stated
by me and by Russell so many times before: It is
America and Americans first, last and always. Once
this nation is secured, the homeless housed,
with jobs, our industry and manufacturing restored,
our
restored, and every single American
citizen is safe and in
event old cuz,
“Q”, is still
around and kicking, we might discuss her problems.
That is very doubtful, because I am becoming very
bitchy in my old age, especially regarding the lack of
morals, lack of common decency, lack of dignity, lack
of pride and lack of responsibilities such as exampled
by her and her family members. Which most assuredly set a poor example for younger and more impressionistic minds of our youth. Examples must be set by
those who lead. In
event bad examples are set, our
youth have nothing else to follow as guidelines.
The only, other similarity between the two of us is
that the young Princess Diana and my daughter could
be stood side by side and it would be difficult to tell
them apart. Of course, Princess Diana is a Spencer;
however, the DNA runs strong in those old families.
It pops up in
3-2-l ratios of genetics.
Now, back to the Canadian issue. Remember the
old parliamentary saying of “shades of radical Jack”.
Then think about the 3-2-l ratio. Jack’s back, boys
and girls! For the readers’ information, Jack caused
60 years of bad English law to be repealed, and called
for reform of the common laws.
There will be no remuneration on lands freely given up.
V.K. Durham (one of the old lions)
74. TREATY
OF PEACE
WITH
GREAT
BRITAIN
September 3, 1783
(Malloy, ed. Treaties, Conventions, etc., Vol. I,
p. 586ff.)
The surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown, October
19, 1781, brought an end to the British effort to subdue the American colonies. February 27, 1782, a motion urging King George to end the war passed
House of Commons; a month later Lord North resigned,
and the Rockingham Ministry entered into negotiations
for a definitive peace.
Congress appointed John
Adams, Benjamin Franklin, John Jay, Henry Laurens,
and Thomas Jefferson to conduct
negotiations, but
Jefferson did not leave America, and Laurens was re-

leased from prison too late to take part in the peace
conferences. The chief burden of
negotiations fell
upon Franklin, and the treaty is largely a tribute to his
shrewdness, persistence, and sagacity. On the Treaty,
see
scholarly account by J.B. Scott, in S.F. Bendis,
Vol. I, chs. iv-v; A.C.
McLaughlin,
and
ii; E.G. Petty, Lord Fitzmaurice,
Vol. III.
Art. I.-His Britannic Majesty acknowledges the
said United States, viz. New Hampshire, Massachusetts
Bay, Rhode Island, and Providence Plantations, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, and Georgia, to be free, sovereign and independent States; that
he treats with them as such, and for himself, his heirs
and successors, relinquishes all claims to the Government, proprietary and territorial rights of the same,
and every part thereof.
Art. II-And that all disputes which might arise
in future, on the subject of
boundaries of the said
United States may be prevented, it is hereby agreed
and declared, that the following are, and shall be their
boundaries, viz.: from the northwest angle of Nova
Scotia, viz.: that angle which is formed by a line drawn
due north from
Saint Croix River to the
Highlands; along the said Highlands which divide those
rivers that empty themselves
into
river St.
Lawrence, from those which fall into the Atlantic
Ocean, to the north-westernmost head of Connecticut
River; thence down along
middle of that river, to
forty-fifth degree of north latitude; from thence,
by a line due west on said latitude, until it strikes
river Iroquois or Cataraquy; thence along
middle
of said river into Lake Ontario, through
middle of
said lake until it strikes the communication by water
between that lake and Lake Erie; thence along
middle of said communication into Lake Erie, through
the middle of said lake until it arrives at the water communication between that lake and Lake Huron; thence
along the middle of said water communication into the
Lake Huron; thence through the middle of said lake to
the water communication between that lake and Lake
Superior; thence through Lake Superior northward of
the Isles Royal and Phelipeaux, to the Long Lake;
thence through the middle of said Long Lake, and the
water communication between it and the Lake of the
Woods, to the said Lake of the Woods; thence through
the said lake to the most northwestern point thereof,
and from thence on a due west course to
river Mississippi; thence by a line to be drawn along the middle
of the said river Mississippi until it shall intersect the
northernmost part of the thirty-first degree of north
latitude. South, by a line to be drawn due east from
the determination of the line last mentioned, in the latitude of thirty-one degrees north of
equator, to the
middle of the river Apppalachicola or Catahouche;
thence along the middle thereof to its junction with
the Flint river; thence straight to the head of St. Mary’s
River; and thence down along the middle of St. Mary’s
River to the Atlantic Ocean. East, by a line to be drawn
along the middle of the river St. Croix, from its mouth
in the Bay of Fundy to its source, and from its source
directly north to
aforesaid Highlands, which divide the rivers that fall into the Atlantic Ocean from
those which fall into the river St. Lawrence; comprehending all islands within twenty leagues of any part
of the shores of the United States, and lying between
lines to be drawn due east from
points where the
aforesaid boundaries between Nova Scotia on
part, and East Florida on the other, shallrespectively
touch the Bay of Fundy and the Atlantic Ocean; excepting such islands as now are, or heretofore have been,
within the limits of the said province of Nova Scotia.
Art. III-It is agreed that
people of the United
States shall continue to enjoy unmolested
right to
take
every kind on
Grand Bank, and on all
other banks of Newfoundland; also in
Gulph of
Saint Lawrence, and at all other places in
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the inhabitants of both countries used at any time here- States and persons to whom they belong.
Art. VIII-The navigation of the river Mississippi,
tofore to fish. And also that the inhabitants of the
United States shall have liberty to take fish of every from its source to the ocean, shall forever remain free
kind on such part of the coast of Newfoundland as Brit- and open to the subjects of Great Britain, and the citiish fishermen shall use (but not to dry or cure the same zens of the United States.
Art. IX-In case it should
happen that any place
on that island) and also on the coasts, bays and creeks
of all other of His Britannic Majesty’s dominions in
America; and that the American fishermen shall have
liberty to dry and cure fish in any of the unsettled bays,
harbours and creeks of Nova Scotia, Magdalen Islands,
and Labrador, so long as the same shall remain unsettled; but so soon as the same or either of them shall
be settled, it shall not be lawful for the said fishermen
to dry or cure fish at such settlements, without a previous agreement for that purpose with the inhabitants,
proprietors or possessors of the ground.
Art. IV-It is agreed that creditors on either side
shall meet with no lawful impediment to the recovery
of the full value in sterling money, of all
debts heretofore contracted.
Art. V-It is agreed that the Congress shall earnestly recommend it to the legislature of the respective States, to provide for the restitution of all estates,
rights and properties which have been confiscated, belonging to real British subjects, and also of the estates,
rights and properties of persons resident in districts in
the possession of His Majesty’s arms, and who have
not borne arms against the said United States. And
that persons of any other description shall have free
OUT OF AFRICA-WITHOUT
liberty to go to any part or parts of any of the thirteen
ROBERT
REDFORD
United States, and therein to remain twelve months,
unmolested in their endeavors to obtain the restitution
I would like to share a notation about a mutual
of such of their estates, rights and properties as may acquaintance out of Africa and note that “Islam” is
have been confiscated; and that Congress shall also getting bad
etc.
earnestly recommend to the several States a reconsid- Indeed I see a nasty confrontation seething and turning
eration and revision of all acts or laws regarding the toward Civil War-soon.
The interesting thing is that
premises,
as to render the said laws or acts perfectly Islam and Moslem are coins ofthe same realm and it is
consistent, not only with justice and equity, but with so unfortunate that the misfits of EarthShan can bring
that spirit of conciliation which, on the return of the this kind of confusion and hatred into the hearts and
blessings of peace, should universally prevail. And souls of men.
that Congress shall also earnestly recommend to the
Never mind, however, for this is not the focus of my
several States, that the estates, rights and properties little
of such last mentioned persons, shall be restored to
them, they refunding to any persons who may be now
[QUOTING, from a paper we will leave UNNAMED,
in possession, the
price (where any has been please:]
given) which such persons may have paid on purchasing any of the said lands, rights or properties, since
SOUTH AFRICA: The South African government
the confiscation. And it is agreed, that all persons who has issued an “emergency warning” about what some
have any interest in confiscated lands, either by debts, government officials are describing as the “growing
According to
marriage settlements or otherwise, shall meet with no influence of Islam” in that country.
lawful impediment in the prosecution of their just Reuters news
the Islamic “revolution” in South
rights.
Africa is being led by Islamic fundamentalists who
Art. VI-That
there shall be no future confisca- have received
in
tions made, nor any prosecutions commenced against
In August Islamic nationalists hunted down and
any person or persons for, or by reason of the part which executed the leader of one of the largest drug
in
he or they may have taken in the present war; and that South Africa. As the drug kingpin was being beaten
no person shall, on that account, suffer any future loss and readied for execution, crowds of people were cheeror damage, either in his pe&on, liberty or property: ing the vigilantes on. The Moslem fundamentalists
and that those who may be in confinement on such have become heroes in their neighborhoods and this is
charges, at the time of the ratification of the treaty in just the beginning of their effort to eliminate leaders of
America, shall be immediately set at liberty, and the the drug cartel.
prosecutions so commenced be discontinued.
In response the South African government arrested
Art. VII-there
shall be a firm and perpetual peace the vigilante leader, while a Moslem member of the
between His Britannic Majesty and the said States, and government heaped praise on him, causing a conflict in
Another government minister,
between the subjects of the one and the citizens of the government circles.
other, wherefore all hostilities, both by sea and land, Bantu Holomisa, was sacked by Nelson Mandela beshall from henceforth cease; (sic) All prisoners on both cause he accused the ANC (African National Congress)
sides shall be set at liberty, and His Britannic Majesty of taking $400,000 in bribes from Jewish hotel owner
shall, with all convenient speed, and without causing Sol Kerzner prior to the 1994 elections.
any destruction, or carrying away any negroes or other
Kerzner is the Jew who founded and opened a
property of the American inhabitants, withdraw all his gambling area in the Transkei called Sun City (Sin
armies, garrisons and fleets from the said United States, City). While the apartheid government was in power,
and from every post, place and ha&our within the same; Kerzner made it possible for those who wished to
leaving in all fortifications the American artillery that engage in interracial sexcapades to be able to do so by
may be therein; And shall also order and cause all ar- driving across the border from South Africa into
chives, records,
and papers, belonging to any of Transkei’s Sun City. [H: I’m sure there would not be
the said States, or their citizens, which, in the course sescapades without Kenner-aren’t
you? After all,
of the war, may have fallen into the hands of his
ers, to be forthwith restored and delivered to the proper them into the broth&.
Do you see:

or territory belonging to Great Britain or to the United
States, should have been
ther from the other, before the arrival of the said
visional articles in America, it is agreed, that the same
shall be restored without difficulty, and without requiring any

IslamicPresenc
In SouthAfrica
you distracted
off-balance and cause the culprits of the acts
immorality to not be responsible
for their own choices!]
At the time he gave the $400,000 contribution to
the ANC, Kerzner was under investigation by the government of the Transkei which claimed that he had
bribed some members of the Transkei tribal govcrnment when he obtained his casino license. Watch for
the conflict between the Islamic fundamentalists in
South Africa and the
government to grow in the near future. The growing
number of Islamic fundamentalists in the South African government and the
ment in that country will eventually cause a major
conflict between those who are Islamic and oppose the
Jews and those like Mandela who have cooperated with
the Jews in the past. Mandela and others who are proJewish will soon have to choose between the Jews and
the growing number of Moslems in the country. Also,
don’t rule out a possible alliance between Afrikaneer
nationalists and Islamic fundamentalists in the future.
[END OF QUOTING]
No, I don’t have much further comment on the
above other than this is simply the way things ARE here
and there around the globe. However, it is a typical way
to get the business away from the owners as is equally
practiced all over the world causing people to flee to
cover-safety in other locales. Sun City is simply another sin city on the pattern of Las Vegas, Atlantic City,
etc. It also proves the Elite plan to have Africa as their
own relax-and-recreate playground. It is likewise amazing how many of these businessmen have valid connections which are rarely seen by the “people” and, in
addition, why so little publication information is available on the real nitty-gritty of the circles of power or
funding.
I do have to remind you readers, ALL: Money is not
good or bad-only
MAN
good or bad and money is
valid for use of “money”, “currency”, whatever, as
exchange (barter) for opportunities for use. Who is at
fault in the above scenario, for instance, of”Sin City”the man who built it for whatever reason (usually more
money possibilities) OR THE PEOPLE WHO CHOOSE
TO UTILIZE THE OPPORTUNITIES PROVIDED BY
THE CITY? Are the “funds” in point or the morality of
USE OF THIS FACILITY? Mankind seems to blame
the provider of opportunity, just as he blames the
messengers for the truth, when all that is supplied is the
CHOICE. MOIULITY CANNOT BE LEGISLATED!
VIDUAL
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CircusCenterRing
THEWORLD!

strategy or our defenses. Our only intent is to build,
develop industrial products for use by citizens, and
make sure there is a fundamadental holding of TRUTH
and ability to reason in Truth and function in physical
aspect.
This world game is exactly like a multi-ring circus
in that so many things are taking place on the field of
play as to be so elusive as to astound and confound. You
have to see the activities, recognize the possibilitiesbut eventually, if you are going to participate in the
circus itself-you
have to know who runs the thing,
plays in the game, is the “Star”, and the general “pecking order” in the barnyard.
Obviously if you are
avoiding confrontation with the goose because of a
goose’s reputation for biting and you bumble into the
real nasty culprit in that barnyard, the setting but
gentle-appearing old hen, you have made a nasty mistake and will get a severe flogging.
You nice ieaders do not -even REALIZE that the
players you see are not the CONTROLLERS you GET.
We are going to lay out some players for you and for all
practical purposes they
will come through as recognized world leadersAND YOU WILL NOT
WHETHER
KNOW
ARE
CONTHEY
TROLLED
REPLICAS
REAL
THE
OR
“MCCOY”-orRockefelIer as the case
will be. It doesn’t matter
at our level of intrigue for
the one they present as
the “player” may well be
a puppet, but you can get
the drift of the screenplay
just by watching the play
unfold.
I am not going to go
back to our own dissertations on these topics because most of you didn’t
get it the first time and
you need the confirmation-not
revelation-of
FACTS. Those facts, in
fact, need to be as in confirmed evidence and documentation so that you can
KNOW and not simply
“assume” because I ask
Dharma to type it for me.
From Spotlight,
as
FIRST PRESENTED IN

NOVEMBER 1992. This was when the major puppets
and puppet-masters were becoming current-day players
and continue to impact you TODAY.
We will begin with that Trilateral Commission
from Hell and see if you can begin to fit some more
major puzzle pieces together on this Sunday before
elections in the U.S.
I am asked why I have not made these thrusts
BEFORE election so you would have all this? Well, WE
HAVE DONE SO OVER AND OVER AND OVER
AGAIN-ALREADY.
Tuesday next doesn’t make a
whit of real difference-as
all the players have fundamentally FIXED the game. If you won’t change and
take control of your nation and yourself, all the hoopla
from here is not going to change an iota of it BEFORE
THE FACT. KNOWLEDGE, however, may well allow
you some actions AFTER THE FACT WHERE YOU
CAN WORK FROM CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.

NOTACONSPIRACY
THEORX
BUTAFACX.
Every year since 1973, a handful of the wealthiest
and most influential financiers, industrialists, media
barons, union bosses and political figures from North
America, Western Europe and Japan hold a secret
conclave and chart the future of the globe.
The deliberations of this elite group of power brokers, led by David and Laurance Rockefeller, shape the
course of world affairs. Yet, few people know that this
organization-The
Trilateral Commission-exists.
This is no “conspiracy theory”. THIS IS FACT.
HERE’S THE FULL STORY OF THE TRILATERAL
COMMISSION AND HOW ITS DECISIONS AFFECT
YOU.
[II:
go back and

[QUOTING, PART I:]

The Trilateral Commission was established in 1973.
Its founder and primary financial angel was international financier, David Rockefeller, longtime chairman
of the Rockefeller family-controlled Chase Manhattan
Bank and undisputed overlord of his family’s global
corporate empire.
a

Rockefeller’s idea for estab!ishing the commission
emerged after he had read a book entitled Between
Ages written by an Establishment
scholar, Prof.
Zbigniew Brzezinski
of
Columbia University.
In his book Brzezinski proposed a vast alliance
between North America, Western Europe, and Japan.
According to Brzezinski, changes in the modern world
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“Resist as it might,” Brzezinski wrote elsewhere,
“the American system is compelled gradually to accommodate itself to this emerging international context,
with the U.S. government called upon to negotiate, to
guarantee, and, to some extent, to protect the various
arrangements that have been contrived even by private
business.”
In other words, it was necessary for the international upper class to band together to protect its interests, and to ensure, in the developed nations, that
political leaders were brought to power who would
ensure that the global financial interests (of the
Rockefellers and the other ruling elites) would be
protected over those of the hoi polloi.

Although the initial arrangements for the commission were laid out in a series of meetings held at the
Rockefellers’ famous Pocantico Hills estate outside
New York City, Rockefeller first introduced the idea of
the commission at an annual meeting of the Bilderberg
group, this one held in Knokke, Belgium in the spring
of 1972.
(The Bilderberg group is similar to the Trilateral
Commission in that it is funded and heavily influenced
by the Rockefeller empire, and composed of international financiers, industrialists, media magnates, union
bosses, academics and political figures.
(The Trilateral Commission was unique, though,
in that it l-fought the Japanese ruling elite into the
inner counciIs of the global power brokers, a recognition of Japan’s growing influence in the world economic and political arena.. .)

in the coming
years.
One of the
commission’s primary goals was to
place a Trilateralinfluenced president in the White
House in 1976,
and to achieve
that goal it was
necessary
to
groom an appropriate candidate
who would be
willing to cooperate with Trilateral
aims.
Rockefeller
and Brzezinski
selected a handful
ofwell-known liberal Democrats
and a scattering of
Republicans (primary of the liberal-internationalist bent) to serve on the commission.
And in an effort to give regional balance to the
commission Rockefeller invited the then-obscure oneterm Democratic governor of Georgia, Jimmy Carter, to
join the commission.
at

STRANGE VIEWS
OF GROUP’S
FOUNDER

“The Commission’s purpose is to engineer an enduring partnership among the ruling classes of North
America, Western Europe and Japan-hence
the term
‘Trilateral’ -in order to safeguard the interests of Western capitalism in an explosive world. The private
commission is attempting to mold public policy and
construct a framework for international stufrilify in the
coming decades.
“To put it simply, Trilateralists are saying: ‘The
people, governments and economies of all nations must

“In short, Trilateralism is the current attempt by
ruling elites to manage both dependence and democracy-at home and abroad.”
Another Trilateral critic, uow retired Sen. Barry
Goldwater (R-Ariz.), views the commission as a
Rockefeller family operation through and through.
According to Goldwater:
The Trilateral
organization
created by David
Rockefeller was a surrogate-the
members selected by
Rockefeller, its purposes defined by Rockefeller, its
funding supplied by Rockefeller.
David Rockefeller
screened and selected every individual who was invited
to participate.”

IH: Don’t EVZB foreet the thrust this mau had

a

The strange views of the
Trilateral
Commission’s
founding director, ColumProf.
bia
University
Zbigniew Brzezinski,
say
much about the unusual
politicalorientationofthecommission and its leadership.
Brzezinski outlined his
views in his book Behveen
Two Ages, published shortly
before, in 1973, he set the
Trilateral
Commission in
PICKING
POLICYMAKERS
motion at the instruction of his
David Rockefeller and Brzezinski then began the patron David Rockefeller.
process of selecting from among the “Trilateral” naon these topics
tions the several hundred elite power brokers who
would be permitted to join in Trilateral policymaking

Rockefeller had read Brzezinski’s book and
was impressed with its contents. it was this book
that inspired Rockefeller to create the Trilateral
Commission.
Here are a number of selections from the book
that proved to be the genesis of the commission:
“Though Stalinism may have been a needless
tragedy for both the Russian people and Communism as an ideal, there is the intellectually
tantalizing possibility that for the world at large it
was, as we shall see, a blessing in disguise.”
“Marxism represents a further vital and creative
stage in the maturing of man’s universal vision.
Marxism is simultaneously a victory of the external, active man over the inner, passive man and a
victory of reason over belief.”
“The Soviet Union could have emerged as the standard-bearer of this century’s most influential system of thought and as the social model for resolving
the key dilemmas facing modem man.”
Marxism “supplied the best available insight into
this
contemporary reality.
century’s most influential system of thought.”
. “The approaching 200th anniversary of the Declacould justify the call for a
national
Brzezinski, of course, went on to serve as perhaps
the most oowerful man in the Carter administration
(1977-198‘1), serving as the president’s
rity adviser, responsible for maintaining America’s
national security

Rockefeller had longtime ties to the local Atlanta
political and economic Eitablishment. In fact,
Rockefeller’s personal investment portfolio is in AtDavid
Horowitz,
“Atlanta
Rockefeller Center South.“)
And Rockefeller himself had once even
invited Carter to dine with him at the Chase
Bank
early as I97 1, the year Carter
serving
as governor.
Carter very definitely
Rockefeller and Brzezinski, more so than
another Southern Democrat, Florida Gov.
Reuben
also selected to serve on the
commission and viewed, like Carter, as a
possible Trilateral candidate.
fact, according to Brzezinski, “It was
a close thing between Carter and Askew,
but we were impressed that Carter had
opened up trade offices for the state of
Georgia in Brussels and Tokyo. That seemed to
lit perfectly into the concept of the Trilateral.”
Carter, in fact, like Askew, did announce for the 1976 Democratic presidential nomination, but because of Rockefeller’s
interest, Carter had the inside shot.
So much so that in a speech at the
commission’s first annual meeting in Kyoto,
Japan in May of 1975, Rockefeller’s man
Brzezinski promoted the then-still obscure
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Carter to his fellow Trilateralists
tiai candidate.

as an ideal presiden-

CUT AND
DRIED
From that point on, it was all cut and dried. According to Goldwater: “‘Rockefeller and Brzezinski
found Carter to be their ideal candidate. They helped
him win the Democratic nomination and the presidency.
“To accomplish this purpose they mobilized the
money-power of the Wall Street bankers, the intellectual influence of the academic community-which
is
subservient to the wealth of the great tax-free foundations-and
the media controllers represented in the
membership of the CFR and the Trilateralists.”
(The aforementioned
CFR-Council
on Foreign
Relations-is
another Rockefeller-financed
foreign
policy pressure group similar to the Trilateralists and
the Bilderberg group, although the CFR is composed
solely of American citizens.)
(In his book
published in 1980 by the Ramparts Press, Prof. Laurence
H. Shoup devotes an entire chapter to demonstrating
how the Trilateral-linked
and Trilateral-controlled
Establishment media promoted the presidential candidacy in 1976 of the then-obscure Georgia Gov. Jimmy
Carter.)
you also
was
take-out

The election of Trilateralist Jimmy Carter to the
presidency in 1976 marked the first formal Trilateral
Commission takeover of the executive branch. Here is
a lengthy (but by no means complete) overview of the
Trilateralists who served under the first Trilateral administration:
* Jimmy Carter, president of the United states.
* Walter F. Mondale,
vice president of the United
States.
* Zbigniew Brzezinski,
national security adviser.
* Cyrus Vance, secretary
of state.
* Harold Brown, secretary of defense.
Michael
*
W.
Blumenthal, secretary of the
treasury.
* John Sawhill, federal
and
energy administrator.
* Robert Duncan, secretary of energy.
* Joseph Califano, secNO, retary of health and human
services.
* Stansfield Turner, di-

* Supporting restraints on freedom of the press.
* Raising the price of new natural gas.
* Refusing to place import controls on shoes.
* Inserting a growth clause in the import regulations for textiles permitting clothing imports to rise by
6 percent annually.
* Allowing the dollar to be devaluated against
foreign currencies as a step toward its replacement in
international trade with “Bancor”, a worldwide paper
money to be created in unlimited amounts by the International Monetary Fund.
* Pushing through the House and Senate the largest
contribution in history to the World Bank and other
international lending institutions (to be disbursed as
foreign aid loans without country-by-country review by
Congress) to enable the less-developed countries to pay
the interest on
$70 billion owed to private banks in
the United States.
about
* Surrender of the American canal in
Panama to Panamanian
dictator Omar
Torrijos and his right-hand man and successor, Manuel Noriega. Trilateral-linked
banks (including the London branch of the
Rockefeller
family’s Chase Manhattan
Bank) had lent large sums of money to the
Panamanian government and were anxious
to obtain interest on their loans. The banks
believed interest payment would be possible only if Panama had access to profits
from the canal.
These and other measures were part
and parcel of the Trilateral strategy as
implemented by Jimmy Carter and his Trilateral-dominated administration,

bits* (even done into a segment

* Robert
R. Bowie,
deputy to the director of central intelligence for national
intelligence.
* Warren Christopher,
deputy secretary ofstate (and
later secretary of state).
* Lucy Wilson Benson,
Carter, of course, campaigned as a “populist’‘-as
under secretary of state for
a “man of the people”- as an “outsider” with no ties to security assistance.
300.

is

CAN

a

non-proliferation
matters.
+ Anthony M. Soloman, under secretary of the
treasury for monetary affairs.
* Paul C. Warnke, director, U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency.
* Andrew Young, U.S. ambassador to the United
Nations.
* Paul
of the Federal Reserve
System.
* Sol Linowitz, special negotiator for Panama Canal Treaties.
.

,

a

a

And with the power of the commission and the
Rockefeller empire and its media influence behind him,
Carter
full-fledged Trilateral administration,

Within months of assuming offrce as the first member of the Trilateral Commission to be elected to the
White House, President Jimmy Carter began imple-

..
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est

The membership in each of the groups is always
composed of members of the Rockefeller family, their
paid employees and consultants, allied international
financiers and industrialists, academics from the major
universities and tax-free foundations, high-ranking
union leaders, key media personalities and controllers,
and selected political figures.
But each of the three-the
Council on Foreign
Relations, the Bilderberg group and the Trilateral Commission-is
as you will see from the
following

0

(END QUOTING OF PART I]
I guess, Dharma, we will consider
this as PART 1 of this topic because we
want to compare three major “front
groups” and it is all within this overall
focus, however, this particular writing
is becoming too lengthy. Thank you.
I will again refer readers to WHO ‘S
by

33

a
a
a

Publishes the quarterly journaf
and
conducts regular meetings and seminars.
meetings
are strictly
and
Created in 192 1 with Rockefeller funding and
THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS
emerged as the American branch of the
The Council on Foreign Relations: Based in
fRIIAL succeeding
an earlier, less organized entity
already established in that role.
The
the brainchild of
English
(founder of the Rhodes scholarship)
and devoted to the concept of reuniting the United States with the
British Empire.
CFR members, beginning with
the Republican Herbert Hoover administration on through the present
day in administrations Democrat
and Republican alike, have continuously been appointed to key
policymaking posts.
David Rockefeller himself served
as
a
longtime
chairman of the CFR and
HENRYKISSINGER
remains its virtual master.
.*.
Fast.
CFR, TC, Bilderberg

12,
325,
4104571.
THE
Just remember

as this all unfolds:
a

The Bilderberg Group takes its
name from the hotel in Holland
where it first met in 1954. Meets
regularly (presumably on a once-ayear basis) at various locations
around the world, always in extreme
often at resorts controlled by the Rockefeller family.
Has a revolving membership of
several hundred participants com.posed of elites from the United
States and Western Europe, primarily-almost exclusively-from
the
NATO countries.
The Rothschild family is the
leading European force within the
Bilderberg group, sharing its power
American-based
with
the
Rockefeller empire.
Maintains an extremely low
profile and seldom, if ever, publishes reports or studies under its
own
egis.
Bilderberg participants denied
the
cades until forced into the open by
the glare of media publicity, generated largely by the
and its
newsletter-format
predecessors,
“Liberty
Letter” and “Liberty
Lowdown” (the latter publication
is now defunct).

House.
Good morning and I salute you for your
ability to open your minds and come into
realization of REALITY. Salu.
1

#2

[QUOTING, PART II:]

Three distinct Rockefeller-created
...
and Rockefeller-financed
international
._
. _ .
policy power blocs are often confused by
their critics.
A reason for this confusion is that,
aside from the fact that each is controlled-fully
or in part-by the Rockefeller empire, York and comprised solely of U.S. Citizens.
the groups are very similar in intent and have a largely
overlapping membership, usually working in direct
as a
concert toward the same goals.

BILDERBERC;
GRQUP

TRILATERAL
Trilateral

COMMISSION

Commission was organized exclusively
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by David Rockefeller in 1973. Holds an official regular
annual conclave closed to the independent press, but
conducts seminars and other gatherings that are less
exclusive.
Membership is limited to rlirists from the United
States and Canada, Western Europe and Japan, several
hundred in number. (Sources report that the commission may begin extending membership to elitists from
Mexico in the near future.) (Ii:
Issues periodic reports known as the “Triangle
Papers” and press releases and published a journal
called
(now defunct).
David Rockefeller has continuously served, since
its inception, as “North American chairman” but is
acknowledged as its primary mover.

this was
1992

August 19-20, 1980, did adopt Resolution 773
wherein it was demanded that the Congress of the
United States launch a comprehensive investigation into the Trilateral Commission (TC) and its
parent organization, the Council on-Foreign Relations (CFR) to determine what influence has been
and is being exerted over the foreign and domestic
policies of the United States; and
WHEREAS, the Honorable Larry McDonald,
of Georgia, introduced Resolution 773 on February
4, 198 1 in the House of Representatives, applauded
the initiative of the American Legion, commended
the text of the resolution to his colleagues and gave
his strong support to this effort [H:
was
now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, by the American Legion in National Convention assembled in Honolulu, Hawaii,
September l-3, 198 1, that we demand, once more,
that the Congress of the United States launch a
comprehensive investigation into the TC and the
CFR to determine what influence has been and is
being exerted over the foreign and domestic policies of the United States; and, be it further...
(Here is the slightly edited text of a similar resolution (No. 460) approved by the Veterans of Foreign
Wars in its 82nd national convention in 1981:)

The members of America’s major non-partisan veterans organizations, the American Legion and the Veterans of Foreign Wars, have formally called upon
Congttss to investigate the Trilateral Commission.
This is most appropriate considering the fact that it
is America’s veterans who have fought the wars and
“police actions” staged by the Trilateralists and their
allies in similar “one world” planning groups.
Here’s the partial text of a resolution approved at
the 63rd national convention of the American Legion
held in Honolulu, September l-3, 198 1:
WHEREAS, the American ‘Legion in National
Convention assembled in Boston, Massachusetts,

WHEREAS, the New York City based Council
on Foreign Relations, a private organization
founded in 1921 and the Trilateral Commission
(the U.S., Europe and Japan), formed in 1973, have
as members, and often as overlapping members,
literally scores of top U.S. officials of the executive
and legislative branches of government; and
WHEREAS, the core beliefs of the CFR/TC“Interdependence”, muting of strongly held
American nationalism, security through arms control, stable money markets, etc.-are often at variance with the uncommon sense of the American
people.. . now, therefore
BE IT RESOLVED, by the 82nd National Convention of the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the
United States, that a Joint Congressional Select

Committee, drawn from the judiciary
Affairs committees of both Houses
gress.. . be called into being to assess the influence
of the CFR and TC “network” upon the foreign and
domestic policies of the United States and to report
their findings to the American people.

as
19921,

NOT
SURPRISED AT
EASTERN
EUROPEAN EVENTS
who
have not been surprised by Soviet dictator
Gorbachev’s peace overtures,
or by the revolutions in Eastern Europe.

Mikhail

a

All of this actually stems from deals between the
communist bosses and their business partners: Laurance
and David Rockefeller and their allies in the highest
echelons of the Trilateral Commission.
All of this was literally predicted in a front-page
exclusive published on April 24, 1989, describing how The Spotlight’s crack investigative reporter James P. Tucker Jr. infiltrated the annual meeting of the Trilateral Commission in Paris on April 810, 1989.

a
a

. *. * Endorsed

veterans’ demand

for inquiry

In its exclusive, which was headlined: “Trilateral Goal: Make Soviets ‘Full Partners in the Global
Economy’,” The
revealed the commission’s
agenda, one which The
aptly suggested
would require ?ome artful juggling”:
* There must be enough movement toward peace so
that Americans will tolerate massive transfusions
of their tax dollars into communist countries to
help the internationalists
economically mine the
lands behind the iron Curtain; and
* There must remain enough fear of war so that the
military-industrial
complex, especially the strategic defense initiative
continues to be
immensely profitable.
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Look for dramatic advances in the ‘peace process’ in Europe in months ahead-it
has already
started in Poland, with the world shadow government taking credit.
The Trilateral goal is to make the Soviet Union
and the communist East-bloc countries “full partners in the global economy”, with membership in
the World Bank and the international Monetary
Fund (IMF), both major conduits of American tax
dollars into Third World countries.
As a reward for the East-bloc
countries loosening their ties with
Moscow, Americans are to support
those countries so the communists
can better afford ta buy the materials when the internationalists build
the factories to produce them.
As The spo?lighf
additionally:
David Rockefeller, through direct comments and those of other
members (of the commission),
claimed credit for Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev’s “peace initiat ive”
and
for
the
Polish
government’s historic accord with
Solidarity.
Rockefeller
a Trilateral delegation to Moscow in January (of
1989) and had a lengthy meeting
With-Gorbachev.
Th&e- he urge;
that the Soviet government become “full partners
in the global economy” and offered membership in
the World Bank and IMF.
In February Rockefeller led a delegation from
the Council on Foreign Relations to Warsaw, where
similar promises were made to Poland.
in Warsaw, Rockefeller urged the communist
country to make a deal with Solidarity prior to the
April 8 Trilateral Commission meeting in Paris, so
strategies for achieving “global interdependence”
could be achieved.
Ail of this, however, does not bode well for American workers. As The Spoffiaht then noted:
Exploiting the ec&omics lying behind the Iron
Curtain will be of immense benefit to the international financiers and political leaders
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As long ago as April 17, 1980, writing in the
Chrislia~r
Monitor, Trilateral watcher Jeremiah
Novak described how the Trilateral Commission was
working for an ultimate merger of the Trilateral nations with the USSR and the Soviet satellite nations:
“The commission hopes that within the context of
a constantly evolving rejationship with the Soviet Union,
it will be possible, at some future date, to invite the
Soviets to join.”

your tissue out-and

Zbigniew Brzezinski, the commission’s chief ideologist, himself wrote:
An effort must be made to forge a community of
developed nations that would embrace the Atlantic
states, the more advanced European communist
states and Japan.
“Movement toward such a community will, in
all probability, require two broad and overlapping
phases. The first of these would involve the forging
of community links among the United States, Western Europe and Japan. The second phase would
include the extension of these links to the communist countries.
As summarized by Novak: “The essence of the
Trilateral program, therefore, is to create not only a
balance of power between the Soviet Union and the
Trilateral democracies, but a concert of power in which
the USSR and the importal It Third World countries

Numerous people have written their congressman and senators asking for
further information about the Trilateral Commission or otherwise demanding a
congressional investigation of the elitist body.
Here’s the response they’ve gotten: The lawmakers have dispatched the
Congressional Reference Division of the Library of Congress’s Congressional
Research Service (CRS) to look into
matter.
a

Congress has no desire to investigate the Trilateral Commission, since more
than a few of its past and present members (along with powerful campaign
contributors and influential media masters) belong to the secretive body.

a
a

could share.”
Brzezinski, speaking at the Trilateral Commission
meeting in Tokyo in 1988, also discussed the move to
bring the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe into the
global power bloc:
While it is the stabilization of the relationship
with the Soviet Union over the next decade that is
a reasonable objective (but not much more than
that), the re-engagement of Eastern Europe-in the
context of a Soviet Union preoccupied with
its domestic affairs-into
a larger Europe
becomes increasingly timely.
As someone said this morning, Eastern
Europe is becoming Central Europe. I have
long subscribed to the view that the existence
of just a Western Europe and an Eastern
Europe is an artificial post-World War Ii
reality; that the genuine reality of Europe is
a Europe which has a Western, a Central and
an Bastern component-and
that Central
component would be gravitating toward the
West in the years ahead;
Thus the Trilateral Commission has set in place
its own agenda and bears responsibility for the new
world arena that is being arranged today.
get

Dole
find only little thugs, cheats and criminals

at

grass-roots

level,
PEOPLE,
about

commission.

weep.1

The Trilateral Commission frankly state.* that
there’s too much democracy and that the American
people should
Thi/authoritarian
philosophy is outlined in a rnkjar Trilateral Commission position paper (which embarrasses even many Trilateralists) entitled
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In this work, published under the commission’s
copyright, the authors, Michael Crozier, Samuel Huntington and Joji Watanuki, conclude that popular participation by the people of the Trilateral nations in
government policymaking is a bad proposition.
MAKE
According to the study, the ruling elites in the
United States and Western Europe are already facing
The November 1992 election marked the third time
grass-roots dissent from the ranks of their people-a
that a member of the Rockefeller-controlled
Trilateral
situation that Japan also faces-and
that it will be Commission (TC) was installed in the White House.
necessary
a
Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton, not only a
Trilateralist,
but also a member of the Council on
In other words, the power of the Trilateral elites Foreign Relations (CFR) and a participant at the 1991
and the governments they control must be strength- Bilderberg conference in Baden-Baden Germany, deened-and the power of the people must be diminished.
feated incumbent Trilateralist-CFR man George Bush
a
According to the Trilateralists:
“Al Smith once
remarked that ‘the only cure for the evils of democracy
is more democracy.’ Our analysis suggests that applying that cure at present could well be adding fuel to the
flames. Needed instead is a greater degree of moderation in democracy.”
How to diminish the power of the people? According to the Trilateralists:

.

and brought a host of Establishment power
brokers into his new administration.
There are several Trilateralists among the highestranking figures in the Clinton administration:
Secretary of State Warren Christopher; Housing and Urban
Development Secretary Henry Cisneros; Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt; Health &Human Services Secretary
Donna Shalala, and National Security Advisor, W.
Anthony Lake, all of whom are also CFR members.
The administration is also rife with other CFR
members including: CIA Director James Woolsey; Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen (also a Bilderberger); and
Laura Tyson, Chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisors.
A wide-ranging array of other sub-cabinet level
posts are also filled with CFR members, not to mention,
most especially, the State Department, further pointing
toward the claim, made by its critics, that the Clinton
administration is a Rockefeller family fiefdom.
Interestingly, in an earlier edition of this special
report on this Trilateral Commission issued several
years before Clinton was elected president, The
pointed out that by virtue of his connection with
the commission, Clinton was an early favorite for the
1992 presidential nomination of the Democratic Party,
despite the fact that-at
the time-Clinton
was not
well-known nationally. Obviously, thispredictioncame
to pass.
Trilateralist Clinton, interestingly, is also a former
Rhodes Scholar. As noted elsewhere in this special
report, the Rhodes scholarships were established by
British financier Cecil Rhodes who hoped for an ultimate reunification of the United States and Britain.

T h e
young academics
awarded
Rhodes
scholarships
are indoctrinated with
this philosoand
phy
charged with
the responsibility of promulgating
its ultimate
aim. Indeed,
as also noted
previously
in this report,
one
leading
Trilateralist
has said that
an “ideal”
would, in fact, be the establishment of a single politicoeconomic entity composed of a merge of the United
States and Britain.
Needless to say, not only
Clinton installed Trilateralists in key policy-making
positions, but he
also given high posts to fellow
Rhodes Scholars.
[END QUOTING OF PART 2 AND DOCUMENT]
My, my, we have reached the end of the day and,
beloved readers, there is no way to catch up centuries of
work toward this New World Order so that you can be
informed enough for WISE actions in a couple of days
hence. I can only urge you to continue to BECOME
INFORMED for it is only through TRUTH and TRUTHFUL KNOWLEDGE that you can reclaim any semblance of FREEDOM and LIBERTY. You have come to
a place in your journey on the planet wherein THERE
IS JUSTICE FOR NONE1 May you allow God to open
your minds so that you might actually SEE and HEAR
and come to understand.
Salu.
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NW0 TakeoverContinues
D-DAY

1996

As election day creeps-up on us, we are hearing rumors about some of our high-ranking US Military now being
unlawfully arrested (by WHO?) for not going along with the NW0 takeover of America. Is this it ? I do not
know if it is, BUT, years ago the year 1997 was in my documents. If the UN is going to take over America
openly, Clinton will need an “excuse” - what will it be ? Economic - financial collapse ? / Domestic Terrorist
threat ? / Foreign Terrorist threat ? [ a combination of these or ] How about : A plague has been unleashed
upon us by Saddam Hussein, and everyone MUST be inoculated - and receive their National ID Card .
Are all the recent revelations about the Gulf War Syndrome just TIMELY coincidence ? Are these “leaks” or
admissions planned - orchestrated and now the timing is right ? Slowly, the admissions, YES it was Saddam,
not the NW0 who caused GWI and shucks, golly gee says the DOD/CIA, we haven’t been able to figure all this
out for almost &years, but now we know, it was Iraq (of course). That being the case, our veterans have returned
as carriers of a plague and the entire US population is at risk and must receive a vaccine, and in order to identify
who has received it or not, everyone MUST carry their National ID Card, or be segregated from the healthy (card
carrying) public in concentration work camps, just like those who ARE going to be identified as having GWI,
will be placed in special camps for the protection of YOU the healthy card carrying public. [ Does this mean that
all Veterans and active duty American forces (who won’t fire on Americans) will be considered a threat to
National Security because they were exposed/infected and we then will need the UN troops to replace them ? ]
We are also hearing stories about (possible) foreigners coming into the US carrying vials of biologicals. That
may be real or a real possibility - but ask yourself WHO is our real enemy ? Is our enemy (that we should fear)
Or is our enemy already here and under communist UN /
really Saddam Hussein
Are these releases (publicized)/orchestrated so that the public will be in FEAR of foreign
NW0 control ?
biological attack and therefore will WELCOME the UN occupation of the US ? And everyone will have to give
up all rights, search and seizures take place by military / MJTF forces against the American civilian population
for OUR protection ? Now you will be hearing that it is “possible” that Iraq had the potential to deliver

biological weapons in Scuds - a new expose will declare, ONLY, no one can figure out how it is that Iraq had
the technology and NOT the US instead, and who sold the technology to Iraq ? There is lots more - but all of
these lead down one road - FEAR and a scapegoat, to make it a reality that someone else caused the GWS
PLAGUE that is upon us. WHAT IS THE REAL ANSWER ?
One day you may read “Prussian Blue and
the New World Order”, or maybe you will be unlucky enough to live (and die) some of it !
[excerpt from
- by Peter Kawaja , follows ] :
GWf

is

Communicable

Disease, spreading worse than AIDS, by casual (non-sexual) contact, through
perspiration, or by being close to someone who coughs. Your children can be infected at a playground or at
school. Mycoplasma incognitus contains 40% of the HIV (AIDS) envelope, which was tampered with by

humans. It is a warfare agent BY DESIGN.
Our Government is involved in this great crime and cover-up.
A nationwide/worldwide panic is going to be created, of such magnitude, that it will threaten our very existence.
This same government will then step in to offer a solution, they will have “an antidote”, ct @e-n&
BUT, only
those who will accept the Medical ID (national id) will be treated, all others will be considered a danger and
threat to society, hunted down and imprisoned or killed. Americans will welcome this solution, will turn-in their
neighbors and friends in order to survive themselves. At the same time, this instrument WILL permanentlypublicly SUSPEND THE CONSTITUTION OF THESE united STATES, to allow United Nations Rule,
the New World Order / One World Government. AMERICA WILL BE
[ PS - Clinton is at Ft. Bliss / El Paso, Texas - today, WHY ? ]
Almost ALL - US Combat Arms (units) are presently deployed out of the United States !
We are VULNERABLE and ripe for the pickins.
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I have, by agreement, waited until this afternoon to
give consideration to election “druthers”.
I ask that
this be placed onto the phone whereat people can have
my opinion- not to specific candidate or Party-but
behind-the-scenes
“you-can-count-on-its”.
Think carefully now before you choose the better or
worst of two (or three) evils tomorrow. Certainly you
will, either way you vote, be counted among the “ones
to watch”. I am quite serious-you
are listed into the
computer Beast and you will be noted if you vote. So
much for that...
What I want to share with you, especially you who
are working on funding for our projects, for we must
SEE what is taking place and what WILL take placeIF DOLE WINS:
Dole is a puppet for the New World Order GEORGE
BUSH network of obscene corruption.
He will never
allow Bush to stand hearing on any accusations AT
ALL and if there should be charges-HE
WILL PARDON THE CROOKS-it
is all set in agreements and
pre-understandings.
With Clinton, you have some of the SAME controllers-but
obviously it is planned to dump Clinton or
take him out.
Perot will simply insure election of Clinton, even

though he is now hitting hard on Clinton’s immorality
and local corruption dealings.
You HAVE NO REAL CHOICES, but you of our
team DO have some things to LOSE if Bush is put back
into POWER-and yes, I said Bush. Note who all is out
there FRANTICALLY petitioning you to vote Republican: the MOST IMMORALLY AND FINANCIALLY
CORRUPT INDIVIDUALS IN THE WORLD!
Clinton did not bomb or raid anything in the middle
East-he was asleep at the time. He was more surprised
to get saddled with that maneuver than any one of you
good citizens.
The hope for the NEW WORLD ORDER B TO
GET DOLE IN THE PUPPET SEAT BECAUSE NO
PRESIDENT RUNS EVEN THE ADMINISTRATION
ANY LONGER. THIS WILL SEAL YOUR FATE AS
NEXT BECOMING AGAIN UNDER THE RULE OF
ENGLAND-ISRAELI STATE. CLINTON IS A FOOL.
DOLE AND BUSH ARE MANIPULATIVE, SHREWD
AND EVIL CHARACTERS, OUT TO “GETCHA”
ONCE AND FOR ALL. LOOK WHO YOU HAVE
PUSHING DOLE, I.E., FORD, CHENEY, POWELL,
THE ENTIRE TEAM OF CORRUPT SHADOW GOVERNMENT POWER-BROKERS.
THEY
0

Clinton was put into power by the same ones who
needed more TIME-but he is not the powerful player
as is Bush and his band of criminals.
Think carefully about how you vote, if you vote,
and which direction will each player TAKE YOU!
These POWER BEASTS are neither Republican nor
Democrat-they
are NEW WORLD ORDER DICTATORS FROM THE HIGHEST SEATS OF EVIL THAT
EXIST.
The issues they state are about proposed tax cuts
which never happen, coverage for health which never
happens and so on down the line on both touting poles.
Forget it-for you are on your last legs to disaster. The
monster is LOOSE! Pay attention and stop your sillies
and get on with responsible thought processes and act
accordingly.
You must consider who can do the MOST DAMAGE-IN A PLACE OF HIGHER POWER-AND YOU
WILL SEE THAT IT IS DOLE/BUSH-NOT
SLICK
WILLIE. Clinton is just a wayward cheap-shot Rhodespuppet, but it will take longer to totally take over and
destroy through him than through the POWER brokers
of the New World Order. Dole first sold his and
Lizzie’s Souls to the two-bit commercialists who paid
them off through Switzerland. Then he sold it again to
the big boy-crooks such as Archer, Daniels, Midland
the very misfits you voted OUT once before.
AMERICA!

Judge would make a different ruling. However, in pretrial arguments, that carried over until mid-morning of
the next day, the Judge announced that, on his own, he
had gone beyond the motion, as filed by Mr. Horn, and
had dug out all of the many volumes of the house (nonsale) case file not “caught” by anyone and not raised by
Mr. Horn. Judge Chapin had found a defect, that defect
being that when Mr. Tips (Ekkers’ former attorney)
negotiated a settlement with the R.T.C. (Resolution
Trust Corporation) and Santa Barbara Savings and
Loan, that Mr. Tips had wrongly and unknowingly
disposed of the house case. Mr. Brad Elley argued
strenuously that this was not likely, as the written
agreement of dismissal expressly reserved the right of
the Ekkers to continue with the house case.
Judge Chapin was undeterred and made his ruling
This is what happened. Prior to trial, the matter
(case) was transferred from Judge Wallace to Judge adverse to the Ekkers. Mr. Elley then negotiated a
Chapin. The only explanation rumored is that Judge continuance of the execution of the court’s order until
Wallace elected to take two court trials and, thus, the November, 1996, and paved the way for the Ekkers to
Ekker case was transferred to Judge Chapin. If Judge file a Writ of Certiorari, or whatever appropriate docuWallace was given a choice, I would find it difftcult to ment Mr. Elley decides to file, which will be filed as
believe that he would let go of this case that he had soon as possible.
I am happy to say that preliminary research done
known so well for so many years.
Mr. Brad Elley had prepared well for trial, was for the Writ has been fruitful and rewarding, and the
extremely focused on the issues and all pre-trial work Ekkers and Mr. Elley are even better prepared.
Technically, a trial never started. By law, a trial
was out of the way and he had settled in locally for the
starts when the first witness is sworn to testify. This
trial. At the last moment Mr. Horn (opposing counsel)
basically resubmitted a motion entitled “Motion in was just another battle, not the war, and as the saying
Limine” for the purpose of denying the Ekkers the goes, when you go to court with the Ekkers expect the
oppomnity to present any evidence of a non-sale. This (the unexpeeted and the unusual.
Hopefully, some day soon, they will have their day
fbctthattherewasnosale)mtstheEkkedentirecase.
has a major court
Mr. Elley was not concerned about this motion in court. In the meantime,
241996, and
because the identical motion, under a different name, appearance before Judge Gibbons on
1e.t*slmJpethattntt.handjusticewillprevailtit.ime.
had been made on the same factual circumstances,
Mr., Gene Dixon, Director
previously, before Judge Wallace, and Judge Wallace
Constitutional Law Center
had denied it. There was little thought that this new

Ekker Trial Update
On HouseCase
8/17/96
To All Interested Parties:
In the matter of Doris and E.J. Ekker vs. Larry
Mitchell et al. (this is the case of the non-sale of
Ekkers’ house), because more than several persons
have approached me and commented on the “fact” that
the Ekkers had lost their lawsuit, or had been defeated
very badly in court, etc., etc.; and none of this is true.
I was assisting Mr. Brad Elley, attorney for Ekkers,
and was a percipient witness to the events that happened at “trial” during those days (August 5th and Lth,
1996), and it is not true that the Ekkers lost their case
and as the facts are unfolding they may come out of it
in better shape now because of the delay. Delay is not
always bad, even after 8 years.

THINK,
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